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Pearl millet (Pennlsetu~n glaucun~) is the slxth Important cereal crop It IS the 
staple food crop for poor farmers In the seml-arid troplcal reglons of lndla and West 
Africa The worst dlsease of pearl mlllet IS downy mlldew caused by a pseudo-fungal 
pathogen (Sclerospora grnr7i11i1soId) The genetlcs of t h~s  host-pathogen system is poorly 
understood The study of reslstance has been hindered by both the host and the 
pathogen being outbreedlng and highly varlable and the segregatlon for host-plant 
resistance showing continuous variation Earller reports suggested that reslstance to 
downy mlldew IS a quantltatlve tralt controlled by polygenes In thls study a new pearl 
millet mapplng populat~on waa developed from a res~stant x susceptible cross A genetlc 
linkage map wlth a length of 561 8 cM wa constructed uslng RFLP markers along w~ th  
three morphological markers d, and d- dwarf plant height and P purple foltage colour 
The downy mlldew segregatlon pattern oC F-Fa progeriles from cross (IP 18293 x Tlfl 
238D1) was studled agalnst six lndlan (Patancheru Jalna Jamnagar Jodhpur 
Durgapura and New Delhl) and two Afrlcan pathogen populat~ons (Nlger and Mali) 
Pathogen population variab~l~ty w ~ t h  reference to the reslstance behaviour among the 
segregating fam~ l~es  was studied and the best f ~ t  Mendellan segregation rat~os were 
d~scussed QTL mapplng was performed uslng Interval mapplng methods 
(MapmakeriQTL) and compos~te interval mapping methods (QTL Cartographer) Seven 
different host-plant resistance QTLs are ident~f~ed against these eight pathogen 
populations There was a common reststance QTL for the Indian pathogen populat~ons 
from Patancheru Jodhpur Jalna and Jamnagar on linkage group 2 Over-dominance of 
resistance was the inher~tance pattern most commonly observed In the different screens 
All of the ident~f~ed resistance QTLs were from the res~stant parental I~ne  IP 18293 
Strateg~es for ut~l~zing the ~ d e n t ~ f ~ e d  r s~stance QTLs for improving downy m~ldew 
resistance of elite pearl millet hybr~d parental lines were discussed 
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Introduction 
Pearl mlllet [Penr~~setc~rn glaucum (L ) R Br ] IS widely grown as a food crop of 
subsistence agrlculture In sub-Saharan Africa and the Indian subcont~nent on a total of 
about 27 million ha (Rachie and Majmudar 1980 F A 0  and ICRISAT 1996) having 
average grain yleld 500-600 kg ha ' In addition ca 4 million hectares IS grown mostly as 
a forage crop (Gates et a1 1999) or a mulch component of minimclm tillage systems 
(Bonamigo 1999) in comrnerclal agrlculture on other continents Pearl mlllet has a 
number of advantages that have made it the traditional staple cereal crop in subsistence 
or low-resource agriculture In hot semi arld regions These advantaqes include tolerance 
to drought heat and leached acid sandy solls with very inherent fertility due to low clay 
and organic matter contents Pearl mlllet also has the ability to grow rapidly in response 
to brlef perlods of favourable conditions and has one of the highest growth rates of all 
the cereals (Kassam and Kowal 1975 Craufurd and Bidnger 1989) 
The pearl millet downy mildew pathogen [Sclelospora ~ I ~ I I I ~ I J I C O ~ ~  (Sacc i J 
Schrot ] is an obllgate biotropic oomycete whlch reproduces asexually by means of 
sporangia that germinate to release rnotlle zoospores and sexually through soil-borne 
oospores Although usually thought of as fungi these motlle life stages of oomycetes 
lndlcate that they are actually more closely related to the brown algae (Hess ct ol  in 
press) The downy mildew dlsease of pearl millet develops after colonization of 
und~fferentiated tissue which results in symptoms resembling those of systemic virus 
diseases with growth disturbance and chlorosis The white mass of asexual sporangia 
that are produced on the surface of Infected leaves superfic~aliy resemble powdery 
mlldews of tempc~ate cereals (which are caused by true fungi) and can spread rapldly 
through a crop (Singh and Williams 1980) Pearl millet plants Infected at an early growth 
stage will produce no grain at all instead transferring in to leafy structures (green ear) in 
panicle Later infection can severely affect basal and rlodal tillers although the main 
shoot may have escaped disease Pearl millet originated In West Africa (Purseglove 
1976) and the pearl millet downy mildew psinoyen whlch is highly host specific 1s likely 
to have co-evolved with pearl mlllet in that region (Rachle and Majmudar 1980) 
Following the release and widespread adoption of genetically uniform pearl millet single- 
cross hybr~ds In India In the late 1960s (Dave 1987) downy mlldew became an 
econom~cally Important d~sease and the f~rst  major ep~phytotlc occurred In the early 
1970s (Slngh and Govlnd Slngh 1987 Hash 1997) Slnce then downy mlldew has 
been a major production constraint and a major focus of pearl mlllet lmprovement 
research both by ICRISAT and the lndlan Nat~onal Program (Ral and Slngh 1987 
Shetty 1987 Slngh et a1 1987 Slngh et a1 1993a Slngh 1995 Hasl-I et a/ 1997 
1999) Due to ~ t s  systemlc nature and its abll~ty to flourlsh under a w ~ d e  range of 
environmental condltlons the dlsease can cause considerable losses In graln y~eld and 
IS particularly destructwe to genetically unlform single-cross F, hybrlds of pearl mlllet As 
the host IS a crop of poor and marglnal areas the use of reststant cultlvars IS the most 
appropr~ate control method for pearl mlllet downy ni~ldew However reslstance should 
be used as a component (albeit a major one) of an Integrated dlsease management 
system Breeding for resistance to d~seases of current and potentlal economlc 
Importance contr~butes to Increased productivity and stablllty of pearl nilllet graln stover 
aqd forage yields Dlsease reslstance IS a major concern in pearl mlllet lmprovement 
programs and has been the subject of several revlews (Louvel 1982 Wllllams and 
Andrews 1983 Williams 1983 1934 Andrews et 1985 Ral and Anand Kumar 
1994 Talukdar et a1 1994 Hash et a1 1997 Hash et a1 1999) In breedlng Improved 
pearl m~llet cultlvars ~t IS necessary to malntaln moderate levels of reslstance to many 
potentla1 pathogens currently of mlnor Importance In the breeders target environments 
(Mohan et a1 1978 Slngh et a/ 1993b) Thls helps ensure that these potentla1 
constraints do not become actual problems later on Res~stance genes have been wldely 
used In dlsease control for a hundred years or more and are very actlvely used In 
modern crop breedlng (Crute and Plnk 1996 Agrlos 1997) They can be moved 
between plant var~etles of the same specles or related genera by convent~onal crosslng 
procedures 
For any crop breeding program knowledge of the lnherltance of host plant 
reslstance agalnst avalIab1e pathogen populations IS a prerequls~te for an effective 
reslstance-based dlsease management strategy Prevlous studles have reported that 
downy mlldew reslstance In the host  plan^ shows cont~nuous variation (Safeeulla 1976 
Basavaraju et a1 1981 Shlnde et a1 1984) or In some cases can be rather slmply 
lnher~ted (Deswal and Govlla 1994 S~ngh and lalukdar 1998) Because of the 
complexity of thls host-pathogen system the mechanisms and ~nherltance of host plant 
reslstance to pearl rnlllet downy mlldew contlnue to be poorly understood However 
regional varlablltty In the pathogen IS now recognized as a major hindrance to effectwe 
resistance breedlng Genetlc varlablllty between populatlons of the downy mtldew 
pathogen has requlred expenslve tlme-consuming multl-locat~onal fleld trlals to study 
the patterns of ~nherttance of reslstance (Deswal and Govlla 1994) or some 
combination of fleld and greenhouse screening (Jones el a1 1995) Tnere IS clear 
ev~dence of the ex~stence of phys~ologtcal spec~al~zatton wlthln S y/a/nir)icola (Ahmad et 
a/ 1978 ICRISAT 1989 Jones et a1 1995 Thakur and Rao 1997 Thakur el a1 1992 
1998) Hlgh heterogeneity In pathogen populatlons has been observed between seasons 
at lndivtdual locations and among s~ngle-oospore lsolates of S qran i~r~~co la  In lndla 
(Thakur ei a1 1992) At least SIX populatlons of thls pathogen wlth dlst~nct virulence 
differences have now been ldentlfled In lndla (Thakur et a1 1998) 
A potentlal revolution In the understanding of and ablllty to manipulate 
ollgogenlc and quantltatlve tralts IS offered to plant breeders by recent advances In 
genetlc marker technology (Young 1999) Molet ular blology can be used to gulde 
tradlt~onal plant breedlng Wlthout the lntroductlon of transgenlc DNA ~t offers an 
lncredlble dlverslty of opportunttles for Improvement of dlsease reslstance In plants DNA 
sequences that match speclflc chromosomal loct can be used to detect restriction 
fragment length polymorphtsms (RFLP) random ampllfled polymorphic DNA (RAPD) 
rn~crosatell~te polyrnorph~sms ampllfled fragment length polyrnorphtsrns (AFLP) or other 
molecular genetic marker locl (Jones el a1 1997 Mohan ct dl 1997 Prloul el a1 
1997) Once llnkage between a rnarker locus and the gene for an agronomic tralt of 
Interest has been established DNA dlagnostlc tests can be used to gulde plant breedlng 
as a substitute for other phenotypic tests such as assays for dlsease reslstance 
Untapped natural varlatlon for agronomically desirable traits IS present In exlstlng 
sexually conipat~b~- breedlng materlal and molecular genettc tools such as quantitative 
trait locus analvsis and guloed lntrogresslon can a ~ d  tremendously In harnessing this 
genetlc potential The development and avallablllty of abundant naturally occurring 
molecular genetlc markers (RFLP RAPD lsozymes etc) durlng last two decades has 
generated renewed Interest in counttng locatlr~g and measuring the effects of genes 
(polygenes or QTLs) controlling quantltatlve tPalts 
The main advantages of using molecular markers for the introgression of 
resistance genes into cultlvars a galn In time (Tanksley et d/ 1989 Melchinger 1990) 
By applying new analytical methods the genet~c dissection of quentltative Inheritance of 
physlolog~cal morphological and behavioral t ra~ts in any plant or animal specles is now 
possible When there is a marker map and a segregating populat~on for a character of 
Interest it is often possible to obtaln lnformatlon about the number effects and positions 
of the QTLs affecting the tralt (Paterson el a1 1988) Marker-assisted selectlon could be 
more effluent than purely phenotyplc selection in quite large populations and for traits 
showlng relatively low heritabilities (Hospital et a1 1997 Moreau et a/ 1998) Molecular 
marker technologies can be effectively used to pyram~d several resistance genes into a 
slngle host genotype using marker-asslsted selectlon based backcrossing The product 
of such marker assisted backcrossing can be used In more effective resistance gene 
deployment strategies (Witcombe and Hash 2000) Pyram~ding of the resistance genes 
In a breeding program could be very well possible using nioiecular-marker-based 
genotyping wnen the phenotypes are epistatlc W~thout molecular marker-based 
methods genotyplng indiv~dual plants for their res~stance gene complement requires two 
generations of testcrosses and screening agalnst mult~ple pathogen ~sclates Thus 
resistance gene pyram~d~ng becomes much more practical once marker-assisted 
selection methods for an individual resistance gene 1s possible 
Morpholog~cal varlarlts with distinct phenotyplc expression are being used to 
establish linkage studles In pearl mlllet such var~ations were observed In height and 
colour Purple pigmentation in different plant parts like nodes internodes leaf blades 
anthers and glumes 1s cbserved in pearl millet Five sources of genetic dwarf~sm are 
known In pearl m ~ l  at (Burton and Fortson 1966 Koduru and Krishna Rao 1983 Appa 
Rao et a1 1986 Anand Kumar and Andrews 1993) Converting tall pearl millet varieties 
to dwarf by utlllzing these divarfing genes enabled breeders to develop lodging resistant 
grain and forage cultivars and facllltated hybrld seed niult~pl~cation 
The current study was planned wlth the following objectives 
Objectives: 
I To construct a skeleton llnkage map In a pearl m~llet rnapplng 
populatlon of a downy rn~ldew resistant downy rn~ldew susceptible 
cross 
II To determ~ne the lnher~tance of downy mlldew res~stance 
segregating In thls mapping populatlon In screens agalnst lnd~an 
and Afrlcan pathogen populatlons of Sclrrospo~d g r n r n ~ ~ ~ ~ r o i a  
Ill To ~dent~fy QTLs controll~ng downy mildew reslstance effectlve 
agalnst these lnd~an and Afrlcan pathogen populatlons 
IV To locate the dwarfing genes ti, and d and the purple fol~age 
colour gene P on the molecular marker-based skeleton l~nkage 
map of pearl m~llet 
Review of Literature 
2.1. PEARL MILLET AND ITS IMPORTANCE 
Pearl m~llet (Penriisetc~rrt g l a ~ ~ c ~ i r i i  (L ) R Br ) IS grown princ~pally for graln In the 
hot a r ~ d  and semi-ar~d areas of Africa and the Indian s~ibcont~nent It is sown on 
approximately 14 million ha In Afr~ca and 10 million ha in lndra producing annually 10 5 
and 4 5 mlllhon tons of graln respectively In terms of global production pearl m~llet IS 
the sixth most ~mportant cereal crop after wheat rlce malze barley and sorghuni (FA0  
1999) To keep pace w ~ t h  the food demand of growlng human and livestock pop~~ la t~ons  
in the senil-arid reglons Increasing the productv~ty of pearl millet IS a g~gantic task 
requlrlng concerted efforts from nat~onal and lnternat~onal research and developnient 
organ~zat~ons ~nc lud~ng both the~r publ~c and pr~vate sectors (Kal and Anand Kuniar 
1994) 
2 . 1 . 1 .  AS A FOOD GRAIN 
Pearl r~ l l le t  grain has a high nutr~t~onal  value and a higher prote~n content than 
malze and sorghum (Mait1 and B~d~nger  1981) The amlno acid prof~le of pearl m~llet 
gram IS better than that of normal sorghum and normal maize and IS comparable to 
those of the small grams wheat barley and rrce (Ejeta et a1 1987) with a less disparate 
leucrne~rsoleucrne ratlo (Hoseney et 0 1  1987 Rooney and McDonough 1987) The 
content of lys~ne In prote~n repolted In pearl m~llet graln ranges from 1 9 to 3 9 g per 100 
g proteln (Ejeta et ;I/ 1987) Pearl m~llet grain appears to be generally free of any major 
anti-nutr~tional factors such as the condensed tannlns In sorghum that reduce protein 
ava~lability As w ~ t h  other cereals the phyt~c and nicotinic ac~ds conta~ned in pearl mlllet 
grain are found mainly 11- the germ (S~mwemba et a1 1984 McDonough 1986) 
In some parts of Afr~ca there 1s a "trong poslt~ve correlat~on between golter 
~nc~dence  and per capita pearl m~llet production (Klopfenstein et a1 1983k) Rats fed 
pearl m~llet d ~ e t  end :s develop symptoms s~milar to those of coilold go~ter 11- humans 
Thyro~d c o ~ l o ~ d  foll~cles were some what enlarged but serum thyro~d hormone 
concentrat~on was rlormal ~n rats that were fed ~ r l i l ~  pearl millet weanling food 
(Klopfenste~n et a/ 1985) Autoclaving the grain appears to alleviate the symptoms 
Eptdemtological studtes have suggested that pearl millet might be at least parttally 
responsible for the hlgh golter inctdence ~n the Durfur area of Sudan (Klopfenstetn el dl  
1983a) 
2.1.2. AS A FEED GRAIN A N D  FODDER CROP 
In Tamil Nadu th? demand for pearl millet as a food grain has been sharply 
dimtnishing whereas demand for tt as a raw mater~al in the po~iltry and animal feed 
industry and to a lesser extent in the food-processing industry has tncreased over the 
years (Ramasamy ef a1 2000) 
Earliness is a major advantage of pearl mlllet when harvested for forage 
However its high qualtty IS also Important wtth dry matter crude protein levels reachtng 
18-20% between the boot leaf and the milky grain growth stages (Tabosa e l  a/ 1999) 
Hanna el a1 (1991) suggestecl that pearl m~llet has a good potential to be i ~ s e d  
as a h ~ g h  qual~ty grain l ~ k e  corn and sorghum In iat~ons of chickens beef cattle and 
swlne Costa (1992) reported that pearl m~ilet has oernonstrated great potentla1 as 
forage where tt can be used as pasture or to make silage and hay that IS free of prusslc 
acld glycos~des Pearl millet produces hlgh yields of good qual~ty forage when properly 
managed Suil~van et a1 (1990) observed that pearl millet ~n comparison with sorghum 
and maize offers an excellent alternattve as feed graln for cattle and broilers havlng 
hlgher feed conversion rates 
Stud~es conducted by several workers (French 1948 S~ngh and Barsaul 1976 
Sharma et i l l  1979 Str~nghlnl and Franca 1999) showed that m~llets compared 
favourably with malze ~n poultry dtets Fancher et a/ (1987) reported that the 
metabol~zable ener7y (ME,) content of ground pearl m~l let  graln varied from 2 9 to 3 2 
kcal g ' dry matter Lloyd (1964) observed that brollers fed on pearl m~llet rat~ons were 
heavier and had better feed Tonverston than tilose fed on maize rations 
Pearl millet pasture grazed rotatlotlally by dairy cows prov~des total d~gest~ble 
nutr~ents (TCIN) In the range of 1400-2300 kg ba a quantlty generally superior to that of 
Sudan grass and sorghup (Fa~res et 81 1541 Roark ei ai 1952 Marshall et a1 1953) 
Mlles et a1 (1956) have shown that T~ f t  sudan cons~stently produces more dry matter 
milk and TDN than pearl millet bclt pearl millet consistently provided h~gher quality 
pasture than permanent pastures 
Collins et a/ (1997) noted that commerc~al layers glven feed contarning pearl 
mrllet graln presented lower ratios between the omega-6 and omega-3 fatty acids 
endowing the eggs w ~ t h  a fatty acid profile more favourable to human healtn Gelaye el  
a/ (1997) found that pearl millet ~ncreased the neutral detergent frber content In the 
rations with an Increase of l ign~n and cellulose concentrat~ons in the d~ets  but the levels 
of calciuni phosphorous and crude protein were also hlgher than those of maize 
In studies with fish Silva et a1 (1995) tested the use of whole graln pearl rn~llet 
for feeding tarrtbaqi~i and carp fish species In a study lasting two productron cycles and 
concluded that supplementary feeding with pearl millet grains resulted ~n a 26'h Increase 
in fish production compared to full grain maize 
2.1.3. AS A CROP FOR HARSH AREAS 
Pearl m~llet IS a hot climate plant that 1s xeroph~lous and has efficient drought 
escape and tolerance mechan~sms Pearl millet area covers 26 m~ll ion hectares in sub- 
Saharan Africa and South Asia where low input farm~ng IS the niarn act~vrty for the 
approximately 400 mil l~on people l ~ v ~ n g  in these reglons (Tabosa et a/ 1999) It 1s 
almost the only cereal crop that can be grown in parts of trop~cal and subtrop~cal Asia 
and Afrlca with an annual rainfall lunder 400 mm (parts of countries such as India 
Pakrstan Yemen Maurrtanla Mali Burkina Faso Senegal Chad Niger Nigeria Sudan 
and others) (Scalea 1999) Because of its excepttonal ability to tolerate drought pearl 
mrllet extends food grain production rnto reglons too arid for sorghum (Burton 1983) It 
tolerates drought low so11 fertility and low so11 pH and responds well to water and good 
management (knar d Kumar 1989) 
Among all the cereals pearl millet grows the best in sandy soils and under poor 
fertrltty condit~ons and has the greatest drought tolerance (Maciel and Tabosa 1982) 
Its better adaptation than other cereals to low-fertrlity so~ ls  based on its superior ability 
to extract n~itrients due to a deep f~brous ront system ultimately endows it with good 
shoot niatter production resulting In green matter yields of 20-70 tons ha ' (Scalea 
1999) 
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2.1 .d. A S  A COMPONENT OF SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE IN MORE 
INTENSIVELY FARMED AREAS 
Saturnino and Landers (1997) advocated zero tillage seeding of pearl niillet 
following the soybean crop In Brazil and stressed that compared with conventional 
tillage t h ~ s  technology provides greater soil protection results In more intensive land use 
ensures better weed control and better supports crop-l~vestock production systems 
The recent rapid expansion of pearl rnillet In Brazil (Bonamigo 1999) IS based on 
Increased adoption of mlnimum tillage planting systems The main uses of pearl millet In 
Brazil are as a mulch component of min~mum-tillage technology grain production for 
monogastric livestock feed biomass production for hay or direct grazing and clop 
rotation following soybeans (Val 1994) No-till millet is a w~dely adopted alternative due 
to a series of crop characteristics particularly its ample oi~tput of biomass with high CIN 
ratlo an0 good drought tolerance (Spehar 1999) Pearl m~llet was adopted by the 
farmers attracted by the advantages of more efficient sowing and lower production costs 
through no-till planting (Spehar and Landers 1997) Cower des~ccation costs due to 
greater glyphosate availab~lity greatly fac~litated pearl millet management in thls sysrem 
2.1.5. A S  A MODEL CROP FOR GENETIC STUDIES 
Pearl millet is potentially an ideal species for genetical studies It has a small 
d~ploid genome with a haplo~d DNA content of 2 36 to 2 5 pg (Bennett 1976 Martel e l  
a / ,  1997) with a small number (seven) of large chromosome pairs w ~ t h  two distinctive 
nucleolar organizers making it a highly suitable organism for genetical studies (Jauhar 
and Hanna 1998) Its gerrnplasm (both landrace and el~te) possesses abundant 
phenotypic variation (Brunken 1977) It has a number of wild relatives with haploid 
chromosome comrlernents (n) of 5 8 and 9 in add~tion to a large group with n=7 with 
whlch it can be intercrossed (Jauhar 1981) Pearl niillet IS also of interest as a biological 
model for studying domest~cation and cropln Id coinplex evolution (Poncet el a/ 1998 
2000) 
2.2 .  DWARFING GENES and PURPLE COLORATION 
2.2.1. DWARFING GENES 
Dwarfing genes have been successfully i~tillzed in the breedlng of short-statured 
cultlvars of wheat, rlce, barley. sorghum and pearl millet with improved lodging 
resistance Dwarf grain cultivars are better able than their cobnterparts to respond 
positively to hlgh levels or nitrogen application due to their reduced lodging vulnerability 
Therefore, under well-managed conditions dwarf cereal genotypes will frequently yleld 
more harvestable gram than thelr tall counterparts because they are less vulnerable to 
lodglng under conditions of high soil fertility and ample moisture availability Dwarf 
cereals also tend to have an Improved grain harvest index better leaf-to-stem ratios and 
easier manual and mechanical harvesting characteristics than their tall coui-iterparts 
Dwarf plants in pearl millet were discovered almost simultaneously in the USA and l nd~a  
Burton and Fortson (1966) reported the inheritance of reduced plant height from five 
different sources, named Dl to D. In pearl millet Dwarfness in source lines D ,  and D., IS 
coi>trolled largely by one or two recessive genes When transferred to near-isogenic 
backgrounds dwarfness in D, and D IS controlled by single but different recessive 
genes designated as d ;  and d,  The t i , ,  dwarf gene In pearl mlllet has several pielotropic 
effects on plant phenotype Principally. it reduces plant height by 50%" through a 
reduction in the length of all stem internodes except the peduncle (Burton and Fortson 
1966). leading to a hlgher proportion of leaves (Ral and Hanna. 1990) Based on the 
composition and the d~gestbility of dwarf pearl millet forage, Johnson el a1 (1968) 
concluded that the cl,. gene could be used In improving the nutritive value of pearl mlllet 
forage 
Forage from dL dwarf plants had significantly higher IVDMD ( i i ~  v ~ t r o  dry matter 
digestibility) than forage from tall plants (Hanna el a1 1979) A similar response reported 
previously (Burton el a1 1969) for the d gene was attributed to increased leaf 
percentage and improved nutritional quality of the stem fractlon of pearl millet forage 
2.2.2. PURPLE COLORATION 
Pigmented plant parts constitute easily recognizable morphological genetic 
markers for c;se In several aspects of studiez o-, higher plants Because of thls distinct 
advantage, genetics of pigmentation has been worked out in several model plant 
systems like malze, rice, and Peturita The purple coloration IS due to three 
anthocyan~d~ns-cyan~dins delph~nidin and pelargonid~n (Rap el a/ 1985) lnherltance 
of purple pigmentat~on of the coleoptilar leaf In pearl m~llet was reported to be controlled 
by a s~ngle dom~nant gene (Yadav 1976) Koduru and Krishna Rao (1979) reported that 
purple seedl~ng base wh~ch  IS recognizable from the I-leaf or 2-leaf stage IS controlled 
by the complementary interaction of two dom~nant genes Pb, and Pb G ~ l l  (1969) 
reported that purple foliage plgmentatlon IS controlled by a s~ngle dominant gene Rp 
whereas M~nocha et a/  (1980) reported that it is controlled by two complementary 
genes Appa Rao et al (1988) concluded that purple pigmentat~on on all plant parts is 
controlled by a slngle dom~nant gene They observed that purple colorat~on of leaf 
sheath leaf blades Internodes bristles and glumes are ~nher~ted as a slngle un~ t  
indlcatng ple~otrop~c effect of a s~ngle gene They proposed the symbol P for this trait 
Mode of ~nher~tance and linkage relatlonshlps of genes respons~ble for purple colorat~on 
of seven plant parts In pearl m~llet was d~scussed by Manga et a/ (1988) They reported 
linkage between genes for purple node aur~cle and purple leaf m~drib margln and leaf 
sheatt~ purple l i ternode and purple aplcule 
S~ngh et oi (1967) reported t k t  the purple colour of lemma palea and br~stles 
(scored together) IS a monogenic domnant t ra~t G ~ l l  (1969) reported that p u r ~ l e  bristl~ng 
(Bep, and Bep:) and purple glume (Py an0 Pg-) tralts are controlled by two sets of 
dominant complementary genes 
2.3 .  PEARL MILLET DOWNY MILDEW AND ITS IMPORTANCE 
2.3.1 .THE HISTORY 
The millet downy m~ldew pathogen was f~rst  descr~bed as Protoirtyc,es 
graminicoia on Selar~a ve~ticiilat,~ by Saccardo In 1876 Schroter In 1879 renamed it as 
Sclerospora grarn~tiicola (Ullstrup 1973) Downy mildew was f~rst  reported on Setorla 
v~rrdrs (L ) P Beauv by Farlaw (1 884) and later reported on pearl m~llet and other hosts 
(Bhat 1973) This d~sease IS of great economlc importance In lnd~a but also causes yield 
losses in many countr~es In 4fr1ca ~nc lud~ng durkina-Faso Chad Er~trea Ghana Mall 
Mozamb~que Niger N~geria Senegal Sudan Togo Tanzan~a and Zarnb~a This 
pathogen has been reported In more than 20 countr~es around the world (S~ngh et ai 
1993a) 
Pearl m~llet downy m~ldew [caused by Sclerospola gra~n~r i~co ia  (S cc ) J Schrot ] 
IS a h~ghly destructwe and w~despread d~sease in Africa and Asla Over the past 25 
years pearl m~llet product~on area In lnd~a has come down for many reasons One of the 
major causes of this reduct~on has been the d~sease downy m~ldew caused by an 
oomycet~c pseudo-fungus Downy m~ldew IS the most devastating d~sease of pearl m~llet 
In l nd~a  and a major epidemic occurred there In the early 1970s closely tollow~ng the 
release and widespread adoption of several closely related genet~cally un~form pearl 
mlllet s~ngle-cross hybr~ds (Dave 1987 S~ngh et ai 1987 Hash 1997) 
2.3.2. PEARL MILLET DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE INHERITANCE 
STUDIES 
Deswal and Gov~la (1994) reported inher~tance of pearl m~ilet downy rn~ldew 
res~stance as d~gen~c  based on generat~on mean analys~s of crosses involv~ng res~stant 
and suscept~ble parents The ~nher~tance of res~stance was coniplernentary at Delh~ (9 7) 
and dupiicate at Villupurani Tam11 Nadu (15 1) The results from Katar~a el a1 (1994) 
supported a more complex pattern of Inheritance of res~stance to downy m~ldew and 
Indicated s~mple seiect~on would riot be r f fect~ve for inccrporat~on of res~stance to downy 
m~ldew disease 
Early reports from Appadura~ et ai (1975) Indicated that a s~ngle gene for downy 
m~ldew res~stance was apparently dom~nant over that for suscept~b~l~ty wh~ch was 
supported by a non s~gn~f~cant  goodness of f ~ t  est of F segregat~on data to a 3 1 
ratlo Among 1165 segregat~ng ~nbred hnes the proport~on of d~sease free plants was far 
more than that of d~seased wlants 
G~ l i  et a/  (1975) studled the reaction of some F, hybr~ds of crosses involving 
resistant and susccpt~ole parents as well as some crosses In the reverse d~rections The 
F, data ~nd~cated that ~nher~tance pattern was rather complex and could ~nvolve genlc 
~nteract~ons Gene symbols D M l D M 2  DMIL.tn2 and dn i lDM2 were proposed for the 
res~stant genotypes and drnlcirn2 for the sus~eptible genotypes by G ~ l l  et a1 (1978) The 
F, and the testcross data revealed the presence of dupl~cate dom~nant factors In the 
~nher~tance of res~stance to t h ~ s  d~sease In ten crosses Singh et ai (1978) uslng lnbreds 
and a slck plot observed res~stant and suscept ihl~ react~ons In the F1 and F, 
generations of crosses between ieslstant and suscept~b~l~ty pearl m~llet ~nbreds In the 
F1, the frequency sf resistant plants was hlgher in R . R crosses than in other crosses 
such as R . S and S . S suggesting polvgenic inheritance 
The inherttance of resistance to downy mildew in pearl millet was studted by 
Basavaraju et a1 (1981) using 16 parental lines and their F, F,, BC, and BC. progentes 
under artifictal epiphytot i~ cond~tions The z.' values for different ratios and heterogeneity 
components showed that resistance to downy mildew in pearl millet was not simple but 
exhibited quantitative inheritance 
A study by Sh~nde et a1 (1984) revealed the contrtbution of both additive and 
non-addittve gene effects in the Inheritance of pearl millet host-plant resistance to downy 
mildew Duplicate effects were observed in most of crosses studied Singh and Talukdar 
(1998) studied F , .  F, and BC progentes of cross IP 18292 . T~ f t  23DB for inheritance of 
downy m~ldew resistance Resistance was controlled by a slngle domlnant gene from IP 
15292 and they sl~ggested simple and straightforward selection techntques to transfer 
this to economically important backgrounds 
Although tr the above studies pearl mlllet downy mildew resistance was 
generally found to be domlnant over s~~sceptibility and controlled by one or more 
dominant genes with some modifieis a complete plcture of its Inheritance is not yet 
available With the availability of precise ~noculatton techniques and highly homozygous 
resistant and susceptible parer-tal lines more precise lnforrnation on the genetics of 
resistance will soon become available (Slngh 1995) 
Llmited information on downy mildew resistance QTL.s detected using molecular 
marker techniques has been published (Jones ef a / ,  1995. Hash ct a1 1995 Hash and 
Brarnel-Cox, 2000, However. it IS clear that this technique facilitates manipulat~on. 
including pyram!dtng, of resistance genes in qenetic backgrounds of ellte Inbred hybrid 
parental ltnes (Hash et a1 . Id97 1999 Witcombe and Hash. 2000) 
2.3.3. DOWNY MILDEW - SCREENING 
The life cycle of Sclerospora g r a n ~ ~ r i l r ~ ~ i c  ,Sac ) J Schrot IS comprised of both 
sexual and asexual phases The sexual stage produces oospores whlch are so11 or seed 
borne and provlde the prlmary source of lnoculum each season (Shetty 1987) The 
13 
asexual sporangla are produced at riight under cond~t~ons of moderate temperatures and 
high relative humid~ty Maxlmum sporangla product~on occurs at 20 C No sporulat~on IS 
recorded at relat~ve humidity levels below 70"/0 Sporangia germ~nate to produce motile 
zoospores and generally do not remain vtable for very long after daybreak Sexual 
oospores are th~ck-walled spher~cal brownish yellow and 22 !o 35 brn In diameter 
Oospores form follow~ng sexual recombinat~on In colonized t~ssue and can survive from 
8 months to 13 years under laboratory cond~t~ons (Wilson 1999) Early attempts to 
screen for sources of reslstance to pearl millet downy mildew depended on S I L ~  plots 
I e , plots Into wh~ch  infected oospore-bear~ng pearl m~llet plants had been ploughed for 
several years (Nene and S~ngh 1976) The test mater~als were sown in these plots and 
infection was ~n~t ia ted by the oospores in the so11 Large-scale field screenlng techn~ques 
have been developed based on pre-sown Infector rows that prov~de sporang~al ~noculum 
(W~lliams et a/  1981) T h ~ s  techn~que ~nvolves the sowing of Infector rows (every f~f th or 
ninth row) with a mixture of suscept~ble cult~vars three weeks before sow~ng test 
rnater~al 
S~ngh  and Gop~nath (1985) descr~bed a laboratory downy rn~ldew screening 
technique using a micro-syringe that !s more effective than field screenipg In producing 
downy mildew infection In suscept~ble genotypes The procedure resembles natural 
Infection but prov~des greater inoculum unirorm~ty and does not affect normal host 
actlv~ty A m o d ~ f ~ e d  greenhouse method for assessing reslstance to downy mildew glven 
by Weltz~en and K ~ n g  (1995) IS more rap~d  and IS suitable for use throughout the year 
Independent of season In t h ~ s  method instead of inoculat~ng plants individually 
seedlings at the coleopt~le to one-leaf stage were spray-~ndculated w ~ t h  an aqueous 
suspension of freshly prepared sporangla (about 10 sporangia mL ' )  
Singh et a/ 11997) expla~ned all screenlng techn~ques ava~lable for t h ~ s  dlsease 
lncludtng d ~ p  inoc ~ l a t ~ o n  spray ~noculat~on drop inoculation ~n jec t~on lnoculat~on 
settl~ng tower tnoculatlon and f~eld screening infector-row techn~ques Jones et a1 (2001) 
discussed effect~ve ways to ma~ntaln ~n fec t~on  potential of lnoculum by spraying a ch~lled 
suspenslon of sporangla Spray~ng seedl~ngs w ~ t h  a suspenslon of sporanga that had 
been chilled before ~oospo re  release gdve uniform and adequately htgh disease 
pressure over many hours Thus there has been tremendous ~rnprovement over the past 
30 years In the screenlng methods avai~aole to detes, the genetlc d~fferences ln host 
plant reslstance to pearl millet downy m~ldew (Slngh et a/ 1997 Hash 1997) 
2.3.4. DOWNY MILDEW -PATHOGEN VARIABILITY 
There IS a clear evidence for the existence of phys~o log~ iz l  spec~alization w ~ t h ~ n  
S. grarn1r7icola (ICRISAT. 1989 Thakur and Rao 1997) Ahrnad eta1 (1978) and Shetty 
et a/. (1980) reported exrstence of pathogen~c races w ~ t h ~ n  S g~omii~icola on the bas~s of 
differences In slze of the asexual structures, number of nucle~, seed-borne nature and 
soluble proterns in the pathogen Shet:y and Ahmed 11981) reported two races for 
Gulberga and Mysore based on the differences In slze and shape of sporangiophores. 
sporangia and zoospores and the number of nucle~ In sporangia Pearl rn~llet downy 
rn~ldew pathogen var~ab~lity was discussed by Ball (1983). who reported that the host 
and pathogen genotypes deterni~ne observed variation West Afr~can isolates of S 
gram~nicola were generally more pathogen~c than lnd~an isolates 
Ball and P ~ k e  (1983) showed that host cultivdrs responded d~fferently to d~fferent 
sources of ~noculum Ball and Pike (1984) d~scussed ~ntercontinental var~at~on of S 
gramiri~cola The West Afr~can hosts were potent~ally more suscept~ble to lnd~an than to 
West Afr~can pathogen rsolates converszly some lnd~an hosts were more vulnerable to 
West Afr~can than to lnd~an ~solates (Ball et a/ 1986) 
A number of downy m~ldew res~stant pearl m~llet Inbred l~nes have been 
developed by backcrossing prograins but the effect~veness of res~stance In these may 
be short l~ved because of the high level of genetrc variab~l~ty In the pathogen populat~ons 
(Thakur el a1 1997) At least six d~stinct pathogen populat~ons have r o w  been ~dentif~ed 
In l nd~a  Isolates of these SIX pathogen populations are be~ng  ma~ntained at ICRISAT 
Patancheru (Thaku- and Rao 1993) Assess~ng reg~onal var~abil~ty between populations 
of the pearl rn~llet downy m~ldew pathogen ~n~tial ly r e q ~ ~ i i e d  expensive time consuming 
mult~locat~onal tr~als to study the patterns uf d~flerential effect~veness of host-plant 
res~stance (Jones et a1 1995) However greenhouse screening at a single locatlon 
agarnst d~fferent~al lines selected on the basis of the~r response to asexually-maintamed 
pathogen powulat~ons known to differ In v1ruler7ce can now reduce the time requ~red for 
such stud~es as well as Improve upon the her~tab~ l~ ty  of data obta~ned 
2.4. MOLECULAR MARKER IMPORTANCE 
There IS such an enormous amount of dlverslty In the DNA of hlgher plants that 
no two organisms are likely to be ldentlcal in DNA base sequence Thus there IS a 
tremendous amount of DNA varlatlon present In natural populatlons of plants These 
variations have been detccted In restricted (te enzymat~cally digested) genomic DNA of 
plants and have paved way for the development of molecular markers (Winter and Kahl 
1995) Genetic englneertng and blotechnology hold great potentla1 for appllcatlon In plant 
breedtng as they promtse to reduce the tlnie taken to produce crop varletles wtth 
deslrable characters With the use of molecular techniques ~t would now be posslble to 
hasten the transfer of deslrable genes among varletles and to Introduce novel genes 
from related specles (Mohan et a1 1997) Molecular markers detect unambiguous 
slngle-slte genetlc differences that can easily be scored and mapped in most 
segregattng populatlons It IS not dlfflcult In populatlons of most crop spectes to identlfv 
and map 10-50 segregating nlolecular markers per chrolllosome palr (Kearsey 1998) 
DNA markers can increase efficiency In breedlng programs In a number of ways 
I The abll~ty to screen In the seedllng stage for tralts that are expressed late In 
the llfe of the plant 
II The ablllty to screen for tralts that are extremely difficult expenslve or tlme 
consuming to score phenotypically 
III The abll~ty to dlstingutsh between the homozygous and heterozygous 
conditions of many loci In 3 slngle generailon wlthout progeny testing 
iv The ablltty to periorm s~multaneous marker-aldea selection to screen for a 
character or complex of characters that could not previously be Included In 
the program because of cost or dlfflculty of conventlonal methods based on 
phenotyplc screens 
Molecular markers can accelerate the yeneratlon of new varletles and allow 
connection of phenotyplc characters with me genomlc loci responsible for them 
However, the real advantage of uslng molecular markers IS to permlt backcross transfer 
of desirable alleles In a dtrected manner t t~a t  woilld not be practical wlth conventlonal 
phenotyplc splectlon procedures 
Polygenlc characters that were prev~ously very d ~ f f ~ c u l t  to analyze uslng 
traditlonal plant breedlng methods can now be  read~ly studled and ~t IS now relatively 
easy to es tab l~sh  genetic re la t~onsh~ps  between even sexually incornpat~ble crop species 
(Mohan et a1 1997) The a b ~ l ~ t y  to m a p  genes contr ibut~ng towards variation In complex 
t r a ~ t s  w ~ t h  enough accuracy to be  useful for plant b reed~ng applleat~ons has been made 
posslble through the devslopment of cornprehenstve molecular marker maps  (Jones et 
a1 , 1997) 
The  fo l low~ng IS a 11st of DNA marker techn~ques  that have been developed over 
the years (Mohan ei a1 1997 Gupta and Varshney 2000) 
-- - -- - - 1 FnYm 1 Technique Reference 1 
I 
-- 
Ampltf~ed Fragnient Leriqth Polyn?orpGni I Vos c l  ,ii 1995 
- - - -  
Arnpl~ccn Length Polyrnorph sni t Ghdreyaz~e i 1 ,I/ l'Kj1, 
+- 
~ r b ~ t r a m r n e d  PCR--- Welsh and McClelland 1W0 
' i a r k a L 1  '11 1990 
b q ~ ~ z c e  1 Lyarnlchev( I < r i  1993 
- -- 
I DNA Amplf~cat~on Fngerprintlng 
Chang el di 2001 l 
Z~etklewiez ( I .I/ 1994 
MeyTr? '11 1993 - 
Fncier r ' l - i i  1996 
- 
W x m s  ~f <I/ 1990 
- -- 
-1 
Speclflc Arnpl~con Polyrnorphlsm 
- 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a m s r t , ~ i  1997 
- -- 
SCAR 
- - 
. - -- - - 
M~crosatell~te Slmple Seque ce Length I Rongwen ct JI  1995 
Polyrnorphlsm 
M~nlsatell~te Slmple ~ e t G c e ~ e n g t h  Jarman and Well5 1989 
Polyrnorph~sm 
- - 
Smple Sequence Repeat Hearne rt d l  1992- -- 
- I 
I 
G F q g e d  M E t e I 1 l t e  S, 
- - 1 B e c k m a n n a  SOIEF-1990 
-- - - -- 
S e q u e n c e  Tagged Site Fukuoka e l  d l  1994- 
- -  
2.5. IMPORTANCE OF RFLP AND ITS APPLICATION 
Among the varlous DNA-based molecular markers RFLPs were the f~rst to be 
used In human genome mapplng (Botste~n et 31 1980) and later they were adopted for 
plant genome mapplng (Helentjar~s et 81 1986a Helentjaris 1987 Paterson ct a/ 1988 
and Weber and Helentjarrs 1989) RFLP IS the most reliable GNA polymorphism that 
can be used for accurate scorlng of genotypes It has prov~ded a relat~vely rap~d means 
of produc~ng genetlc maps of densely spaced marker loc~ in numerous crop species 
(Ellis, 1986 Helentjaris e l  a1 1986a Landry el 1987 Burr et , I /  1988 Mohan ef dl  
1997) The four prlmary advantages of RFLP markers over morphological markers are 
co-dom~nance frequent polymorph~sm absence or l~mited influence of the environment 
and absence of pleiotroplc effects (Botste~n et a1 1980 Beckmann and Sollei 1983) 
Slnce RFLP markers have no known effect on the phenotype of the plant they are Ideal 
for study~ng quantitat~ve tra~ts (Stuber et oi 1992) 
RFLP analys~s employs cloned DNA sequences to probe speclflc reglons of the 
genome for varlatlons that are seen as changes rn the length of DNA fragments 
produced by digestion w ~ t h  restrlct~or~ endonucleases (Landry f J t  a1 1987) In plai ts 
RFLPs were first been used In rnalze tomato and rlce to saturate the~r already extensive 
genetlc maps (Bernatzky and Tanksley :985 Helentjar~s et ai 1986a McCouch el d l  
1988) 
Pr~or  to the avallab~lrty of SSR markers two types of DNA markers have been 
most commonly used for most crop plant molecular mdrker-based lhnkage map 
development and subsequent QTL mapping RFLP markers (Botsteln ct < I /  1980) and 
RAPD markers (W~l l~ams et c11 1990) Both detect DNA polymorphism and monitor the 
segregation of a DNA sequence among progeny of a genet~c cross perm~ttlng 
construct~on of a g-vet~c  l~nkage map However co-dom~nant RFLP markers are more 
robust and repeatable than RhPD markers which are ~nher~ted In a domlnant manner 
RFLP and RAPU d~fferences between plants are Inherited In the same fashlon as 
conventional Mendellall genes thus genet~c l~nkage maps of these molecular markers 
can be constructed using convent~onal methods Such RFLP l~nkage maps lndlcate the 
location of speclflc restrict~on fragments of chromosomal DNA relative to one another 
Ellis (1986) reported that s~rnple consideration of RFLP mapping as a method of 
analyzing the lnhtrrtance of quant~tat~ve characters suggests that there are several 
l~m~tat lons to the ut111ty of t h ~ s  approach 
RFLP and morphologrcal markers have been used ~n practical plant breed~ng 
programs to map quant~tatlve tralt locl (QTLs) (Tanksley et a1 1982 Edwards et a1 
1987, Stuber et a1 19e7 Welier et a1 1988 Mohan pt a1 1997) and to monitor 
response to recurrent selection (Stuber et d l  1980 1982) RFLP markers facilitate the 
select~on of progenies w ~ t h  des~rable genotypes in a relatively short span of tlme 
However RFLP analysis IS labour Intens~de and time consuming (Mohan c t  a1 1997) 
Costs of apply~ng RFLPs to genet~c ~rnprovement were assessed by Beckmann 
and Soller (1983) n terms of lnd~vlduals and number of polymorph~sms per lnd~vlduai 
that are scored for varlous appl~cat~ons ~nc lud~ng var~etal ~den t~ f~ca t~on  den t~ f~ca t~on  and 
mapping of quant~tat~ve t ra~t  l oc~  and thelr marker-asslsted ~ntrogresslon from resource 
straln to commercial var~ety Hash (1991) Gale and LV~tconibe (1992) Hash c,t a1 (1997 
1999) and Hash and Bramel Cox (2000) emphasrzed the opportun~tles for potentla1 use 
of RFLP In plant breed~ng w ~ t h  p a r t ~ c ~ i a r  reference to downy ni~ldew res~stance In pearl 
m~llet A number of recent papers suggest that the use of RFLPs as markers offers a 
clear advantage ~n breed~ng for Important qualltat~ve and quant~tat~ve tra~ts (Edwards et 
a / .  1987 Melchinger 1990 Pa!ersor, el a1 1991 Arunachalam and Chandrashekaran 
1993. Mohan pt 31 1997 Young 1999) 
2.6. DEVELOPING A MAPPING POPULATION 
The most critical dec~slons rn constructing l~nkage maps w ~ t h  DNA markers are 
those made n develop~ng the nlapplng populat~on In mak~ng these dec~slons several 
factors must be kept ~n mind the most Important of wh~ch IS the goal of the mapplng 
project Young (195 :) reviewed the important factors for a mapplng project the success 
or failure of wh~ch  IS ma~nly aependent on wh~ch  parents are chosen for crossrng the 
slze of the populat~on how hie cross IS advanced and ih.41ch generat~ons are used for 
DNA and phenotypic analys~s Hash and W~tconibe (1994) descr~bed the procedures 
3elng used for development and rnult~plicat~on of pearl m~llet mapplng populat~ons the 
sarentage of mapplng populat~ons avarlable 8 - d  +he tra~ts for wh~ch they mlght be used 
or QTL mapplng 
2.6.1. DNA POLYMORPHISMS AMONG PARENTS 
Sufficrent detectable DNA sequeqce polymorph~sms between parents must be 
present T h ~ s  cannot be over-emphasized for in the absence of detectable DNA 
polymorphlsm segregation analysls and lhnkage mapping are lmposslble Naturally 
outcrosslng species tend to have high levels of DNA polymorph~sms and virtually any 
cross that does not involve related rnd~viduals will provlde sufficient polymorph~sm for 
rnapplng (Helentjarls 1987) M~ller and Tanksley (1990) reported that ~n naturally 
inbreeding species the levels of DNA sequence varlatlon are generally lower and flndlng 
su~table DNA polymorphisms can be more challenging The requlrenient for sufflclent 
DNA sequence polymorphlsm may preclude the use of DNA markers In some narrow- 
based crosses (Young 1994) 
More recently developed technologies llke electrophores~s systems capable of 
separating DNA molecules with only a single base pair changes (Riedel rt a1 1990) 
prov~de better methods for uncoverlrlg polymorph~sms withn narrow based crosses 
Probes based on rn~n~satel l~tes (Dallas 1988) or sin~ple repeated tetranucleot~de motlfs 
(Wels~ng el a1 1989) can urlcover polymorph~sm between closely related lndlvlduals 
Because these are so variable at the DNA sequence level such sequences are llkely to 
eventually provlde markers useful for mapping rn narrow-based crosses (Huttel cl 81 
1999, Winter et a1 1999 Choumane zt d l  2000) 
2.6.2. CHOICE OF SEGREGATING POPULATION 
Once sultable parents have been ~dentlfled the type of genetlc population to be 
used for linkage mapplng must be considered Several different kinds of genetlc 
populations are suitable The simplest are the F population derrved from true F, hybr~ds 
and their backcross populations For most plant species populattons such as these are 
easy to construct l l though ster~l~ty In the F hybr~d can llmlt some comblnatlons of 
parents, particularly In wlde crosses The major drawback to F, and backcross 
3opulatlons IS that they are ephemeral that IS seed der~ved from self~ng these 
ndividuals w~ l l  not breed true It is dlfflcult or rmpossrble to measure characters as part of 
3TL mapplng In several locations or over several years wlth F, or backcross populations 
Young, 1994) Soller and Beckman (1990) +bscribed advanced generation progeny- 
lased phenotyplng of F,-genotyped lndlvlduals Basea on thls Hash and Wltcombe 
1994) described a method for develop~ng ana malntalnlng a pearl m~llet mapp~ng 
populatlon based on F plants derlved by selflng a angle F, plant that will provde an 
"lrnmortsl mapplng populatlon avallable for several seasons The uses of Inbred 
populatlons comprised of recombinant Inbred llnes (RILs) derlved from lndlvldual F 
plants are an excellent strategy to provlde a permanent rnapplng resource (Burr et a/ 
1988, Burr and Burr 1991) Simllar types of Inbred populatlons such as doubled 
haplo~ds can also be used for llnkage mapplng w~ th  many of the same advantages of 
RlLs (Heun el a1 1991) A doubled haplold populatlon IS only a form of RIL populatlon 
differing from conventional RIL populations in the procedure used to produce ~t 
2.7. LINKAGE MAPPING 
Mapplng 1s puttlng marker loci (and QTLs) In order lndlcatlng the relatlve 
d~stances among them and asslgnlng them to thelr llnkage group on the basis of thelr 
recomblnatlon values from all palr wise and three-polnt comblnatlons The f~rst map of 
the human genome based on nlolecular markers (Botsteln e l  a1 1980) fuelled the 
development of molecular marker-based genome maps In other organisms 
2.7.1. THE BASIS 
The theory of llnkage mapplng 1s same for DNA markers as in classlcal genetlc 
mapplng however several new consderat~oris must be kept In mind Thls 1s prlmarlly a 
result of the fact that potentially ~n l lmi ted numbers of DNA markers can be analyzed In a 
slngle mapplng populatlon DNA-based maps can be related to exlst~ng cytogenetlc 
maps through the use of aneuplold or substitut~on l~nes (Helentjarls et a/ 1986b Sharp 
e t a / ,  1989 Young et a/ 1987) cr it1 sito hybrldlzatlon (ISH) (Znang el a/ 2000) 
S l n ~ e  DNA marker technology was f~rst applled to plants there has been an 
explosion In the deve lop~en t  and appllcatlon of genetlc llnkage maps (Mohan el a/ 
1997) Uslng these i e w  DNA based markers sclentlsts have constructed maps In 
specles where only poorly pop~~la ted classlcal maps exlsted before (Bonlerbale el a1 
1988, Gebhardt et a/ 1991) located genes govarnlng quantltatlve characters-often In 
great deta~l-and taken the flrst steps towards gene clonlng based on genetlc map 
pos~t~on Detalled genetic llnkage maps ale also fundamental tools for studies on 
select~on ~dentiflcatlon and organlzatlon of piapt oenomes (Tanksley 1993 Beckmann 
and Soller 1986 Landiy and Mlchelmore 1587) 
2.7.2. SUCCESS STORIES 
Uslng RFLPs as genet~c markers Helentjaris r t  a/ (1986a) constructed I,nkage 
maps for maize and tomato The first true RFLP-based genet~c l~nkage map In a crop 
plant (tomato) was constructed in 1986 with only 44 F-  plants and 57 marker IOCI 
(Bernatzky and Tanksley 19861 Since then DNA marker-based genetic l~nkage niaps 
for many plant species h a ~ e  beer1 constructed (Helentjar~s 1987 McCouch et a1 1988 
Heun et a1 1991 Tanks~ey 1993 Mohan et a1 1997) 
A detailed map of lettuce was constructed by Landry et <I/ (19871 using 53 
genet~c markers These included 41 RFLP loci 5 downy mildew res~stance genes 4 
lsozyme loc~  and 3 morphological markers coverlng 404 cM 
McCouch et a1 (1988) reported the construction of an RFLP-based genetlc 
l~nkage map of rice The map was comprised of 135 lnc~ corresponding to clones 
selected from a Pstl genomic library covering 1 369 cM of the rice genome Causse et 
a1 (1994) developed a r c e  genetic map uslng ca 800 RFLPs that expanded the length 
of the rice linkage map to 1491 cM Chao et a1 (1989) attempted RFLP mapplng in 
wheat ( T i ~ t i r ( i i ~ i  ae~t iv l i i r i )  using 18 cDNA clones 14 anonymous and 4 of known 
function The loci identifled by these probes were mapped on one or more of wheat 
homeologus group 7 chromosomes Graner et a1 (1991) analyzed two populations to 
construct an RFLP based genetic l~nkage map of barley using 250 genomic and cDNA 
markers Maps of chromosomes 3A 38 and 3D of wheat and 3R of rye were developed 
by Devos el a1 (1992) using 22 DNA probes and 2 enzyme marker systems 
2.7.3. COMPUTER SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR GENETIC LINKAGE 
MAPPING 
Advances in computer technology have been essential to progress in DNA 
narker-based genetlc lhnkage maps The theory behind lhnkage mapplng w~ th  DNA 
narkers is identical to mapplng w ~ t h  class~cal benetlc markers but the complexity of the 
~rob lem has dramatically increased because o i  the larger numbers of markers that must 
)e used T h ~ s  Increase in numbers of segregating loc~ (and the number of progenies in 
vh~ch they are segregat~ng) relative to studies of classical genet~c markers has 
iecessitated the development of complex c,,mputer aigor~thms and software packages 
pecifically for t h ~ s  purpose 
Constructton of a genetlc llnkage map from a DNA marker data set requlres 
computer software packages capable of runnlng ,t contlnqency table analysis The 
program LINKAGE-1 (Su~ter et a1 1983) carrles out t h~s  type of analys~s a~~tornat~cally 
and also compares the observed alleltc distr~but~ons to expected distribut~ons In a 
dlfferent strategy for opt~,nlzlng the use of DNA marker inforlnatlon the computer 
program HyperGene converts genotypic data Into a graph~cal genotype (Yoi~ng and 
Tanksley 1989a b) In this a complete genome of an lndlv~dual from the mapping 
populat~on IS d~splayed 
MAPMAKERIEXP IS a llnkage analys~s software package for construct~ng 
primary l~nkage maps of markers segregating In experimental crosses It periorms full 
mult~po~nt l~nkage analys~s for dorri~nant recesslve and co-dom~nant (e g RFLP-l~ke) 
markers ~n BC, backcrosses F- and F, (self) lntercrosses and recomb~nant Inbred lines 
(Lander et a1 1987 L~ncoln ef a1 1992a b) 
The software package Jo~nmap (Stam 1993 Stam and Van Ooljen 19C)5) 
analyses all types of mapptng populatlons and can combine maps of dlfferent mapplng 
populatlons provlded there are common niarkers Another software for l~nkage mapplng 
1s Gmendel from Oregon State Uni\,erslty USA (Hollcway and Knapp 1994) The 
package Mapmanager w ~ t h  dlfferent verslons such as QTX QTXP and QTX-Classlc for 
Mac~ntosh- and IBM compat~ble computers (Manly 1993 Manly and Olsen 1999) can 
be used to analyse the results of genetlc mapping experments uslng backcrosses or 
recombinant inbred l~nes 
2.7.4. GENETIC M A P  OF P E A R L  MILLET 
The flrst deta 'ed molecular marker-based genet~c llnkage map of pearl mlllet was 
published In 1994 and was comprlsed prlmarlly of RFLP markers (LIU ef a1 1994) They 
placed 181 loc~ on a l~nkage map by studylng segregation ~n two FL populations Two 
crosses (LGD ICMP 85410 and T~f t  23D&B, IP 18292) were employed The total 
length of thls map whlch comprlsed seven l~nkage groups was 303 cM and the average 
distance between loci was about 2 cM The t~J~\,qrlual linkage groups (LG) var~ed from 
90 cM for LGI  to only 30 cM for LG6 (Devos et a1 1995) Thls pearl millet genetic 
l~nkage map was unusual among grass genomes In that ~t was particularly short but this 
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d~fference is expected to reduce with time Subsequent studles have extended the length 
of the pearl millet genetic linkage map to clrcJ 700 Haldane cM but to date no significant 
linkage has been detected between the marker loc~ In these seven linkage groups and 
telomeric sequences that are expected to cap the ends of each (Katr~en M Devos pers 
comm ) Thts suggests that the pearl mlllet genetic linkage map w~l l  eventually extend to 
at least 1400 cM (Haldane) 
2.8. QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI 
2.8.1. THE BASIS 
A QTL the acronym for Quantitative Trait Locus is one of the genes or gene 
blocks that underlie quantitative traits (Geldermar~ 1975) Before the discovery of 
molecular markers QTLs were referred to as polygenes (Mather 1949) QTL analysis is 
predicated on assocrations between phenotypic values for the quan:~tative trait and the 
marker alleles segregating in the mapplng population It has two essential stages the 
mapping of markers a i d  the association of the tralt ptienotype values with the marker 
genotypes The basic theory underlying mark@# mapping has been available since 1920 
Sax (1923) first reported association of simply inher~ted genetic markers wlth a 
quantitative trait in plants when he o b s e ~ e d  segregation for seed size associated with 
segregation for a seed coat colour marker in beans (P l~ ,~sco / i~s  v i i lq ' j~~c L ) Rasmusson 
(1935) demonstrated linkage of flowering tlme (a quantitative t ra~t)  in peas (Ptsiinr 
sabvum L ) with a simply inher~ted gene for flower colour Everson and Schaller (1955) 
found morpholog~cal markers that flanked a chromosomal region affecting yield in barley 
(Hordeun? viilgare L) 
Extensive work in V~osoph~la  rrrelanogaster (Mather and Harrlson 1949) 
demonstrated the effects of indivrduel chromosom~s on quant~tative traits Cavalli (1952) 
crossed l~nes of V rnela17ogaster selected for high and low abdominal bristle number 
and found evidence of l~nkage between polygenes Harrison and Mather (1950) and 
G~bson and Thoday (1962) by selection experiments in D melal~ogaster were able to 
locate polygenes for bristle number or, a particular chromosome Thoday (1961) 
developed methods for detecting linkage of polyge-12s ~ t h  marker loci In domesticated 
anlmals associations of quantitative traits w ~ t h  segregation for blood group markers 
have been reported (N~emann-Sorenson and Robertson 1961) In wheat (Trtt~cum 
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aesttvutn L ) monosomics have been used to Identify assoc~ation of quantltative traits 
with ind~vldual chromosomes (Law 1967) These earher studles provided a background 
of theory and observation for more recent work with molecular markers (Dudley 1993) 
The flrst use of a reasonably complete crop linkage map based RFLP markers 
was reported in tomato by Paterson et a1 (1988) They resolved quantitative traits to 
discrete Mendelian factors In an inter-specific backcross of tomato mapplng at least six 
QTLs controlling fruit mass and four QTLs for soluble solrds 
2.8.2. QTL MAPPING AND DISEASE RESISTANCE 
Wlth DNA markers and QTL mapplng complex forms of disease resistance and 
the~r underlying genes are now far more accessible to applied plant breeders and 
pathologists Quantitative genetics is unsuited for dissecting polygenic resistance 
characters into dlscrete genetlc loci or defining the roles of ~ndividual genes in d~sease 
resistance With QTL mapping the role of specific resistance loci can be described 
race-spec~fic~ty of partial resistance genes can be assessed and interactions between 
res~stance genes plant development and the environment can be analyzed (Melchlnger 
1990 Young 1996) 
The quantitative host-plant resistance system fcr rice blast caused by Pyt~ciilana 
oiyzae has been especially well characterized by Wang et a/  (1994) Two dominant 
qualitative res~stance locr were identified on chromosomes 4 and 11 of rlce (Yu et a1 
1991) Another disease system that has been studled with QTL mapping is late blight of 
potato caused by Piiytoptrtt~ora it~festaiis Leonards-Schippers et a1 (1994) identified 
eleven genomlc segments on nine chromosomes that were associated with host plant 
resistance to potato late blight 
Inheritance of disease react~on to leaf spot caused by Cetcospora zeae-maydis 
In three malze F, populations was examined to study quantltative res~stance using RFLP 
markers (Bubeck et a/ 1993) One QTIL on maize chromosome 2 was found to be 
significantly associated with resistance in all three populations 
A study of resistance to bacter~al wilt caused Pselidorno~las soiat~acerarurn In 
tomato was reported by Danesh e( a/ (1994) using DNA marker genotypes and disease 
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resistance for 71 F, lndlvlduals Two genomlc regions were slgn~flcantly assoc~ated w ~ t h  
resistance one on chromosome 6 and another on chromosome 10 LOCI contr~buting 
towards quantltatlve varlat~on In d~sease reslstance have been mapped In tomato for 
resistance agalnst Insects (Nleuhuls et a1 1987) In potato for res~stance agalnst cyst- 
nematode (Krelke et a1 1993) In peas for resistance agalnst ascochyta bl~ght 
(Dlrlewanger et a1 1994) and In malze for northern corn leaf blight (Freymark et a/ 
1993) and stalk and ear rot (Pe et a1 1993) 
Manzanares-Daulex et a1 (2000) identlfled QTLs agalnst clubroot dlsease of 
Brasslca napus caused by Plasmod~op/iora brass~cae lnherltance of Cercospora leaf 
spot res~stance In sugar beat was studled by Nllsson et a1 (1999) and they identifled 
QTLs for thls tralt Four QTLs were locallzed for the leaf rust (PUCCIIII~ horde!) resistance 
In barley which explained 96 1% of the segregating genetlc varlatlon (Klcherer et a1 
2000) In sugar beet four QTLs associated wlth Cercospora resistance on 
chromosomes Ill IV VII and IX were revealed uslng composite Interval mapplng 
isetiawan et a/ 2000) Brown stem rot (Ph~alophora gregata) res~stance QTLs were 
~dentlfled by Lewers et a/ (1999) In a RIL mapping population of soybean using 146 
RFLPs 760 AFLPs and 4 probes for reslstance gene analogs (RGAs) 
2.8.3. QTL A N A L Y S I S :  STATISTICAL METHODS 
Jayakar (1970) suggested mathemat~cal-statlst~cal methods for the detect~on and 
estimation of llnkage between a qual~tatlve marker gene and a locus lnfluenclng a 
quant~tat~ve character S~nce  then exper~nlental des~gns for determination of linkage 
between niarker loci and QTL have been w~dely descr~bed (Elston and Stewart 1971 
Geldermann 1975 H ~ l l  1975 Jenson 1989 Knapp et a1 1990 Lander and Bosteln 
1989 Soller and Beckmann 1983 1990) 
Marker-QTL association detection can be conducted through t-rests based on 
single markers (Soller et a/ 1976) or by means of lhkel~hood ratio tests tha: lnvolve that 
use of a pair markers bracketing a QTL a procedure termed Interval Mappin3 (Jensen 
1989 Knapp et a/ 1990 Lander and Botsteln 1989 Weller 1987) although s~mpler 
approaches are also possible ( rhoday 1961 Weller 1987 Halay dnd Knott 1992) 
Lander and Botste~n (1989) descr~bed a set of analytical methods that modrfy and 
extend the class~cal theory for mapplng QTLs and that are implemented In the computer 
software package MAPMAKERIQTL In thls Interval mapplng IS applled In a stra~ght 
forward' fashlon to several populat~on types Each Interval between adjacent palrs of 
markers along a chromosome IS scanned and the Ilkellhood proflie of a QTL being at any 
particular po~nt  In each Interval IS determined 
M~chelmore et a1 (1991) used a modlflcat~on of convent~onal QTL mapping to 
detect QTLs for downy m~ldew resistance In lettuce In a procedure they called bulk 
segregant analysis' wh~ch  IS remarkably simllar to that previously described by Burton 
and Wells (1981) for assessing the value of a tralt In near-isogenic F, populat~ons 
Prloul et a1 (1997) descr~bed the genet~cal methods requlred to analyze posslble 
assoclatlons between tralts that are inherited In a quantltat~ve manner uslng QTL 
analysls Advantages and some Ilmltat~ons of QTL analysfs over other methods 
currently In use by phys~olog~sts to test assoc~at~ons between tralts were also discussed 
Particularly In the case of cross-poll~nat~ng crop populat~ons Interval rnapplng 
has been enhanced to all marker mapplng To calculate the lhkel~hood of a segregatlng 
QTL the segregat~on information of all llnked markers IS employed Each segregat~ng 
marker may follow a different segregation type w~ th  two to four alleles (Mallepaard and 
Van Ooilen 1994) 
An alternate approach was developed by Knapp et a1 (19901 and Haley and 
Knott (1992) for QTL analysls uslng regresslon It produces results very s~mllar to 
Interval mapplng both in terms of accuracy and preclsfon but has the advantage of 
speed and s~mpliclty of programmlng Thls method uses the coefflclent of regresslon of 
the phenotype on the genotype of the d~fferent markers (MartInez and Curnow 1992 
Wu and LI 1994) A signlf~cant regresslon ~oefflclent IS lndicat~ve of ap association 
between the marker locus and gene(s) contributing to phenotypic d~fferences 
Estimating the location and the slze of the effects of QTLj  ssing flanklng markers 
was discussed by MartInez and Curnow (1992) In the framework of a backcross uslng a 
regresslon model as the analytical tool Conneally et a1 (1985) in the field of llnkage 
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analysis proposed the use of a confidence interval based on limits of the /' distribution 
of the likelihood ratio test between two posltlons Thts idea leads to a very simple 
construction of the confidence interval Mangin et a1 (1994) descr~bed a method for 
constructing the confidence tnterval of the QTL location parameter developed in the 
local asymptottc framework lead~ng to a linear model at each posit~on of the putative 
QTL 
Kearsay and Hyne (1994) developed the marker regression approach It attempts 
to model to all the marker means on a given chromosome simultaneously and obtains 
significance tests by weighted least squares or by simulation The method involves 
regresstng the additive difference between the marker genotype means at a locus 
agatnst the function of the recombination frequency between the locus and the putative 
QTL 
Twc classical approaches used for QTL detectton are marker-by-marker ANOVA 
and multiple marker methods The principle of the ANOVA 1s to test whether there are 
significant differences between the phenotypic means of the genotype classes at a 
particular marker locus (Prioul et a1 1997) Van Ooijen (1999) presented methods that 
provide reasonably accurate approximations to LOD significance thresholds for QTL 
analysis which were obtained by large-scale simulations Churchill and Doerge (1994) 
described an empirical method based on the concept of permutatton tests for 
est~mating threshold values for declaring signtficant QTL effects 
2.8.4. QTL MAPPING SOFTWARE 
Normally all QTL mapping software require input of the data for 
1 The quantttative trait value(s) for each progeny 
2 The genotype (molecular markers) for each progeny 
There are over one hundred genet~c analysts software packages available Here 
is the brief list of some commonly used software packages 
MapMakerIQTL (ffp / / 'enor~gw/  ~ e d u / p g b / t ~ a p r ~ ~ a ~ - e 1 3 ~  is the original QTL 
mapping software for Macintosh and IBM computers (Lincoln et a1 1992b) It IS user- 
fr~endly freely d~str~buted and runs on almost all platforms It w~ l l  analyze F-. or 
backcross data using standard Interval mapplng procedures 
MQTL IS an IBM-compat~ble computer program for composite Interval mapplng In 
rnult~ple env~ronments (Van Oo~jen and Mal~epaard 1996) It can also perform s~mple 
Interval mapplng Currently MQTL IS restricted to the analysls of data from homozygous 
progeny (doubled haplolds or recomb~nant Inbred I~nes) Progeny types wlth more than 
two marker classes (e g F-) are not handled 
PLABQTL (http //www c l ~ ~ ~ - h o ~ e , l h e ~ m  d /-,pspwww/softhtni/J IS a freely 
d~str~buted IBM-compatible computer program for cornposlte Interval mapplng and 
simple Interval mapplng of QTLs (Utz and Melch~nger 1995 Utz ef a1 2000) Its maln 
purpose IS to local~ze and character~ze QTLs In mapplng populations der~ved from a 
biparental cross by selfing or production of double haplo~ds Currently t h ~ s  program IS 
the easlest software to use for compos~te Interval mapplng 
QTL Cartographer @t&_Nstatggi ~ i c s u  ed&q t l caNca~~rap I~e t  I I ~  IS a QTL- 
rnapplng software wrltten for UNlX Mac~ntosh or Wlndows computer operating systems 
It performs single-marker regression ~nterval mapping and composlte Interval mapping 
It perm~ts analysls of F or backcross populat~ons It d~splays map pos~tlons of QTLs 
uslng the GNUPLOT software QTL Cartographer was developed by the group of Zeng 
in USA (Zeng 1993 1994 Basten et a1 1994 1997) It allows markers to be chosen as 
cofactors to reduce the background genetic nolse and Increase the resolut~on of QTL 
detectron Th~s  IS an effective strategy for lmprovlng the ablllty to detect QTLs of small 
effect prov~ded that the number of progenies In the mapping populat~on IS reasonably 
large 
MapQTL jhttp /&w c p r o z o  ril/cbw/) A s~m~ ia r  composlte Interval mapping 
method has beer, developed by Jansen and co-workers (Jansen 1993 Jansen and 
Stam 1994) called mult~ple QTL modellng (MQM) 
Mult~mapper (S~llanpaa and Arjas, 1998) based on Eayes~an modellng and 
inference, treats the number of quant~tat~ve tra~t loci as an unobserved random varlable 
uslng ideas similar to compos~te interval mapping This method is introduced for inbred 
lines and it can be applled also In situations involving frequent mlsslng genotypes 
Qgene IS a QTL rnapplng and marker-alded breedlng package wrltten for 
Macintosh computer operating systems It has a user-frlendly graphlcal Interface and 
produces graphlcal outputs QTL mapping IS conducted by elther single-marker 
regression or interval regresslon 
QTLSTAT IS based on interval mapplng using nonl~near regression for F, 
backcross RIL and DH populations and outputs results In graphlcal form (Knapp et a/  
1992 and LIU and Knapp 1992) 
PGRl calculates based on the functions of t-test condltlonal t test linear 
regresslon multlple QTL modelling and permutation tests (Lu and LIU 1995) It IS for F" 
backcross RIL heterozygous F, and open-poll~nated populations 
SAS IS a general statistical analys~s software package It can detect QTL by 
ldentlfylng assoclatlons between marker genotype and quantrtative tralt phenotype by 
single-marker analysls approaches such as ANOVA t-test and regresslon (e g PROC 
ANOVA PROC GLM or PROC REG) 
2.8.5. SELECTIVE GENOTYPING AND QTL RELIABILITY 
Selective genotyp~ng (Darvasl and Soller 1992 Lander and Botstein 1989 
Lebow~tz et ol 1987) was suggested as a des~gn that can reduce the number of 
~ n d ~ v ~ d u a l s  genotyped for a given power of detecting QTL by genotyplng only the most 
informative ~ n d ~ v ~ d u a l s  In the experimental population Genotyplng only lndlvlduals from 
hlgh and low phenotypic talls of the dntlre sample population the number of lndlviduals 
genotyped for a given power can be decreased considerably at the expense of an 
Increase rn the number of ~nd l v i d~~a l s  phenotyped (Lebow~tz et a1 1987) 
Muranty and Goff~net (1997) extended the concept of selective genotyping to 
multiple tralt QTL mapplng showlng that selection on one tra~t kal? increase the power of 
QTL detection for a correlated trait Adequate power preclslon and accuracy of QTL 
analysls can only be expected from a large well sulted mapplng population uslng a 
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marker set with good genome coverage and phenotypic values based on multi- 
environment trrals (Van Ooijen 1992 Utz and Melchinger 1994 Beavis 1998) 
Such selective genotyping IS the cost-effect~ve strategy in mapping QTLs When 
the proport~on of individuals selected for genotyping IS low the majority of the rndivrduals 
are not genotyped but their phenotypic values, rf avarlable are still included in the data 
analysis to correct the bias in parameter estimatron using an expectation-maximization 
(EM) algorithm (Xu and Vogl 2000 Vlsion et a1 2000) 
Three per cent error rates in genotyping can double estimates of genetlc map 
drstance (Brzustowicz et a1 1993) The quality of the marker data from the segregating 
population IS very important to the success or failure of the QTL analysls There was a 
great surprise when the map length of specles as malze and wheat suddenly increased 
with the advent of molecular markers beyond the lengths predicted from chrasnia 
frequency (Nrlsson et a1 1993) 
Kearsey and Farquhar (1998) reported that the avarlable analytical methods 
locate QTL wlth poor precision unless the her~tabllrty of a partrcular trart IS high Also the 
estimates of the QTL effects particularly the dominance effects tend to be inflated 
because only large estimates are detected as being statistically signrficant This IS 
especially problematic where mapping population size is less than optrmal (as ~t usually 
1s) 
Darvasi ct a1 (1993) showed that the power of detecting a QTL was virtually the 
same for a marker spacrng of 10 cM as for an infinite number of markers and was only 
slrghtly decreased for marker spacings of 20 cM or 50 cM However a very important 
consideration IS the confidence i n t~ rva l  for the QTL posrtion on the linkage group 
Effective utilization of molecular marker technology to manipulate loci controlling 
quantitative traits IS considered to be dependent on tight linkage between the marker (s) 
and the QTL (Dudley 1993) but in fact even loose linkages can be exploited 111 an 
applred breeding program (Sharma 2001) 
In most published QTL studles the number of QTLs IS considerably under 
estimated and the percentage of genetic variation explained by markers IS highly erratic 
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and often over estimated (Lynch and Walsh. 1998) These problems can be overcome 
by backcross transfer of putative QTLs to near-isogenic backgrounds andlor QTL 
mapping In independent (and large) samples of the mapping population for verification 
studles of any putative QTLs detected An additional need is to verlfy estimated QTL 
effects and the possible eplstatic interactions of QTL alleles with the genetlc background 
of the material to be improved (Phillips, 1999 Kerns et a1 1999) 
Hackett (1997) described diagnostic tools based on residuals, l~kelihood profiles 
and regression coefficients for fitting QTL models These are used to assess the 
agreement between llnkage data and fitted normal mixture models for Interval mapping 
Nearly every agronomic trait imaginable has been subjected to DNA marker 
mapping and QTL analyses e g drought tolerance (Martin et a1 1989) seed hardness 
(Keim et a1 1990) seed slze (Fatokun et a1 1992) maturity and plant height (Lin et a1 
1995) d~sease resistance (revlewed by Young 1996) 011 and proteln content (Diers et 
a1 1992) soluble solids (Paterson et a1 1988) and of course yield (Stuber et a1 
1987) Even when a well performed mapping experlinent indicates promising QTLs 
there is often much more that needs to be done to make the mapping results ready for 
application In marker-assisted selection (MAS) Repetition over several years and 
several locat~ons repetition in genetically unrelated populatlons and detailed analysis in 
marker-generated populatlons that Isolate the effects of individual QTLs are factors to 
increase the efficiency and reliability of use of QTLs ~n applied plant breeding programs 
(Young 1999) However delay In their use can be as costly as using them too soon so 
several alternative strategies for appl~cation of marker-asslsted selection to backcross 
Improvement of elite inbred llnes have been described by Hash et a1 12000) and Hash 
(2000) to speed up adoption of t h ~ s  technology while minimlzlng cost and risk 
2.8.6. QTL FOR DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE IN PEARL MILLET 
The first fairly detalled molecular marker map for pearl millet was constructed by 
Liu et a1 (1994) so that QTL analysis is now possible QTLs for host-plant resistance to 
downy mildew caused by S grarn~n~cola pathogen populations from Indla. Nigeria. Niger. 
and Senegal were mapped using the susceptible . resistant cross (LGD-1-B-10 . ICMP 
85410) (Jones et a / .  1995) Host-plant resrstance QTLs were detected that were 
effectlve agalnst each of the four pathogen populations To locate genes in mapping 
32 
populations other than those for which RFLP maps exist a skeleton map needs to be 
transferred In pearl millet less than 40 single-copy probe-enzyme combinations will 
produce such a map w ~ t h  an average map distance of less than 15 cM between marker 
loci (Liu ef a1 1994) 
Howarth et a1 (unpubllshed) identlfled QTLs for downy mlldew resistance and 
seedling heat tolerance from pearl millet mapping populations produced from crosses 
ICMP 451 H771833-2 and H 771833.2 PRLT 2\89-33 Hash et a1 (unpubllshed) 
worked with mapplng populations from crosses PT 732B P 1449 2 81B ICMP 451 
and 841B 863B to locate QTLs for resistance to pearl millet downy m~ldew QTLs for 
host-plant resistance effective agalnst downy mildew Afr~can and lndlan pathogen 
populations were ~dentlfled In a new mapplng population based on cross W 504 P 310 
(Maria Kolesnikova-Allen unpublished) 
Materials and Methods 
3.1. MATERIALS 
3. I .  I .  MAPPING POPULATION PARENTAL LINES 
Two pearl rnlilet Inbred lines IP 18293 and Tlft 238D1. were used as parental 
lines The bleached-leaf mutant IP 18293 was isolated from a segregating population of 
a cross between IP 10399 (India) IP 10729 (Sudan) Bleached-leaf colour 
distlngu~shable ten days after emergence IS controlled by a slngle recessive gene b 
(Appa Rao et a1 1990) IP 18293 IS a h~ghly downy rnlldew resistant P purple follaged 
d dwarf genetlc stock developed by the Genetlc Resources Dtvlslon ICRISAT 
Patancheru lndla (Appa Rao et a1 1996) Tlft 238D1 IS a downy mildew susceptible 
green foilaged d;. dwarf line reported to carry a slngle domlnant gene for fertility 
restoration In the A cytoplasmic-genetlc male sterlllty system that was developed at the 
Coastal Plalr Experiment Stat~on Tlfton GA USA (Burton 1966) (Fig 1)  
Parental lhnes have been selfed continuously for more than f ~ v e  generations to 
ensure homozygoslty at essentially all loci 
3.1.2. DOWNY MILDEW PATHOGEN POPULATIONS 
Indian Isolates 
1 ICRISAT Patancheru Sg153 
2 MAHYCO Jalna 59150 
3 GAU MRS Jarnnagar Sg140 
4 CAZRl Jodhpur Sg l39 
5 RAU ARS Durgapura Jalpur Sg151 
6 IARl New Delhl Sg201 
Afrlcan Isolates 
1 Sadore Nlger 
2 Bamako Mall 
3.2. PATHOGEN INOCULUM 
3.2.1. COLLECTION 
Slngle Infected leaves were collected from downy mlldew infected plants that d ~ d  
not show extenslve chlorosls Each leaf was washed and gently rubbed wlth molst cotton 
wool to remove old sporangla and sporanglophores and then placed Into a molst box 
Separate boxes were used for each and every pathogen population The leaves In the 
boxes were Incubated overnight In the dark at 20 C and 100% relat~ve humidity The 
followtng mornlng leaves wlth the most profuse sporulatlon were selected Uslng a 
camel hairbrush, spores were removed from the leaves and the spore suspension was 
made with de-tonized water and collecting the run-off 
3.2.2. MAINTENANCE 
A wlde dlverslty of populations of thls pathogen have been tdent~fled from lndla 
and samples of these are belng malntalned at ICRISAT, Patancheru The pathogen 
populations were maintained on plants of hlghly downy mlldew susceptible pearl m~llet 
genotypes 7042(S) (a selection from landrace germplasw accession IP 2696 from Chad 
[S~ngh et a / ,  1994)) and F,  hybrid NHB 3 (>80% Infection under heavy ~noculurn 
pressure) The susceptible plants were grown in sterll~zed soil In covered pots In a 
greenhouse room ma~ntalned at sl~ghtly above atmospheric pressure to prevent the entry 
of alr-borne spores Seedlings were inoculated at the two or three leaf stage by spray 
appllcatlon of the sporanglal suspenslons particularly In the vlcln~ty of the seedllng 
growing polrits The pots were then covered wtth polythene bags and Incubated at 20 C 
to promote lnfectlon After 12 hours, the bags were removed and pots were malntalned 
at 20-25 C on benches in the greenhouse 
One day before the actual inocl~lat~on of the screening materials, leaves from 
two-three month-old Infected plants were collecte;l In the late afternoon cleaned of old 
sporangla and Incubated overnight at 20 C In a covered box lined wlth molst blottlng 
paper Resulting sporangla were collected Into Ice cold water (below 2 C) and the 
concentration of the spore suspension adjusted to approximately 1 5 10 sporangla 
mL ' 
FIGURE 1.  PARENTAL INES FOR THE NEW MAPPING POPULATION 
BASED ON CROSS IP 1 8 2 9 3  X TIFT 238D 1 
IP 18293, downy mildew resistant, Tift 238D1, downy mildew 
purple foliaged line, with d2 dwarfing susceptible, green foliaged llne 
gene; developed at the Genetic with dl dwarfing gene; developed 
Resources Unit, ICRISAT, Patancheru, at Tifion, Georg~a, USA 
lnd~a 
3.3. SCREENING MAPPING POPULATION PROGENIES 
3.3.1. SCREENING AT ICRISAT, PATANCHERU 
A mapping populatlon (from IP 18293 . Tift 238D1) of 142 F,F, entrles along 
with their two parental lines and control entrles such as 7042(S). 7042(R) = ICML 22 
(Slngh et a l .  1994), 700651 = ICML 16, and HB 3 was evaluated under greenhouse 
cond~tions during k h a r ~ f  2000. at ICRISAT. Patancheru Seedlings were grown In 12 cm 
d~ameter plast~c pots Pots were three-quarters fllled w ~ t h  a potting m~xture consisting of 
equal proportions of alfisol, farmyard manure and fine sand Th~rty to thirty-flve seeds 
were sown at a unlform dlstance on a well-leveled so11 surface and covered w ~ t h  a 2 cm 
layer of potting mixture irrigated and malntalned at 25-30 C in the greenhouse 
Seedlings at the coleoptile to one leaf growth stage are considered optimal for 
inoculation When seedllngs In the major~ty of pots had reached t h ~ s  stage (normally 4-5 
days after sowlng) all pots of seedllngs were sprayed wlth an aqueous suspenslon of 
sporangla (about 10" sporangla mL ' )  uslng a hand sprayer Care was taken to cover 
uniformly all of the seedllngs and to keep the sporang~al suspenslon adequately chilled 
(Jones et a / ,  2001) The pots were then covered with a polythene sheet and incubated 
in the dark at 20 C for 16 hours The same ~noculat~on procedures were followed wlth 
three t ~ m e  replications for each of the six pathogen populat~ons (a total of 18 different 
screens) After 16 hours the pots were shlfted from the incubation room to greenhouse 
benches Counts of total seedlings per pot were taken just before inoculatlon and those 
of d~seased seedlings per pot were taken 15 days after inoculatlon (Fig 2) 
3.3.2. SCREENING AT BANGOR, UK (Wendy A Breese pers cornm ) 
Seeds of two parental lines appropriate control entries, and each of 142 
skeleton-mapped F. F, pearl mlllet progenies from the (IP 18293 Tlft 238D1)-based 
mapplng population were sown (43 seedslpot using a vacuum planter) in low-nutrlent 
peat and sharp sand compost (Chernpak seed base, Chempak Products. UK NPK 25- 
39 mg L ' )  Each pot represented a replicate of the pearl m8'let genotype and each 
screen had a varlable number of replicates For each pathogen populatlon a slngie 
inoculation date w ~ t h  three (Niger) or four (Mali) pots per en!ry was used, with pots 
arranged In a randomized complete block deslgn prlor to lnoculat~on Pots were placed 
FIGURE 2. SCREENING PROCEDURE FOLLOWED TO EVALUATE DISEASE 
REACTIONS OF SEGREGATING F2.F.3 PROGENIES OF THE (IP 18293 x TIFT 
238Dl )-BASED POPULATION AGAINST A RANGE OF DOWNY MILDEW PATHOGEN 
POPULATIONS 
Ma~ntenance of lnoculum 
separately for each 
pathogen populat~on 
Harvest 
sporangta 
progeny seeds for 
screening 
Opt~mal stage for spraylng 
lnoculum and countlng total Post-~nfectlon count~ng 
number of seedltngs d~seased plants 15 
."- days after lnoculatlon 
Spray~ng suspension of 
sporangla l o 5  sporangta m ~ . '  
Post-~noculatton lncubatton 
cover under polythene sheet at 
2 0 ' ~  for 16 h. 
on flood benching In a controlled environment greenhouse provldrng a 16 hour daylength 
(0600-2200 h) wlth a ltght lntenslty of between 500 and 1200 ME m '  s I. and a 
temperature of 25 to 30 C from 0600-1800 h and 20 C from 1800-0600 h The benches 
were flooded daily to an approxrmate depth of 1 cm for 30 mlnutes and then drained 
When the seedllngs were at the coleoptlle-to-one-leaf stage the ~noculum was prepared 
Leaves from 2-3 month-old rnfected plants were wlped uslng morst laboratory roll 
(Klmwlpes Roll Klmberly Clark. Kent, UK) and Incubated In sealed plastlc boxes lhnes 
wrth moist laboratory roll for 8 h at 20 C In the dark The resulting sporangla were 
collected Into chilled (below 2 C) distilled water and the concentration assessed Each 
pot of seedllngs was sprayed wlth approximately 4 mL of ~noculum using a compressed 
arr cyllnder fed sprayer (Kestrel Eqpt Ltd London) The ~noculum was malntalned on 
Ice throughout lnoculatton to prevent zoospore release and so ensure a unlform 
inoculum concentration over tlme The pots were covered with a polythene sheet to 
rnalntaln a high level of humldlty and incubated In the greenhouse at 20 C for 15 hours 
Downy mlldew dlsease was assessed 14 days later based on the percentage of infected 
seedllngs wrthin each pot The dlsease score for each genotype was the mean of 
tnfectlon percentages for lndlvtdual pot repltcates 
3.3.3. MAPPING POPULATION-GENERATION ADVANCEMENT 
A rnapplng population was produced at ICRISAT Patancheru, from the cross IP 
18293 Tift 238D1 by selftng ten F, plants derlved from a plant . plant cross The slngle 
F ,  plant that produced the largest number of selfed seed was selected to provide F- 
seeds from wh~ch  to produce the mapping population F: plants were raised wlth thelr 
parental llnes and green-follaged d: dwarf, A ,  cytoplasmic male-sterlle Ilne 81A (Anand 
Kurnar et a i .  1984) at the Agrtcultural College and Research Institute Tam11 Nadu 
Agricultural Un~versity. Madurai dur~ng summer season of 1999 (February sowing) Each 
of the lndlvldual F, plants was selfed io  produce F., seed Single-plant testcrosses were 
also made on to 81A uslng the indtvldual F., plants as male parents Among the 
segregatrng F ,  plants, purple-foliaged lndlvlduals were selected and pol!en collected 
from these was dusted on to the stlgma of d :  dwarf green-fol~aged parental lrne Tlft 
238D1 Observations were recorded on the segregating F, plants for tralts llke plant 
height (both quantltatlve and qualltatlve), purple colour varlatrons a l ~ d  panlcle length 
Approximately 30 selfed seeds harvested from each of 142 indlvldual F: plants 
were sown In pots (one pot per F, plant) to produce unselected seedllngs for 
transplanting and the resulting plants ralsed under fleld conditions as F, F, (F; derived 
F,) progenies in plot RL 18 at ICRISAT. Patancheru, during the late khanf season of 
1999 (August sow~ng) Before the actual transplanting of the Fi plants, bulk leaf samples 
were collected from all F3 seedllngs In the progeny of an individual F, plant for use In 
DNA extraction The remalnlng F, seed IS belng ma~ntalned as a nucleus stock for use In 
further mult~plicat~on of F4 self bulk (F;F,) seed (Flg 3) as described by Hash and 
W~tcombe (1994) In the progeny rows, observat~ons were recorded for plant helght 
(both quantitat~ve and qual~tat~ve) uniformity In foilage colour, unlform~ty In height, and 
downy mildew lncldence (affected plants and green ears) Testcrosses were made on 
male-sterlle line 81A uslng bulk pollen collected from all of the F? lndivldual plants In a 
progeny row 
3.3.4. TESTCROSSES EVALUATION 
Testcross trials were conducted at ICRISAT Patancheru (field numbers RP 11C 
and RP 8A) Testcrosses were sown along w ~ t h  the parental llnes and 81A In a slngle 
repl~catlon augmented deslgn trlal Testcross Trial I, ncludlng the crosses of 81A all 
segregating F plants and T ~ f t  238D1 purple-foliaged F, plants was evaluated durlng 
the ~ d b i  season of 1999-2000 (January sowrng) In freld RP 11C Testcross Tr~al  I1 of 
crosses produced on green-foliaged dk dwarf male-sterlie line 81A using bulk pollen from 
the F F,  progeny rows were evaluated in the khallf season of 2000 (June sowlng) In 
freld RP 8A Each entry was sown as a slngle row with 75 cm distance between r~dges 
thinn~ng was done 2-3 weeks after sowlng to maintarn a plant-to-plant dlstance of 
approx~mately 15 cm Basal dose of DAP (100 kgiha) was applled and the top dressing 
of urea (100 kgiha) was done 30 days after sowlng Observatrons were recorded In both 
tr~als on tralts such as plant helght (qualitative and quantrtatlve) leaf colour unformlty 
and pollen fer t~l~ty lster~l~ty react~on For taklng fertility percentage at least 10 plants 
were selfed to assess the selfed seed set Data from these three morpho~og~cal tralts 
were used to score individual F- plants as heterozygous or homozygous foi alleles of 
one of the two parental llnes and these scores used as marker loci ~n genet~c l~nkage 
map development 
FIGURE 3. PROCEDURE FOLLOWED FOR THE MULTIPLICATION OF SEED USED IN 
PHENOTYPING FOR QTL ANALYSIS OF A PEARL MILLET MAPPING POPULATION. 
TISSUE SAMPLES FOR DNA EXTRACTION WERE COLLECTED FROM BULK OF FJ 
SEEDLINGS PRODUCED FROM INDIVIDUAL F p  PLANTS DERIVED FROM A SINGLE FI 
F, PLANTS 
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3.4. GENOMIC DNA ISOLATION 
Several procedures for genomic DNA isolation have been reported (Dellaporta et 
a / .  1983. Murray and Thompson. 1984. Tai and Tanksley, 1990) The procedure given 
by Sharp et a1 (1988) was used for pearl mlllet genomic DNA lsolat~on In this study 
Dark-grown, young seedlings or soft, non-green, stem internode tissues are generally 
used to isolate genomic DNA as they yield better DNA wlth good restriction digestion 
with restriction endonuclease enzymes These soft tlssues respond well because of 
lower concentrations of phenolics and other adhering compounds compared to older 
green leaves 
3.4.1. GRINDING 
Normally two types of methods are used to grind the leaf tissues The process of 
DNA ~so la t~on must be able to lyse the cell wall and cell membrane and release the DNA 
into an extraction buffer having SDS (sodium dodecyl sulphate) EDTA (ethylene 
diamine tetra acet~c acid) and proteinase K Thls is followed by differential centrfugatlon 
to isolate genomlc DNA from cell debris, preclpitat~on of SDS-protein-carbohydrate 
complexes wlth a acetate-lsopropanol solution followed by phenol and phenol- 
chloroform extract~ons. and a second precipitation of DNA with absolute alcohol 
3.4.1.1. METHOD I 
The leaf mater~al with liquid nltrogen is ground to powder using pestle and 
mortar and the ground powder then transferred to centr~fuge tubes 
3.4.1.2. METHOD II 
A small coffee gr~nder can serve the purpose and will be very much useful. 
particularly when preparing tissue samples for DNA to be extracted from a population of 
more than 150 single plants In this method. powdered dry Ice (sol~d phase CO;) IS used 
along with the leaf samples that t,ave been dipped in liquid n~trogen The ground leaf 
samples are then kept at 4 C overn~ght to permit evaporat1on1sublimetion of any 
remarnlng dry Ice 
In t h ~ s  present study, method II was followed DNA was ~soidted from 5 grams of 
etiolated F i  seedl~ngs produced from selfed seed of a glven F, plant 10-14 days after 
emergence These seedlings were quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen and ground to a flne 
powder uslng a coffee grinder w ~ t h  dry Ice The ground tlssue was transferred to a 50 mL 
plastic centrifuge tube and kept overnlght to allow evaporat~onisubl~mat~on f any 
remalnlng dry Ice The following morning 20 mL of extraction buffer containing 100 mM 
Tris-HCI pH 8 0 50 mM EDTA pH 8 0 100 mM NaCL 2% SDS was added to the 
centrifuge tube The tubes were then Incubated at 65 C In a water bath for 30 mlnutes 
wlth occasional gentle Inversion for proper mlxlng before 50 pL of protelnase K (10 mg 
mL ' )  was added Samples were agaln mlxed and incubated for an hour In a 55 C water 
bath Samples were then extracted wlth equal volumes of phenol-chloroform-lsoamyl 
alcohol (25 24 1 vlv) mlxture and the emulsion was separated by centrifugation at 5 000 
rpm for 20 minutes at 4 C In a Sorvall HB7 rotor The upper aqueous phase was re- 
extracted wlth equal volumes of chloroform-lsoamyl alcohol (24 1 vlv) and the emulslon 
separated by centrifugation at 5 000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4 C To the aqueous phase 
an equal volume of lsopropanol was added and gently mlxed and the sample then 
Incubated at -20 C for 30 minutes Preclpltated DNA was spooled with a hook and 
dissolved in 7 mL of RNase-T, E (50 mM Tris-HCI pH 8 0 and 10 mM EDTA pH 8 0) 
buffer and Incubated overnlght at room temperature To Inactivate RNase samples were 
re-extracted wlth equal volumes of phenol-chloroforni as descrlbed above To the 
aqueous phase 2 5 volumes of ethanol was added and held at -20 C for 1 hour to 
precipitate DNA DNA was spooled and washed with 70@/0 ethanol (twice) and pellets 
were alr-dried The DNA samples were finally resuspended In appropriate volumes of 
T,,E, (10 mM Tris-HCI and 1 mM EDTA pH 8 0) according to the slze of the individual 
wellets and stored at 4 C 
3.4.2. DNA QUANTIFICATION AND PURITY C H E C K  
DNA was quantified based on spectrophotometer measurements of UV 
absorption at 260 nm assumlng 1 OD at 260 nm IS e q ~ a l  to 50 ~ i g  of DNA (Manlatls et 
a1 1982) The ratlo of ODoG, to OD-h was calculated to check the purlty of each DNA 
sample Pure DNA preparations show an OD-6c to OD B, ratio between 1 7 and 1 8 
(Manlatls et dl 1982) 
Each DNA sample was analysed In an 0 8% TAE-agarose gel to test its lntegrlty 
as descrlbed by Manlatls el a1 (1982) Gels were stained with ethidiilm bromlde and 
vlewed on a UV-trans~llumn~nator, then photographed wlth a camera fitted with a UV 
fllter 
For preparrng workrng solutrons of unlform DNA concentration from the above 
samples, the following formula was used 
DNA concentration (20 ug) = (No of gels to be made x 20) 
[(OD value (260 nrn) x 50]1pI of DNA used for taking OD 260nm) 
3.5. RESTRICTION ENZYME DIGESTION 
For each mapped F, plant from the population twenty pg of DNA rn sterile 
distilled water (SDW) was dlgested wlth Dral. EcoRI, EcoRV and H~t id l l l  restrlctlon 
endonucleases following the supplrer's rnstructions (Amersham Pharmacra Biotech, 
Ltd ) The digestion was carrled out in a total volume of 30 pL and incubated overnight at 
37 C The reactron was termrnated by addrtlon of 3 pL of loading buffer (25% sucrose 
0 1% bromophenol-blue and 20 mM EDTA) in each 30 pL sample 
3.6. ELECTROPHORESIS 
Fragments of dlgested DNA obtarned after restrlctron enzyme digestion were 
separated by electrophores~s In 0 BO/O TAE-agarose on a horizontal slab gel (BIo-Rad 
DNA Sub   ell'^') electrophoresis unit (Owl Separatron Systems Model No A - I )  for 16 
hours at 38 V cm In TAE (0 04 M Tris-acetate 0 001 M EDTA pH 7 8) buffer Gels 
were prepared In the same buffer that was used for electrophoresrs H ~ l ~ d l l l  digested 
lambda DNA (1. DNA) was used as molecular slze markers with fragment sizes of 23 1 
kb 9 4 kb 6 6 kb 4 4 kb, 2 3 kb and 2 0 kb Gels were stained in 0 5 l g  mL ' ethidium 
bromlde for 15 mlnutes destained for 30 mrnutes In distilled water vlewed on a UV- 
transilluminator and photographed to assess dlgestlon quality [Frg 4) 
Figure 4. Image of an ethidium bromide stained 1 .OYO agarose 
gel separation of genomic DNA fragments digested with the 
restriction enzyme Hindlll 
F~gure 5. Southern blot technique to transfer the restricted 
DNA fragments from agarose gel to the nylon membrane 
Nylon membrane 
Agarose gel 
Sponge ~rnmersed In 
0 4M NaOH 
3.7. SOUTHERN BLOT HYBRIDIZATION 
3.7. I .  PREPARATION OF SOUTHERN BLOTS 
DNA fragments separated electrophoretically after digestion were transferred 
from agarose gel on to nucleic acid nylon transfer membranes (Hybond-N' Amersham 
Pharmacla Blotech Ltd ) following the procedure of Southern (1975) An exploded view 
of this procedure IS glven in Flgure 5 The sponge was partially dipped In an alkall 
solutlon of 0 4 M NaOH This solutlon served as a denaturing agent and vehicle for a 
capillary transfer of DNA fragments As the alkali solution passes through the gel on its 
way to belng absorbed in the paper towel the DNA fragments are carr~ed out of the gel 
and bound to the nylon membrane Transferred membranes were soaked ~n 2x SSC for 
2 minutes to neutralize the alkall air dried and wrapped with cling film and stored at - 
20 C for future use 
3 . 7 . 2 .  PROBES USED 
The n~ajorlty of clones used for probing were selected from a Pstl genomic library 
(named as PgPSM1 to PgPSM1000) constructed from total DNA of pearl mlllet genotype 
7042(S) by Liu et a1 (19941 lnitlally around 100 clones Identified as detecting single 
copy or low copy loci were used 
3 . 7 . 2 . 1 .  PSid GENOMIC LIBRARY (LIU e t a /  1994) 
Pearl millet Pstl genomlc library clones were constructed with total-plant DNA 
extracted from the leaves of pearl millet genotype 7042(S) F~fty micrograms of DNA was 
digested with 100 units of Pstl enzyme and subjected to electrophoresis Fragments In 
the size range of 500-3000 bp were collected using DEAE membrane The purified 
fragments were then ligated Into the Pstl site of pUC 18 The Escher~ctiia c o l ~  bacterial 
stra~n D H 5  was transformed and plated out on LB media (NaCI trypton and yeast 
extract) with ampicilhn (10 mg mL ' )  individual cclonles were picked out and grown ~n 2 
mL of LB media containing carbenicillin (10 mg mL ' )  to produce stab cultures (Liu et a1 
1994) 
ICRISAT recelved the probes as stab culture stocks from Drs M D Gale and 
Katrlen M Devos of the John lnnes Centre Cambridge Laboraiory Nowich UK 
3 . 7 . 2 . 2 .  PLASMID N A  EXTRACTION 
From a stab culture one loop full of culture was taken and transferred to a 
culture tube containing 5 mL of LB medla with 10 VL amplcilin (10 mg mL ') The 
inoculated cultured tubes were kept overnight in a shaker at 270 rpm at 37 C 
Centrifugation was done at a speed of 6000 rpm to get the pellet Then 200 ;IL of 
solut~on A (4 mg lysozyme m L 1  of GTE solution) 300 VL of solut~on B (10% SDS and 1 
N NaOH) and 300 pL of solutlon C (7 5 M ammonium acetate) were added Agaln 
centrifugation was performed at 10 000 rpm for 10 mlnutes To the supernatant 30 pL of 
RNAase (10 mg mL ') was added and incubated at 37 C in an oven for an hour The 
solutions were then centrlfuged at 5000 rpm for two mlnutes wlth equal volumes of 
phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (25 24 1 VPJ) After collecting the supernatant 
chloroform mlxture was added mlxed gently and the solutlon again centrlfuged at 5000 
rpm for two minutes To the supernatant an equal volume of lsopropanol was added 
mixed thoroughly but gently and kept for 20 minutes at -20 C After one centrifugation 
at 10 000 rpm the plasmld DNA pellet was washed two tlmes with 70% ethanol and 
diluted w ~ t h  30 ~ J L  of TloE, and stored at -20°C 
3 . 7 . 2 . 3 .  PURIFICATION OF THE INSERTS-NA 45 MEMBRANE METHOD 
The gene inserts of the clones were cleaved f ron  their vectors using appropriate 
endonuclease enzymes such as Pstl and Pstll and fractloned by electrophores~s on a 
mlnigel of 0 8% agarose In TAE buffer for 3 ho~ i rs  at 6 V cm ' The gel was observed on 
a UV-transillum~nator and the desired fragment was transferred onto NA 45 membrane 
in a slit just behind the band of the Interest and allowlng the electrophoresis to resume 
for a further 30 mlnutes The DNA was eluted from the membrane by addition of 
sufflclent (250 pL) high salt buffer (1 M NaCl 0 01 n?M EDTA 20 mM Trls pH 8 0) to 
cover the membrane followed by in~ubat ion at 65 C for 10 minutes Ethldlum bromide 
was removed by extraction with TE saturated n-butanol and the DNA was precipitated 
with 0 5 volume of lsopropanol at -80 C for 30 minutes and pelleted In a Sorvall 
m~crocentrifuge at 10 000 rpm for 10 minutes The pellet was washed in 70% ethanol 
dried under vacuum and dissolved In TI,E 
3.7.2.4. U S I N G  PCR AMPLIFICATION FOR INSERT P U R ~ F I C A T I O N  
Alternatively, we used PCR for ampl~flcatron and then inserts were purlfled using 
SephadexB 6-50 or Spin Column Elut~ps@ or srm~lar slze exclusion med~a  In this 
method, the extracted plasmid DNA was diluted 100 times by mlxing 1 pL plasmid DNA 
in 99 IJL of water and 5 pL of thls was used In a PCR reaction uslng M I 3  universal and 
M I 3  reversal prlmers The following reclpe was used to make the PCR reaction 
PCR components PCR conditions 
Water 32 5 pL 94 C 1 mlnute 
10X PCR buffer 5 0 pL 40 C 1 minute 
2 5 mM dNTP 2 0 pL 1 32 cycles 70 C 2 minute: 
Universal prlmer 1 0 p L  72 C 5 minutes 
Reversal primer 1 0 p L  4 C Storage 
Taq poymerase 0 5 pL 
Template DNA 5 0 pL 
Total 50 0 pL 
After ampllficat~on the amplified Insert was purif~ed uslng the DNA purification klt 
Geneclean I1 from BIO 101 Vlsta California or the GFx7"PCR DNA and gel band 
purlfication k ~ t  from Amersham Pharmc~a Blotech NJ USA After purlfication of the 
insert a m~nigel of 0 8% agarose was run to determine the concentrat~on of the Insert 
based on band intensity and probe volume taken at the t ~ m e  of hybridizat~on (Fig 6) 
3.7.3. LABELING O F  PROBES 
The random-primed method of Feinberg and Vogelsteln (1983a) was used for 
labellng DNA with IL-''P A purlfie3 Insert DNA sample of 4 pL was denatured by heatlng 
at 95 C for 10 minutes, then quenched on Ice for 5 minutes before the labellng reactlon 
m~xture was added and Incubated at 37 C for 3 hours The reaction was terminated by 
adding 2 5 pL of 3 M NaOH to use in the hybr~d!zat~on step 
Label~ng reactlon mlxture 5 pL of ol~go-labelling buffer (Amersham Pharmacla 
Biotech), 2 pL equlmolar concentrations of dCTP, dGTP and dTTP, 2 VL (10 mg ml ' )  
acetylated BSA, 5 pL of 50 ~ C I  32P-dCTP, and 2 unlts of Klenow enzyme 
Alternat~vely, the NE Blot@ k ~ t  from New England Blolab Inc can also be used for 
labeling uslng the method of Feinberg and Vogelsteln (1983a&b) In t h ~ s  method, 
random sequence octadeox~nucleot~des serve as prlmers for DNA synthes~s ~n v~tro from 
denatured double stranded template DNA 
3 . 7 . 4 .  HYBRIDIZATION TO LABELED PROBE 
3 . 7 . 4 . 1 .  PRE-HYBRIDIZATION 
Southern blots were pre-hybrldlzed at 65 C w ~ t h  5 mL of pre-hybr~d~zat~on 
solutlon (3 mL of 5x HSB. 1 5 mL of denatured salmon sperm DNA 1 5 mL of 
Denhardt's solution and sterlle dlstllled water to 15 mL) for 6 hours In case of new blots 
and one h o w  for str~pped blots Pre-hybr~d~zat~on was performed In a Techne Hybr~dizer 
(HB-1 D) 
Labeled probe was added to the hybrld~zatlon bottles conta~n~ng blots and pre- 
hybrldizat~on mixture and Incubated at 65 C In hybr~dlzat~on oven for at least 16 hours 
Care was taken to remove air bubbles present between the blot and the hybr~dlzatlon 
bottle 
3 . 7 . 4 . 3 .  WASHING OF BLOTS 
Follow~ng hybr~dlzation the blots were washed uslng four changes of 50 mL each 
of "P-wash solut~on Each wash was c3rr1ed out for 15 m~nutes at 65 C In hybr~dization 
bottles uslng the hyb r~d~za t~on  oven The flrst two washes were done uslng wash 1 
solutlon (100 mL 20x SSC, 25 mL 20% SDS and diluted tc a volume of 1 11ter wlth 
d~strlled water) followed by two washes w ~ t h  wash 2 solution (10 mL 20x SSC. 25 mL 
20% SDS and d~luted to a volume of 1 liter w ~ t h  d~st~ l led  water) Membrares were alr 
d r~ed  and enclosed rn clrng f~ lms  
3.7.5. AUTORADIOGRAPHY 
Autorad~ography was conducted at -70 C by exposlng the membrane to 
photograph~c f ~ l m  (Kodak. x - O M A T ~ ~ .  XK-5) uslng Kodak ~ntensify~ng screens In a 
cassette for varlous exposure tlmes depend~ng on radloactlv~ty counts (Fig 7) The X-ray 
f~lms were developed w ~ t h  Kodak developer for 2 m~nutes followed by a stop bath (1% 
acet~c ac~d)  treatment for 1 m~nute  f~xed  w ~ t h  Kodak flxer for 2 minutes washed In 
runnlng tap water and alr d r~ed  The autorad~ograms were photographed uslng Kodak 
100 ASA color ~ r ~ n t  f~ lms 
3.8. SCORING RFLP BANDS AND GENOTYPING 
The band~ng patterns obta~ned from RFLP procedure were scored as follows 
A = Hornozygote for the allele from parental stra~n a at this locus 
B = Homozygote for the allele from parental stra~n b at t h ~ s  locus 
H = Heterozygote carrying alleles from both a and b parental strains 
C = Not a hornozygote for allele a ( ~ e  e~tber B or H) 
D = Not a homozygote for allele b ( ~ e  e~ther A or H) 
- = Mlsslng data for the ~ n d ~ v ~ d u a l  at thls locus 
After scorlng the ~ n d ~ v ~ d u a l  progeny genotypic data were typed Into a M~crosoftO Excel 
spreadsheet In a format su~table for analysis by MapMaker ( I  e rows =genotype score 
at a glven locus columns = individual FL plants from the mapplng populat~on) 
3.9. PROBE-ENZYME DNA POLYMORPHISM BETWEEN PARENTS 
To ldentrfy polymorphic cornb~nat~ons of probes and restrlction enzymes i n~ t~a l  
screening of parental llnes was carrled out before the actual genotyp~ng of ~nd~v~dua ls  In 
the F, mapplng populat~on For t h~s ,  the parental DNA from IP 18293 and T~f t  238D1 was 
restr~cted with four endonuclease restr~ct~on enzymes and probed aga~nst he ava~lable 
Figure 6. Image of an electrophoresed agarose gel of amplified and purified 
inserts of P A  pearl millet probes. The 0.8% agarose gel was stained with 
ethidium bromide. Sizes of the relevant inserts: 
1 = PsmlO8 (0.5 kb), 2 = Psm618 (1.2 kb), 3 = Psm464 (0.4 kb), 
4 = Psm735 (1.6 kb), 5 = Psm087 (0.7 kb), 6 = Psml96 (2.2 kb), 
7 = Psm214 (0.4 kb), 8 = Psm280 (1.1 kb), 9 = Psm515 (2.1 kb), 
10 = Psm473 (0.7 kb), 11 = Psm425, (2.0 kb), 12 = Psm459 (0.9 kb), 
13 = Psm458 (0.7 kb), 14 = Psm321 (1.0 kb) and 15 = Psm718 (0.7 kb). 
Figure 7. Autoradiography to expose the hybridized blot 
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pearl millet PgPSM probes From thrs screenrng, the polymorphic combrnatlons were 
noted down and used for further screenrng of the segregating F: populatlon 
3.10. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
3 . 1 0 . 1 .  FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
To ldentrfy clear breakpoints for reslstance and suscept~b~lity o downy mrldew 
dlsease lncldence, frequency distr~but~on wrth class values of 0-5, 5-10 10-15, 15-20. 
20-25, 25-30 30-35, 35-40. 40-45 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, 60-65 65-70, 70-75, 75-80. 80- 
85. 85-90. 90-95 and 95-100% d~sease lncldence were used These class values were 
plotted on the X-axrs agalnst the Interval frequency on the Y-axls to produce a frequency 
graphihrstogram for d~sease react~on of the pearl mlllet mapplng populatlon progenies 
screened agarnst each pathogen populations 
3 . 1 0 . 2 .  CHI-SQUARE TEST 
Chi-square goodness of fit tests are w~dely applicable to numerous problems of 
slgnlflcance In frequency data If the calculated chl-square value IS zero, the observed 
dlstrlbutron shows complete agreement with the hypothetical dlstributlon Chi-square 
table values are compared at (n- I )  degrees of freedom wlth the calculated chi-square 
value 
where 
0 = observed frequencles 
E = expected frequencles 
\ = summatron over all the classes 
n = number of classes In the hypothetical dlstributlon 
All poss~ble Mendelran ratlos for monogenlc drgenlc and trlgenlc segregatrons 
and thelr epsitatlc Interactions were taken as a expected frequencres and compared 
against the observed frequencies of downy m~ldew rncidence susceptible and reslstance 
behaviour uslng dlstrlbut~on breakpornts In the disease lncldence frequency hrstograms 
to asslgn groups to "suscept~ble" or "reslstant" classes for estlmat~on of observed 
frequencies 
3 . 1 0 . 3 .  PEARSON RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
Pearson rank correlat~on coefflclents were calculated for d~sease ~ncidence of the 
mapplng progenles aga~nst each of the posslble palrs of pathogen populat~ons and a 
correlat~on table was formed to study the relat~onsh~p between the d~fferent pathogen 
populat~ons from lnd~a  and Afr~ca uslng the mean downy mlldew lncldence (%) values of 
each mapplng populatlon progeny agalnst each of a palr of pathogen ~solates as the x 
and y ~nputs,  and surnmlng across all progenles In the populat~on 
Pearson rank correlat~on coefficlent r = cov (x  y) 1 (a, , o,) 
where 
r = correlat~on coeff~c~ent 
0, = standard dev~at~on of x 
a\ = standard dev~at~on of y 
x = rank for varlable 1 
Y = rank for var~abie 2 
N =total  nilrnber of r nao~ l r  
aga 1st the two pathogen populatlons 
= niapplng populatlon progeny I N 
3 . 1 0 . 4 .  CLUSTERING ANALYSIS 
Clustering analys~s was done w ~ t h  a hierarch~cal c l i~s ter~ng techn~que-Euclidean 
d~stance wlth average link analysis-us~ng Genstat verslon 5 from Rothamsted UK 
(Genstat 1993) to group the pathogen populatlons from lnd~a  nd Afr~ca agaln uslng the 
53 
mean dlsease reactions of the 142 progenies from the (IP 18293 . Tlft 238D1)-based 
mapplng population In screens agalnst each of the elght pathogen populations as the 
l n ~ u t  data 
3.1 1. LINKAGE MAPPING 
Llnkage analys~s was accompllsi-ed using the program MapmakerIExp verslon 
3 Ob supplled by E S Lander Whitehead lnstltute for Biomedical Research Cambridge 
Massachusetts (Llncoln et a1 1992a) CentlMorgan (cM) d~stances were calculated 
uslng the Haldane functlon The base map of pearl mlllet constructed by LIU et a1 (1994) 
from a cross of LGD ICMP 85410 was used for comparison The 'Bulld command was 
performed to place new markers from the phenotypic data set ~n the appropriate posltion 
wlthln the ldentlfled llnkage group 
3.12. QTL MAPPING 
3.12.1. USING MAPMAKERIQTL 
Tralt data from F, F, F F, F, and testcrosses ware averaged for each entry and 
sorted to correspond wlth the progeny order of the genotype The total number of 
progeny lndlvlduals from the cross IP 18293 Tlft 238D1 wlth both tralt and genotype 
lnformatlon was 142 QTL mapplng was carr~ed out uslng the program MapMakerIQTL 
version 1 I b  (Lander and Botsteln 1989 Lincoln et a1 1992b) MapMakerIQTL 
calculates welght and dominance from the change In phenotype resulting from the 
substltutlon of B parent alleles for A parent alleles In thls cross female parent IP 18293 
(scored as B )  was resistant and the male parent Tlft 238D1 (scored as A )  was 
susceptible to downy m~ldew 
The measured phenotype of F- lndlvlduai number I IS calculated as follows 
F- Tralt = Mean + (Welght . Num,) + (Dominance . Het,) * Nc se 
Where 
Mean = the  mean value of the components of the tralt not controlled by thls 
locus (In effect the average tralt value for AIA ind~vlducls, 
Welght = the addltlve component of the B allele effect at thls locus 
Num, = the  number of B alleles carr~ed by ~nd~v~dua l  number I e~ther 0 1 or 2 
Dom~nance = the dom~nance component of the B allele effect at t h ~ s  locus 
Het = 1 ~f lndlv~dual number I IS an AiB heterozygote and 0 otherwise 
No~se = var~at~on ~ the tra~t not controlled by th~s  locus (a normal random 
var~able) 
3.12.2. USING QTL CARTOGRAPHER 
Output data f~les from the MapmakeriExp were used as an Input flle for QTL 
Cartographer (Basten et a/ 1994 Basten et a/ 1997) to check the results of ~dentlfled 
QTLs by the MapmakerIQTL The analyses performed were based on composite ~nterval 
mapplng (CIM) (Zeng 1993 1994) Composite Interval mapplng IS an extens~on of 
Interval mapplng wlth some selected markers also f~tted In the model as cofactors to 
control the genetic varlatlon of other poss~ble markers or unllnked QTLs 

4.1. DOWNY MILDEW INHERITANCE STUDIES 
4.1.1. PARENTAL AND CHECK ENTRIES REACTION 
Parental l ~ n e  IP 18293 was highly resistant and exhibited no symptoms of 
infection against four pathogen populations from lndia (from Jalna, Jodhpur, Patancheru 
and Jamnagar), but was moderately susceptible to those from Bamako Mali (3I0l0 
incidence), Durgapura, lndia (40% incidence). Sadore, Niger (41% Incidence) and New 
Delhi, lndia (70% incidence) Parental line Tlft 238D1 recorded 100% disease incidence 
against Patancheru. New De lh~  and Duragapura pathogen populations A moderate 
disease incidence was observed in the susceptible parental line Tift 238D1, In screens 
against the Jodhpur (57%) and Jalna (74%) pathogen populations Disease Incidence on 
Tift 238D1 was very high in screens aga~nst both the African pathogen populations 
(Niger and Mall) 
Among the various control entries 7042(S) sho\nred complete suscept~b~lity o all 
pathogen populations except that from New Delhi (23% incidence) The reslstant control 
entry 700651 was reasonably resistant against all Indian pathogen populations except 
that from Patancheru (80% incidence) 
4.1.2. PATANCHERU PATHOGEN POPULATION 
Segregation among the F, F, families for disease reaction against the ICRISAT 
Patancheru pathogen population is depicted In the Figure 8 At the break point of 20% 
DM1 it gave the best fit to a ratio of 9 7 (reslstant susceptible) ind~cating complementary 
epistatic interaction of two dominant resistance genes (Tables 2 and 3) At the break 
point of 60% DMI, a segregation ratio of 15 1 (indicating duplicate dominant resistance) 
was observed to fit best whereas at 75% DM1 the observed segregation pattern best fit 
the trigenic ratio of 63 1 
4.1.3. JALNA PATHOGEN POPULATION 
D~sease reactions of F: F, families from the segregating population against the 
pathogen populat~on from MAHYCO, Jalna showed that two to three ~esistance genes 
for resistance genes (Fig 9) At a break point of 30% DM1 the trigenic ratio of 37 27 
Table 1. Reactions Of pearl mil let mapping population parental lines IP 18293 and 
T in  238D1, and four resistant and susceptible inbred control genotypes, against six 
Indian and two African populations of  Sclerospora grarninicola under greenhouse 
condit ions at  Patancheru, lndia (June 2000) and Bangor, UK (June 2000) 
- -- 
 umbero of plants Disease 
Disease- Diseased incidence 
Host genotypes _Pathogen population free ( o/o ) 
- . - 
-. -- 
IP 18293 MAHYCO, Jaina, lnd~a 4 3 0 0 
RAU. ARS Durgapura, lnd~a 33 22 40 
CAZRI-Jodhpur. India 50 0 0 
ICRISAT- Patancheru, lnd~a 41 0 0 
GAU, MRS Jamnagar, lnd~a 40 0 0 
IARI, New Delh~,  lnd~a 11 27 71 
Bamako. Mall 154 72 3 1 
Sadore Nrger 67 46 4 1 
-- - 
Tlft 238D1 MAHYCO Jalna lnd~a 27 7 5 74 
RAU ARS Durgapura lnd~a 
CAZRl Jodhpur lnd~a 
ICRISAT- Patancheru lnd~a 
GAU MRS Jamnagar lnd~a 
IARl New Delh~ lnd~a 
Bamako Mall 
Sadore N~ger 
- - -- -- - - 
7042s MAHYCO Jalna lnd~a 
RAU ARS Durgapura lndia 
CAZRI-Jodhpur lnd~a 
ICRISAT- Patancheru India 
GAU MRS Jdmnagar lnd~a 
IARl New Delhr lnd~a 
Bamako Mall 
Sadore N lger  
- - - -- - 
7042R = ICML 22 MAHYCO Jalna lnd~a 
RAU ARS Durgapura lnd~a 
CAZRl Jodhpur lnd~a 
ICRISAT- Patancheru lndra 
GAU MKS Jamnaqar lnd~a 
IARl New Delh~ Inda 
- -  - --
59 
700651 = lCML 16 MAHYCO Jalna lnd~a 21 1 
RAU. ARS Durcapura. Inda 204 
CAZRI-Jodh,ur, lnd~a 193 
ICRISAT- Patancheru. lndia 40 
GAU MRS Jarnnaqar, lnd~a 194 
IARI. New Delh~,  lnd~a 
-- 
MAHYCO. Jalna, lndra 
RAU. ARS Durgnpura, lnd~a 
CAZRI-Jodhpur, lnd~a 
ICRISAT- Patancheru Inda 
GAU. MRS Jamnagar, lnd~a 
IARl New Delh~, lnd~a 
Bamako, Ma11 
Sadore, Nlqer 
rable 2. Chi-square estimates for goodness of fit to a range of classical Mendelian segregation ratios for 
Ireenhouse screen downy mildew reaction against eight pearl rr~illet downy mildew populations among 142 
:. Fq families derived from a single F, plant of the pearl millet cross IP 18293 x Tin 238D1 
- - - 
.~ .- 
Source of Mendelian ratios 
pathogen 
- - - .- . 
-. ~ - 
1 5 3  1 1 5  9 5 5  3 1 3  1 3  2737  7 9  9 7  3727  3 1  1 3 3  1 5 9  1 5 1  6 3 1  
- - - -. -- 
- - - 
patancheru 
ak point 20 18 00 3  52 1  33 0  82 0  45 0  05 0  04 0  00 0  01 0  23 0  48 0  83 2  66 1: 70 
. ~~ . l hpo in tbO 5 4 3 0  1 2 8 3  5 1 5  3 5 1  2 4 6  1 0 5  0 9 8  0 5 4  0 5 0  0 1 7  0 0 9  0 0 4  0 0 0  0 1 9  
t ~ a h p o n t 7 5  5 9 4 0  1411  5 7 1  4 0 3  2 7 7  1 2 4  1 1 6  0 6 8  0 6 3  0 2 6  0 : 7  0 1 0  0 0 2  0 0 1  
Jalna 
.e.ik punt  30 2 5 4 0  5  70 2  07 1  35 0  81 0  ' 9  0  17 0  02 0  01 0  06 0  19 0  36 1  50 7  67 
-,, ik pout  45 44 70 10 45 4  10 2  84 1  89 0  73 0  67 0  32 0 29 0  04 (J 01 0  00 0  14 1 26 
+ i i k  potnt 80 62 10 14 77 5 0 1  4 2 6  2 9 4  1  33 1 2 5  0 i 5  0 7 0  0  31 0 2 1  0  14 0 0 5  0 0 0  
Jamnagar 
r iakpo~r l t  15 4 8 5  0 8 8  0  l a  0 0 7  0 0 0  0 0 7  0 0 9  0  30 3 3 4  1 : ?  I 80 2 6 9  7  18 31 45 
. ' ~ ~ ~ p o l n t 3 ~  1 9 5 0  4 2 8  1 4 8  0 5 2  0 5 2  0 0 8  0 0 6  0 0 0  0 0 0  0 1 8  0 4 0  0 7 2  2 3 8  1157  
'F+hPoll1155 4 0 2 8  9 3 5  3 6 3  2 4 8  1 6 3  0 5 9  0 5 4  0 2 3  0 2 0  OU1 0 0 0  0 0 2  0 3 1  2 1 4  
i?k Polrlf 90 u1 21 14 55 5  51 4  18 2  88 1  30 1 2 2  0 72 3 6 8  3 24 O l ?  0  13 0  04 0  00 
Jodhpur 
i~thpo~i~l , !U 3472  7 9 8  3 0 3  2 0 5  1 3 1  0 4 3  0 3 8  " 1 3  0 1 '  0 0 0  0C2 0 1 1  0 6 2  3 5 8  
: -dkponth5 6 3 3 2  1 4 3 3  5 8 1  4 1 1  2 8 3  1 2 7  1 1 9  0 7 0  0 6 5  0 2 8  3 1 8  0 1 9  0 0 3  0 0 0  
I ~ ~ ? k p n ~ n t i i O  6 2 1 0  1 4 7 i  6 0 1  4 2 6  2 5 4  1 3 4  1 2 5  0 7 5  0 7 0  03 :  02.8 0 1 5 0 0 5  0 0 0  
Durgapura 
fl"'kuolnt40 0 1 1  0 0 0  0 0 6  0 1 1  0 2 0  0 5 5  0 5 9  1 0 4  1 1 1  2 5 6  3'5 5 3 3  1 3 2 5  5 5 %  
k~vak p o ~ ~ t  5D ' 02 0  11 0  00 0  01 0 06 0  32 0  35 0  ?2 0  '8 1 9; 2  95 4  27 10 83 46 25 
? 1 3 k  "on1 80 19 50 4  28 1  48 0  92 0  52 0  08 0 06 0  00 0  01 0  1 8  0  40 0  72 2 38 11 52 
i , 5i point 95 4' 01 5  53 3 70 2 54 1 6 7  0  62 0  16 0  25 O 22 0 01 0  00 0 02 0 27 1 9 8  
Ncw Delh i  
- '. ikpOlil lL5 C lc j  0 0 0  0 0 4  0 0 9  0 1 7  0 5 0  0 5 5  0 9 8  1 0 5  2 1 5  3 f l  5 1 5  1283 5430  
r r a i p n , l i t 7 5  1 2 6  0  15 0 0 0  0 0 1  0  34 0 2 9  o 32 0 6 8  0 7 3  1 a9 2 83 4  10 1 0 4 5  4 4 - 3  
Ma11 
'",3*Vu1nt40 0 0 0  0 0 4  0 13 0 19 0 2 5  0 6 8  0'3 1 2 2  1 3 0  2 8 8  4 18 5 9 1  1454  61 18 
I 1 ! 5  1  05 0  71 0  00 0  01 0 06 0  32 0  35 0  71 0  77 1  96 2 54 4  24 10 77 46 04 
3 o t 5  26 16 5 8 9  2  15 1 4 0  85 0 2 1  0 1 8  0 0 3  0 0 2  0 0 5  0  1: 0 3 6  1 4 1  7 2 5  
N~ger 
"~3V j i l l l l l l 60  0 0 2  0 0 1  0 0 9  0 . 5  0 2 4  0 6 1  0 6 6  1 1 3  1 ? 0  2 7 2  3 9 5  5 6 2  1354  5 8 5 j  
~ ~ h P O l r l 1 8 5  3 4 5  0 5 8  0 0 9  0 0 2  0 0 0  0 1 2  0 1 5  0 4 0  0 4 5  1 3 5  2 1 0  ? I ?  8 1 5  3540  
(Valiies in the bold letter are the best for the Mrntieliail iatrus) 
Table 3. Reactions of 142 segregating F, F, families derived from a single F, 
plant o f  the cross (IP 18293 x Tift 238D1) against six pearl millet downy 
mildew pathogen populations o f  Indian origin and two of African origin 
. 
pr ig in  o f  pathogen populabon ?delian ratios giving best f c  
- -- 
ICRISAT-Patancheru Andhra Pradesh lnd~a Fco Jalna Maharashtra lnd~a - 
GAU MRS Jarnnagar Gujarat lnd~a 
-- 
I CAZRI-Jodhpur Rajasthan lnd~a - I 3 1  6 3 1  
RAU ARS Durgapura Ralasthan lnd~a 1 1 5 9 5 5 7  133- 
I New D l  D l  a 7 7 1 5  
Sadore N~ger Afrlca 
' ~ = M a l l ~ f r l c a  
1 1 5  13_ -___  - 
r 1  63 9 55 37 27 
L ___ __ ___ ___ --- - -- 
Table 4. Pearson rank correlation coefficients for greenhouse seedling downy mildew 
reaction among 142 F, F, fami l~es derived from a single F, plant of the pearl millet 
cross (IP 18293 x Tift 238D1) when screened against six Indian populations and two 
African pearl millet downy mildew populations 
Figure 8. Frequency distribution of disease incidence (%) among F2 F4 progenies 
from the pearl millet cross (IP 18293 x T i  238D1) when screened under 
greenhouse conditions in Patanchem against a Sclerospora graminicola 
population from ICRISAT, Patancheru, Andra Pradesh, lndia 
Tift 238D1 
i 
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Figure 9. Frequency dlstrtbut~on of disease incidence (%) among F2 F, progenies 
from the pearl millet cross (IP 18293 x Tift 238D1) when screened under 
greenhouse conditions tn Patancheru against a Sclerospora graminicola 
population from MAHYCO, Jalna, Maharastra, lndia 
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(res~stant suscepttble) best frts the observed d~str~button (Tables 2 and 3) If we cons~der 
break polnt at 45% DM1 thls segregatlon f ~ t  well w ~ t h  another trtgen~c ratlo of 55 9 
(res~stant suscept~ble) (two complementary reslstance genes and one tnhtb~tory gene) It 
also f ~ t  a 63 1 genet~c tnteract~on also f ~ t s  when we use a break potnt of 70% DM1 
4 . 1 . 4 .  JAMNAGAR PATHOGEN POPULATION 
Segregat~on of F, F4 mapplng populat~on fam~ltes from pearl m~llet cross IP 18293 
T ~ f t  238D1 agalnst a downy m~ldew pathogen populatton from GAU MRS Jamnagar IS 
presented as a frequency d~agram In F~gure 10 At a break po~nt of 35% DM1 the 
observed segregatlon f~ t s  a d~genic complementary gene ratlo of 9 7 It also f ~ t  at the 
break po~nt  of 45% DM1 The dtgenlc ratto of 13 3 (one bas~c gene and one tnh~b~tor 
gene) was observed to prov~de the best f ~ t  at a break po~nt  of 55% DM1 
4.1.5. JODHPUR PATHOGEN POPULATION 
When screened aga~nst the downy m~ldew pathogen populatlon from CAZRI- 
Jodhpur, segregatlon among the F2F4 f a m ~ l ~ e s  was observed to best f ~ t  a Mendellan 
segregatlon ratlo of 3 1 (res~stant suscept~ble) at a break po~nt of 20% DM1 (Fig 11) 
However, ~t also f ~ t  rlgenlc ratlos of 63 resistant to 1 suscept~ble at a break po~nts of 65 
and 80% DM1 (Tables 2 and 3) 
4 . 1 . 6 .  DURGAPURA P THOGEN POPULATION 
From the screentng results ~t IS ev~dent hat the RAU ARS Durgapura pathogen 
populatlon from Jatpur, Rajastan, lnd~a IS highly v~rulent aga~nst h~s  mapplng populat~on 
as nearly all F1F4 famtltes screened agalnst ~t recorded very heavy downy m~ldew 
d~sease lnc~dence (Ftg 12) Two to three genes appear to be controll~ng the l ~ m ~ t e d  
degree of reslstance and a d ~ g e n ~ c  ratlo of 1 15 (res~stant suscept~ble) f~ t s  well at the 
break po~nt  of 35% DMI, whereas a tr~gen~c. 9 55 was observed to glve the best f ~ t  at the 
break point of 45% DM1 We also observed f~ t s  to a 9 7 atlo (complementary dom~nant 
gene ~nteract~on) and a 13 3 ratlo (one basic gene and one lnh~b~tor gene) at break 
po~nts of 75% and 85% DM1 respectively (Tables 2 and 3) 
4 . 1 . 7 .  NEW DELHI PATHOGEN POPULATION 
The IARl New Delh~ pathogen populatton also prov~ded very h ~ g h  dlsease 
lnc~dence In screens agalnst this set of segregat~ng F2F4 fam~ltes (Fig 13) The 
Figure 10. Frequency distrtbution of disease inc~dence (%) among Fp F4 progentes from 
the pearl millet cross (IP 18293 x Tift 238Dl) when screened under greenhouse 
conditions in Patancheru against a Sclerospora graminicola population from GAU, 
MRS Jamnagar, Gujarat, India 
Downy mildew incidence (%) 
Ftgure 11. Frequency distribution of disease incidence (56) among Fp F4 progenies 
from the pearl millet cross (IP I8293 x Tift 238Dl) when screened under greenhouse 
conditions in Patancheru against a Sclerospora graminicola population from 
CAZRI Jodhpur, Rajastan, lndta 
- -- 
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Figure 12. Frequency distribution of disease incidence (%) among F2 F, progenies 
from the pearl millet cross (IP 18293 x Tift 23801) when screened under 
greenhouse conditions in Patancheru against a Sclerospora graminicola 
population from RAU, ARS Duragapura, Jaipur, Rajastan, lndia 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
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Figure 13. Frequency distribut~on of disease incidence (Oh) among F2 F., progenies 
from the pearl millet cross (IP I8293 x Tift 238D1) when screened under greenhouse 
conditions in  Patancheru against a Sclerospora graminicola population from IARI, 
New Delhi, lndia 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 9(1 95 100 
Downy mildew incidence (X) 
observed segregation clearly showed the dlgenlc interaction ratio of 1 1 5  
(resistant susceptlble) indlcatlng duplicate domlnant epistatlc interactions wlth domlnant 
susceptibil~ty when we consldered a break point at 65% DM1 At a break point of 75% 
DM1 the observed segregatlon best f ~ t  he trigenlc ratlo of 9 55 (reslstant susceptlble) 
(Tables 2 and 3) 
4 . 1 . 8 .  SADORE, NIGER PATHOGEN POPULATION 
The dlsease reactions against the pathogen population from Sadore Niger 
showed that one to two host-plant reslstance genes of reiatlvely modest effects are 
governing downy mlldew d~sease reaction In thls set of F F, progenles (Flg 14) The 
ratio of 1 15 (reslstant susceptlble) fits the observed frequency dlstribut~on well at the 
natural break point of 60% DM1 However the observed distribut~on gave the best fit to a 
1 3 (resistant susceptlble) ratlo when a break polnt of 85% DM1 was consldered (Tables 
2 and 3) 
4 . 1 . 9 .  BAMAKO, MALI PATHOGEN POPULATION 
Frequency dlstrlbutlon of downy mildew lncldence among the F-F, progenies 
when screened agalnst a pathogen popi~lation from Bamako Mall suggested that three 
host-plant reslstance genes of relatively modest effects are responsible for the observed 
variation In dlsease reactlon (Fig 15) The trlgenlc ratios o i  1 63 9 55 37 27 
reslstant susceptlble gave the best fits to observed segregatlons at the natural break 
points of 40 65 and 85% DM1 respectively (Tables 2 and 3) 
4 . 1 . 1 0 .  PEARSON RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
Pearson correlation coefflclent values (slgnlflcant at PcO 05 and P<O 01 level) 
based on dlsease reactlons of the 142 F2 Fq progenles used In thls study are presented 
In the Table 4 Strong posltlve correlations were observed between mapping progeny 
disease reactlons to pathogen populations from Jnlna and Jamnagar (r=079) 
Patancheru and Jamnagar (r=O 71) and Jalna and Patancheru (r=O 66) Between the 
two African pathogen populations a slgnlflcant correlation (r=O 62) wds also recorded 
Flnally for the two most highly virulent Indian pathogen populations from New Delhi and 
Durgapura a positive signlflcant correlation of r=O 59 was observed 
Figure 14. Frequency distribution of disease incidence (%) among FzF, progenies 
from the pearl millet cross (IF 18293 x Tift 238Dl) when screened under 
greenhouse conditions in Bangor, UK against a Sclerospora graminicola 
population from Sadore, Niger 
'igure 15. Frequency distribution of disease incidence (%) among F2:F4 progenies 
rom the pearl millet cross (IF 18293 x TiR 238131) when screened under greenhouse 
:oriditions in  Bangor, UK against a Sclerospora graminicola population from 
3amak0, Mali 
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4.1.1 I .  CLUSTERING ANALYSIS 
The dendrogram was constructed based on the mean downy m~ldew d~sease 
percentages for the 142 F2F4 families agalnst each of the eight lnd~an and Afr~can 
pathogen populat~ons used In this study (Fig 16a) A separate dendrogram was also 
constructed using only data from screens aga~nst the SIX lndlan pathoger: populat~ons 
(Fig 16b) These results revealed that there were two groups of pearl mlllet downy 
m~ldew pathogen populat~ons used In thls study One group cons~sts of the more v~rulent 
lnd~an pathogen populat~ons (New Delh~ and Durgapura) and the two Afrlcan pathogen 
populations (Niger and Mall) The second group conslsts of the four less vlrulent lnd~an 
downy m~ldew pathogen populat~ons (Jodhpur Jamnagar Jalna and Patancheru) 
4.2. PARENTAL POLYMORPHISM 
The parental lines (IP 18293 and Tlft 238D1) were screened aga~nst a total of 
220 probe-enzyme combinat~ons (55 probes 4 restr~ction enzymes) to ~dent~fy 
polymorphlc comb~nat~ons Forty-one slngle copv probes were used along w ~ t h  nlne two- 
copy probes and f ~ v e  low-copy probes Autorad~ograms show~ng results of parental lhne 
screening aga~nst some probe-enzyme comb~nar~ons are glven as F~gures 17 and 18 
Approx~mately 40% of the probes were polymorph~c between the parental l~nes Among 
the four restrlct~on endonuclease enzymes, H~ndl l l  gave more polymorph~c comb~natlons 
(50 9%) followed by Dral (42 5%) EcoRV (36 6%) and EcoRl (29 1 %) The list of 33 
selected polymorphlc probe-enzyme comblnat~ons IS glven In Table 5 
4.3. MARKER SEGREGATION AND SEGREGATION DISTORTION 
The segregat~on ratios of the marker loc~ were compared w~ th  the expected ratio 
and results are presented wlth the calculated % "  values in Table 6 Of the 33 probes 
used to construct a skeleton map ~r,  this rnapplng populatlon, 19 probes were slngle- 
copy sequences and nlne were two-copy sequences Among the f~ve  low-copy probes. 
Xpsni413 2 IS a low copy sequence ass~gned to the llnkage group 4 
The segregating pattern of marker IOCI from 142 F- progenies of the (IP 18293 
Tlft 238D1)-based mapplng popu~at~on was comparea with the expected ratios of 1 2 1 
(1 homozygote of parent P, 2 hetrozygote 1 homo:ygote of parent P,) and the 
Figure 16. Dendrogram showing relationships among eight Scle~ospora gmminicola 
populations from India and Africa based on % similarity in rank order of disease incidence for 
142 F,,F, progenies of pearl millet cross (IP 18293 x Tift 238Dl). when screened against these 
under severe greenhouse conditions 
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FIGURE 1 7 .  PARENTAL SCREENING AGAINST 1 6  DIFFERENT PROBE-ENZYME 
COMBINATIONS (PROBES PSM3 1 8 ,  PSM526, PSM458 AND P S M 4 5 9 )  
Probe: PSM318 
P  P P P  
Probe: PSM458 
P M  M M  
1 2 3 4  
hhhdlF 
Clrr 
Probe: PSM526 
Probe: PSM459 
M M  M P  
P l  = Tift 238Dl (Susceptible parent for pearl millet downy mildew) 
P2 = IP 18293 (Resistant parent for pearl millet downy mildew) 
1. Hindill, 2. EcoR 3. EcoRV 4. Dral = Endonuclease restriction enzymes 
P = Polymorphic combination 
M = Monomorphic combination 
FIGURE 1 8 .  PARENTAL SCREENING AGAINST 1 6  DIFFERENT PROBE-ENZYME 
COMBINATIONS (PROBES PSM5 1 2, PSM32 1,  PSM322 AND P S M 4 7 3 )  
Probe: PSM512 
M M M M  
Probe: PSM322 
P  P  M P  
1 2 3 4 
~ l - l ~ r - l ~  
P1 P2 P I  P2 P I  P2 P I  P2 
Probe: PSM321 
P P P P  
Probe: PSM473 
M P P  
P I  = Tift 238D1 (Susceptible parent for pearl millet downy mildew) 
PZ = IP 18293 (Resistant parent for pearl millet downy mildew) 
1. HincRll, 2. EcoRl 3. EcoW 4. Dral = Endonuclease restriction enzymes 
P = Polymorphic combination 
M = Monomorphic combination 
Table 5. The finalized list of 33 polymorphic probe-enzyme combinations selected 
for mapping following the screening of parental lines IP 18293 and Tift 238D1 
against of 220 combinations. 
I Locus 
size number L o u p  
P S M O ~ ~ ~ ~ T  0 7 - k b 7 i  G v  - 3 
Table 6. Segregation patterns observed among 152 F, individuals across 33 polymorphic marker loci compared with 
the expected 1:2:1 ratios in the mapping population based on the cross IP 18293 x Tift 238D1. 
Linkage Group Marker LOCI Data segregat~on Total Expected segregation ratio Chi-square Table value Genotypes In 
A H B -  C D  1A 2H 1 B calculated (at d f = 2 )  Surplus Defic~t 
values 9 21 (1%) " 
LGI  Xpsm280 33 76 30 13 0 0 152 34 8 69 5 34 8 1 3 5  NS 
Xpsm515 3 4 7 6 2 7 1 1 2  2 152 343  6 8 5  343  2 36 NS 
Xpsm425 3 1 7 3 3 0 1 6 2  0 152 335  6 7 0  3 3 5  1 0 9  NS 
Xpsm0872 2 0 3 8 1 6 6 9 3  6 152 1 8 5  3 7 0  185  0 4 9  NS 
Xpsm341 29 83 28 11 0 1 152 35 0 70 0 35 0 4 8 4  NS 
LG2 Xpsm322 5 0 5 9 2 1 1 7 1  4 152 3 2 5  6 5 0  3 2 5  1405 '* A Hand B 
Xpsm466 2 6 3 7 2 1 6 6 0  2 152 2 1 0  4 2 0  2 1 0  1 7 9  NS 
Xpsm458 49 59 32 11 0 1 152 35 0 70 0 35 0 7 59 A H 
Xpsm214 3 4 4 9 1 4 4 8 0  7 152 2 4 3  485  2 4 3  8 2 6  A B 
Xpsm321 3 7 6 4 3 0 8  O 13 152 3 2 8  6 5 5  3 2 8  082  NS 
Xpsm592 4 7 5 4 2 4 2 7 0  0 152 3 1 3  6 2 5  3 1 3  1078 " A Hand B 
Xpsm443 34 77 24 14 0 3 152 338  67 5 338  4 16 NS 
Llnkage Group Marker LOCI Data segregatlon Total Expected segregatlon ratlo Chl-square Table value Genotypes In 
A H B  - C D  1 A  28 1 B calculated (at d f = 21 Sur~ lus Def~clt 
values 9 21 (1%)  " 
LG5 Xpsm815 3 8 4 6 1 4 5 0 4  0 152 2 4 5  4 9 0  2 4 5  1 2 1 2  " A B 
Xpsm318 4 3 7 3 1 9 1 4 1  2 152 3 3 8  6 7 5  3 3 8  9 43 " A H and B 
X p s m 7 3 5 1 4 9 6 8 1 5 1 9 1  0 152 3 3 0  6 6 0  3 3 0  1 7 6 4  " A B 
LG7 Xpsm712 4 5 5 3 1 8 3 5 0  1 152 2 9 0  5 8 0  2 9 0  1 3 4 3  " A Hand B 
Xpsm269 3 3 7 2 3 0 9  0 8 152 3 3 8  6 7 6  3 3 8  0 7 3  NS 
Xpsm618 3 0 7 4 2 0 2 3 1  4 152 3 1 0  6 2 0  3 1 0  6 26 * H B 
Xps1n526 3 1 9 6 1 8 5  2 0 152 3 6 3  7 2 6  3 6 3  1 7 5 4  " H Aand B 
Unlinked Xpsrn136 30 61 23 38 9 0 152 28 5 57 0 28 5 1 4 2  NS 
calculated y'  values for each and every lnd~v~dual marker locus are presented In the 
Table 6 The LS table values were calculated for 5% and 1% probability level at 2 
degrees of freedom Twenty-two out of 33 co-dom~nant marker loc~ recorded non- 
slgniflrant t L  values when compared w ~ t h  table values of 5 99 at the 5% and 9 21 at 1 %  
probab~l~ty levels The remalnlng eleven markers dev~ated signlf~cantly from the expected 
ratlos at both levels except the marker l oc~  Xpsm458 Xpsni214 Xpsrn459 1 and 
Xpsm618 which were found to be non-s~gn~f~cant at the 1% probab~l~ty level with 
calculated /' values ranglng from 6 24 to 8 26 The h~ghest degrees of d~stortion w ~ t h  
s~gn~f lcant values ranglng from 9 43 to 17 64  at 5% level were observed for seven IOCI 
on LG2 LG5 and LG7 The orders of these most s~gn~f~cant ly  deviat~ng markers (from 
most d~storted to least d~storted) Xpsm735 1 Xpsm526 Xpsm322 Xpsrn718 Xpsn1815 
Xpsrn592 and Xpsn1318 
Autorad~ograms wlth the scorlng details of some of the probe-enzyme 
comb~nat~ons are glven ~n F~gures 19-27 
4.4. LINKAGE M A P  FROM IP 18293 x TlFT 238D 1 
LOCI detected by a total of 33 RFLP probe-enzyme combrnations and three 
morpholog~cal markers were used to construct a skeleton l~nkage map for the new pearl 
m~l let  mapplng populat~on based on cross (IP 18293 T ~ f t  238D1) A l~nkage map of 
561 8 cM was constructed with seven llnkage groups (Fig 28) L~nkage group numbers 
were ass~gned as per LIU et a1 (1994) uslng loc~ identifled by common s~ngle-copy 
probes MapmakerIExp mult~polnt analysls was used for construct~on of the l~nkage map 
uslng a threshold value of 2 0 and a recomb~nat~on fract~on of 0 5 After maklng seven 
l~nkage groups markers were placed based on group' sequence and map 
commands Markers w ~ t h  sat~sfactory orders were then anchored In each llnkage group 
and the framework command was used Markers orders with fewer cand~date errors 
and h ~ g h  log-l~kel~hood were preferred for anchor~ng each l~nkage group Unl~nked 
marker l oc~  were placed ~n appropriate l~nkage groups lislng the bu~ld command Care 
was taken particularly to properly place l oc~  detected by low copy and mi~lt lple copy 
probes before asslgnlng them to appropriate llnkdge groups Locus order~ng and 
d~stance were compared w ~ t h  the publtshed base map (Flg 29) of pearl mlllet from cross 
LGD-B-10 , ICMP 85410 (LIU et a1 1994) 
FIGURE 1 9 .  AUTORADIOGRAMS OBTAINED FROM SEGREGATING Fp 
PROGENIES OF THE (IP 18293 x TIW 238Dl )-BASED MAPPING 
POPULATION FOR PROBES PSM280 AND PSM515 
Segregating F2 progenies from (IP 18293 a T ~ f l  238Dl) 
B A H H A A  B B H  H H H H H  H H H  A B A H A H  
Probe: PSM280 Enzyme: EcoM 
Segregating F: progenies from (IP 18293 x Ttfl 238D1) 
B A  H H  A B  H  B A  H H  H  H  H  B H H  H  B H  H  H H 5  
Probe: PSM515 Enzyme: Hindlll 
A = homozygous for parent Tift 238D1 allele 
B = homozygous for parent IP 18293 allele 
H  = heterozygote 
hlHindlll = Molecular size markers with sizes of 23.1 kb, 9.4 kb, 6.6 kb, 
4.4 kb, 2.3 kb and 2.0 kb. 
FIGURE 20. AUTORADIOGRAMS OBTAINED FROM SEGREGATING Fa 
PROGENIES OF THE (fP 1 8293 X TlFT 238D 1 )-BASED MAPPING 
POPULATION FOR PROBES PSM322 AND PSM341 
Segregating F? progentes from (IP 18293 Tlfl 238D1) 
F 
B  A A H B  H A B A H H  A A A A H A  B A A H H H i  
Probe: PSM322 Enzyme: Hindlll 
Segregatlng F2 progentes from (IP 18293 . T ~ f l  238D1) 
B A ' H H  A H H B A A H H H  H B H H  H B B  H H  I4 
Probe: PSM341 Enzyme: EcoRl 
A  = hornozygous for parent Tift 238Dl allele 
B  = hornozygous for parent IP 18293 allele 
H  = heterozygote 
XlHindlll = Molecular size markers with sizes of 23.1 kb, 9.4 kb, 6.6 kb, 
4.4 kb, 2.3 kb and 2.0 kb. 
FIGURE 2 1 .  AUTORADIOGRAMS OBTAINED FROM SEGREGATING FZ 
PROGENIES OF THE (IP 1 8 2 9 3  X TIFT 238Dl )-BASED MAPPING 
POPULATION FOR PROBES PSM7 1 8  AND PSM37 
6 Segregatlng F7 progenies from (IP 18293 x Tift 238D1) 
8 8 I 
B A  B B H  H  H H A A B B  A H H B  H  H  B H A A  B 
Probe: PSM718 Enzyme: EcoRI 
, & Segregatlng F, progenies from (IP 18293 - Tlfl238Dl) 
- 8 8 
E t F I  
B A  B H  B  H H  H H  A A  B B A  B A H A  H  H H  A B  
Probe: PSM37 Enzyme: Hindll 
A  = homozygous for parent Tift 238D1 allele 
B = hornozygous for parent IP 18293 allele 
H  = heterozygote 
k/Hindlll = Molecular size markers with sizes of 23.1 kb, 3.4 kb, 6.6 kb, 
4.4 kb, 2.3 kb and 2.0 kb. 
FIGURE 22. AUTORADIOGRAMS OBTAINED FROM SEGREGATING Fp 
PROGENIES OF THE (IP 1 8293 X TlFT 238D1 )-BASED MAPPING 
POPULATION FOR PROBES PSM473 AND PSMS 1 0 
o' Segregating F: progenies from (IP 18293 x Tifi 238D1) 
m w 
2 2 I 
B  A H  H H  A  H  H  A  H B  H  H  A  H  H A  B  H B A  H  H 
Probe: PSM473 Enzyme: Dral 
6 Segregating F; progenies from (IP 18293 > Tifi 238D1) 
7 i2 i3 
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B A  A H  H  - H H H H  ti H A H A  H  B A  H H  H B r .  
Probe: PSM51O Enzyme: Hincilll 
A  = homozygous tor parent Tift 238Dl allele 
B  = homozygous for parent IP 18293 allele 
H  = heterozygote 
hlHindlll = Molecular size markers with sizes of 23.1 kb, 9.4 kb, 6.6 kb, 
4.4 kb, 2.3 kb and 2.0 kb. 
FIGURE 23. AUTORADIOGRAMS OBTAINED FROM SEGREGATING F 
PROGENIES OF THE (IP 1 8 2 9 3  X TIFT 238D 1 )-BASED MAPPING 
POPULATION FOR PROBES PSM6 1 8 AND PSM7 1 6 
6 Segregatlng F, progenles from (IP 18293 x T ~ f l  238D1) 
i3 E 
B  A  A  B H H  H  B H  B  A B  H H  H  A H  H B B  H H  / 
Probe: PSM618 Enzyme: Dral 
- Segregatlng F? progenles from (IP 18293 Y T ~ f i  23801) 2 8 
(O %q- 
B  A  B H H  A H  A A  H A  B  A  B H A H  A  A H  A H  H  
Probe: PSM716 Enzyme: EcoRl 
A  = homozygous for parent Tift 238D1 allele 
B  = homozygous for parent IP 18293 allele 
H  = heterozygote 
LIHindll = Molecular size markers with sizes of 23.1 kb, 9.4 kb, 6.6 kb, 
4.4 kb, 2.3 kb and 2.0 kb. 
FIGURE 24. AUTORADIOGRAMS OBTAINED FROM SEGREGATING F2 
PROGENIES OF THE ( IP 1 8293 X TIFT 238D 1 )-BASED MAPPING 
POPULATION FOR PROBES P S M 3 2  1 AND P S M 4 5 8  
, 6 Segregating Fz progenies from (IP 18293 x Tin 238D1) g E 
E E I  
B A  A H 6  H  B H  A  A  H A  H A  H  H  B H  H  H A  H  h 
* 
Probe: PSM321 Enzyme: Dral 
- Segregating F7 progenies from (IP 18293 Y Tift 238D1) gj 
m R 
- 
a E 1 
B A  H H  H  H A  B A  H H  A H A  A H  A  H A H  H H  H  
Probe: PSM458 
A  = homozygous for parent Tlft 238D1 allele 
B = homozygous for parent IP 18293 allele 
H  = heterozygote 
* 
Enzyme: Hindll 
h/H~ndlll = Molecular slze markers w ~ t h  sues of 23.1 kb, 5.4 ~ b ,  6.6 kb, 
4.4 kb, 2.3 kb and 2.0 kb. 
FIGURE 25. AUTORADIOGRAMS OBTAINED FROM SEGREGATING F2 
PROGENIES OF THE (IP 18293 X TIFT 238D1 )-BASED MAPPING 
POPULATION FOR PROBES P S M 6 4 8  AND P S M 4 2 5  
- Segregat~ng F1 progenles from (IP 18293 . T~f l  238D1) 
% E ?------- 
B A A  H H H H  H H H H  H E  A A  B H B  A B H  B A  
Probe: PSM648 Enzyme: Oral 
Segregattng F2 progenles from IP 18293 x T ~ f i  238D1 
8 3 
1 
6 A  E B B  A H H  A A  B B A  H  H B H H  B  6 A A B  
- -- - 
Probe: PSM425 Enzyme: EcoM 
A  = hornozygous for parent Tift 238D1 allele 
B  = homozygous for parent IP 18293 allele 
H  = heterozygote 
hlHindlll= Molecular size markers with sizes of 23.1 kb, 9.4 kb, 6.6 kb, 
4.4 kb, 2.3 kb and 2.0 kb. 
FIGURE 26. AUTORADIOGRAMS OBT4lNED FROM SEGREGATING F2 
PROGENIES OF THE (IP 1 8 2 9 3  X T i n  238Dl )-BASED MAPPING 
pOPULATlON FOR PROBES PSM526 AND PSM84 
Segregat~ng F- progenles from (IP 18293 % T ~ f l  238D1) 
w 9 
m 
a ? I  : 
B  A  A  H H  H H H  H  H A  H H  A H  A H  H H B  H H  t - 
Probe: PSM526 Enzyme: Dral 
,- i; Segregat~ng F? progenles from (IP 18293 x T ~ f l  23801) 
m 
z 7 2 
% E l  1 : 
- 
B A  H H  A A H  A H  H H  H  B H A H  H B  A B  H B H  - 
Probe: PSM84 Enzyme: EcoRV 
A = homozygous for parent Tift 238D1 allele 
B  = homozygous for parent IP 18293 allele 
H = heterozygote 
;LIHindlll = Molecular size markers with sizes of 23.1 kb, 9.4 kb, 6.6 kb, 
4.4 kb, 2.3 kb and 2.0 kb. 
FIGURE 27. AUTORADIOGRAMS OBTAINED FROM SEGREGATING F~ 
PROGENIES OF THE ( IP 18293 X TlFT 2 3 8 D 1  )-BASED MAPPING 
POPULATION FOR PROBES PSM735 AND PSM592 
$j g Segregatlng F2 progenles from (IP 18293 - Tlfi 238D1) 
z 
CL F l  
B  A  H A A  H H  A A H H  H  H  H A A B  H H  A B  H H  
Probe: PSM735 Enzyme: EcoRV 
6 Segregatlng F, progenles from (IP 18293 , Tift 238D1) @ 3 
a F [  
B A  B  - H  A A  H H  A  H  H  H A B  H B H  B A  H H  A  
44r*1*Y .YplOr(l 
Probe: PSM592 Enzyme: Oral 
A  = homozygous for parent Tift 238Dl allele 
B  = homozygous for parent IP 18293 allele 
H  = heterozygote 
XIHindlll = Molecular size markers with sizes of 23.1 kb, 9.4 kb, 6.6 kb, 
4.4 kb, 2.3 kb and 2.0 kb. 
:igure 28. RFLP-based skeleton linkage map for cross IP 18293 x T i  238Dl. The seven major 
rnkage groups were ordered from 1 to 7 per Liu et a/. (1994). using loci i d W ~ e d  by common single 
:opy probes. Numbers on me left hand bar are map distances in HaMane centiMorgans, and the 
~bbrevated locus names are on the right hand side of bar 
Linkage Linkage Llnkage Linkage Llnkage Linkage Llnkege 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7 
Total length Total length Total length Total length Total length length length 
5 8 9 c M  1 3 5 4 ~ ~  6 2 9 c M  1 1 0 9 c M  51 9 c M  67 8 cM 74 0 CM 
d , dwarf 
- plant 
herghf M466 
19 6 cM 14 6 ch' 
W458 
I M318 M588 
P Purple 
I Foltage 27 6 eM 
Figure 29. Pearl millet RFLP-based linkage map for a cross LGD-B-10 x ICMP 8W10 
(Liu etal., 1994). Numbers on the left hand bar are map distances in Kosambi 
centiMorgans and on the right hand side are abbreviated locus names 
4 . 4 . 1 .  LINKAGE GROUP 1 
Total map length of lhnkage group 1 IS 58 9 cM It consists of f~ve  loci detected by 
PSM RFLP probes (PSM280 PSM515 PSM87 and PSM341) and one morpholog~cal 
marker ( d *  dwarf plant height) Thls d ,  plant he~ght marker data was obta~ned from the 
testcross progenies of T~ f t  238D1 purple F: plants of (IP 18293 Tlft 238D1) The d ,  
plant he~ght locus was placed between marker loc~ Xpsm280 and Xpsn1515 (Fig 28) 
T h ~ s  was the best order among all the other comblnatlons considered w~ th  h ~ g h  a 
negat~ve LOD value of -204 66 and a small number of candldate errors (putative double 
cross-overs) 
4 . 4 . 2 .  L I N K A G E  GROUP 2 
Seven markers were placed In l~nkage group 2 wh~ch had a longest total length 
of 136 4 cM among llnkage groups for t h ~ s  mapplng populat~on The order of the loc~ IS 
Xpsm322, Xpsm466. Xpsm458 Xpsrn214 Xpsm321 Xpsn1592 and Xpsm443 and a 
LOD value of -320 57 was observed (Fig 28) 
4.4.3. L I N K A G E  GROUP 3 
Thls l~nkage group IS the thlrd smallest In t h ~ s  newly constructed skeleton map, 
with a total length of 62 9 cM Flve markers were placed w~th ~ntramarker d~stances of 
37 8 8 2 2 9 and 14 2 cM for marker loc~ Xpsni37 Xpsn1108 Xpsrn510 2 Xpsrn473 
and Xpsn1686 For t h ~ s  marker order, a h~ghly negat~ve log Ilkellhood value of -181 89 
was obtalned w ~ t h  only a few candldate errors 
4 . 4 . 4 .  L I N K A G E  GROUP 4 
L~nkage group 4 14 the second longest one in thls skeleton map, w ~ t h  a Haldane 
map length of 110 9 cM Along n,th two morpholog~cal markers, f~ve  RFLP loc~ were 
placed w ~ t h  an average d~stance of 18 6 cM Thc purple fol~age colour marker locus P I S  
placed In between RFLP marker IOCI Xpsm464 and Xpsm716 The d~ dwarf plant he~ght 
locus IS placed near to RFLP marker locus Xpsn784 w~th a d~stance of 6 8 cM ( F I ~  28! A 
log likel~hood score of -252 7 was obta~ned by keep~ng these seven marker loci In this 
order of Xpsrn464 P, Xpsm716, Xpsm648. Xpsrn84 d, and Xasrn413 
4.4.5. LINKAGE GROUP 5 
Three RFLP markers were placed In ltnkage group 5 ,  w ~ t h  a d~stance of 14 4 cM 
between Xpsm815 and Xpsm318 and 37 5 cM between Xpsm315 and Xpsm735 1 Thts 
IS the shortest lhnkage group for t h ~ s  mapplng population with a total length of 51 9 cM 
4.4.6. LINKAGE GROUP 6
The total length of thts llnkage group IS 67 8 cM w~ th  only three marker loc~ of 
Xpsm459 2, Xpsm588 and Xpsm713 (Fig 28) W ~ t h  t h ~ s  marker locus order no 
cand~date error was not~ced and a highly negat~ve log ltkel~hood value of -129 4 was 
obtatned 
4.4.7. LINKAGE GROUP 7 
Four marker loc~ were placed in l~nkage group 7 w~th  an average d~stance of 24 7 
cM The total l~nkage group length IS 74 0 cM A h~ghly negat~ve log Ilkellhood value of 
-193 63 was recorded for the best marker locus order, Xpsm718. Xpsrr1269. Xpsr11618 
and Xpsm526 (Fig 28)  
4.5. QTL MAPPING 
For QTL mapplng, the l~nkage map constructed from all 142 tnd~v~duals from the 
F, population of cross (IP 18293 x Tift 238 D l )  was used Two software packages. 
MapmakerlQTL (Ltncoln et a / ,  1992b) and QTL Cartographer (Basten e t a / ,  1997) were 
used The skeleton ltnkage map of 32 RFLP loci and three morphological marker ioc~.  
generated from thts cross was used as such w~thout ellmlnat~ng any of the markers for 
MapmakeriQTL Interval mapplng analys~s But for QTL Cartographer analysts. a 
separate l~nkage map output data f ~ l e  from MaprnakerlExp was used after el~mlnatlng the 
three morphologtcal markers d ,  plant he~ght from ltnkage group 1 ,  and d;  plant he~ght 
and P purple fol~age ~ o l o u r  from lhnkage group 4 Th~s  gave a reduced map length of 
502 1 cM for 32 loc: as compared to the 561 8 cM map orlg~nally obta~ned for the 35 Iocl 
by decreases of 17 2 cM In llnkage group 1 and 42 5 cM 1r-i ltrlkage group 4 
4.5.1. MAPMAKER/QTL 
The Interval mapplng method as lmplemenred In MapmakerlQTL was used wlth 
a LOD of 2 0 as threshold value for QTL stgniftcance Thts software calculates welght 
(addit~ve) and domtnance effects and est~mates the portlon phenotypic varlatlon 
expla~ned by ~ndlvldual QTLs, uslng the free (unconstra~ned) genetlc model QTL 
Cornb~ned effects of multlple QTLs were calculated by multlple QTL models for two 
QTLs, three QTLs. and four QTLs etc The quallfylng crlterra for accepting a mult~ple 
QTL model was a LOD score of two more than the hlghest LOD score of the models 
havrng one less QTL 
LOD, = LOD,, ,, + 2 
where 
LOD,, = M~nlmum quallfylng LOD score for acceptance In 
a mult~ple QTL model w ~ t h  n '  QTLs 
LOD<- ,, = Max~rnum LOD score for observed model wrth 
(n- I )  QTLs 
4.5.2. QTL CARTOGRAPHER 
Composite Interval mapplng as lrnplernented In QTL Cartographer (Basten et a / ,  
1997) was used wlth a threshold likel~hood ratlo of 11 50 This software package also 
calculates welght (addltlve) and domlnance effects at each pos~tlon under four different 
null hypotheses It gave results In 21 columns lncludlng the chromosome test poslt~on 
Ihkel~hood ratlo test stat~st~cs,  dorn~nance effect, addltlve effect, and r values for all four 
hypotheses The results can be v~ewed In a graphical mode, wh~ch shows the position of 
the QTLs as llkelrhood peaks f F ~ g  30 to 38) 
In thls (IP 18293 T ~ f t  238D1)-based exper~mental populat~on, genotyprng was 
assessed In the FL and phenotypic tralt data were taken from the F.-derlved F, self bulk 
farnllles produced by self~ng FL plants for two successive generat~ons So tlhe domlnance 
effect observed In the F, famllles was reduced to 25% of that expected In the F, 
generation So for e s t ~ m ~ t l o n  f the mode of lnherltance the degree of domlnance has to 
be calculated uslng the following rdtlo 
4DIW 
where 
D = Dominance 
W = Welght (= additive effect) 
Depending on the 4DNV ratlo, the ~nherltance ~at terns  were assessed as 
0 21-0 80 = Partially domlnant inheritance 
0 81-1 20 = Dom~nant Inheritance 
> 1 20 = Over-domlnant lnher~tance 
In t h ~ s  mapplng populatlon the male parent (marker allele homozygotes scored 
as A) was Tlft 238D1 (downy mlldew suscept~ble wlth d ,  dwarf gene) and the female 
parent (marker allele homozygotes scored as B) was IP 18293 (downy mlldew resistant 
w ~ t h  d? dwarf gene) If we~ght IS posltlve the alleles from IP 18293 Increase suscept~b~l~ty 
(le reslstance alleles are from the susceptible parent) Slmllarly ~f welght IS negative, the 
allele from IP 18293 reduces dlsease lnc~dence (le the allele from Tlft 238D1 decreases 
reslstance or Increases susceptlb~llty) A g a r  this fully depends on the marker genotype 
scorlng codes and the software used In t h ~ s  study, the parental llne IP 18293 was 
scored as 'B" and the susceptible male parental llne T~f t  238D1 was scored as "A" so the 
above explanation holds good for MapmakeriQTL 
Results are descr~bed below from both analyses (Interval mapplng and 
composlte Interval mapp~ng) for ldent~flcat~on of QTLs wlth s~gnlf~cant effects that were 
detected from screening of the mapping populatlon F, famllles agalnst lnd~an and Afr~can 
pearl mlllet downy m ~ l d r w  pathogen populations In add~ t~on  QTLs for plant he~ght were 
also mapped 
4.5.3. QTLS FOR PLANT HEIGHT 
MapmakerlQTL ldent~f~ed two s~ngle QTLs for plant helght, one each on LGI  and 
LG4 T h ~ s  was conf~rmed by a two-QTL model wlth an acceptable LOD score greater 
than 11 31 (9 31+2 00) Two different recessive dwarf~ng loc~ were ldent~fled one on 
l~nkage group 1 w ~ t h  reduced he~ght assoc~ated w ~ t h  homozygoslty for the alleles of T~ft  
238D1 at the dl dwarf locus and the other on l~nkage group 4 for wh~ch reduced helght 
was assoc~ated wlth homozygoslty for the alleles from IP 18293 at the d ,  dwarf locus 
(Flg 30 and Table 7) T h ~ s  was conf~rmed by the composlte Interval mapplng analysls 
whlch Indicated a small shift In posltlon of the QTL on llnkage group 4 from the mlddle to 
the end of the l~nkage group An acceptable three QTI. model from MapmakerlQTL 
suggests that there 1s a poss~b~l~ty  of one more plant helght QTL present at the top of 
llnkage group 1, w ~ t h  the alleles from Tlft 238D1 conferring a partially domlnant reduction 
In plant height 
Table 7. QTL results for plant height using QTL Cartographer composite interval mapping 
and MapmakerlQTL interval mapping methods for single-QTL and rnultiple-QTL models 
I 
LG4lM648- 12 0 cM 
MOW 
~ 
Variance 
I 
I i 1----l 
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Figure 30. QTL likelihood map showing l~kelihood ratio (LR) for plant height 
using the composite interval mapping method implemented in QTL 
Cartographer 
4.6. QTLS FOR DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE 
4 . 6 . 1 .  DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE Q T L S  FOR THE ICRISAT.  
PATANCHERU PATHOGEN POPULATION 
For t h ~ s  pathogen population, two downy mlldew resistance QTLs have been 
~dentlfied from both analyses S~ngle-QTL models from MaprnakerlQTL showed two 
peaks assoc~ated with large phenotyp~c variation In LG2 and LG6 (Table 8) The QTL 
identified on LG6 (M588-M718) seems to be an artifact. but QTL Cartographer 
suggested that ~t was a true QTL w~ th  over-dom~nant resistance contr~buted by alleles 
from res~stant parent IP 18293 (Fig 31) Var~ance explained for downy m~ldew reactlon 
aga~nst the Patancheru pathogen population by the LG2 QTL was 22 6 percent 
MaprnakerlQTL detected no multiple QTL models that agreed w~ th  the mlnimum 
acceptable l ~ m ~ t  of LOD score 6 4 (4 4+2 0 = 6 4) 
4.6.2. DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE Q T L S  FOR THE M A H Y C O ,  JALNA 
PATHOGEN POPULATION 
A slngle downy m~ldew resistance QTL for the Jalna pathogen populat~on was 
ldent~f~ed on LG2 by both the compos~te interval rnapplng and interval rnapplng analyses 
(Fig 32) The port~on of observed phenotyplc varlat~on expla~ned by th~s  QTL was 
23 6% wlth domlnant ~nher~tance of resistance from resistant parental line IP 18293 and 
~recesslve ~nheritance of susceptib~l~ty alleles from suscept~ble parent T~f t  238D1 A sllght 
difference of 2 0 cM ~n the posit~on of the QTL on LG3 (M592+2 0 cM) in composite 
interval rnapplng (M592+0 0 cM) as compared to Interval mapping by FvlapmakerlQTL 
was not~ced (Table 9 )  but t h ~ s  IS not slgnlflcant 
4.6.3. DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE Q T L s  FOR G A U ,  MRS JAMNAGAR 
PATHOGEN POPULATION 
A s~ngle downy m~ldew res~stance QTL explained a h~gh  proportion of phenotyplc 
varlatlon (52 3%) for reaction to t h ~ s  pathogen population and was observed for both 
analyses (Fig 33) This s~ngle QTL was located on LG2 (M592+10 0 cM) Over- 
dominant res~stance from IP 18293 and recessive suscept~bllity from T~ft  238D1 was the 
observed mode of ~nher~tance (Table 10) 
Table 8. QTL resulrs for downy mildew resistance against a pathogen population 
from ICRISAT, Patancheru using QTL Cartographer composite interval mapping and 
MapmakerlQTL interval mapping methods for singleUTL and multipleUTL models 
I 
Using QTL Cartographer I 
I 
Over-dominant 1 1 resistance from ~ 
IP 18293 
I Over-domlnant 1 1 resistance from 1 
3 9 2  1IP18293 
I 
1 Using MapmakerlQTL 
I -  
, Linkage groupl / Pos~tion 
, M a r k e r - 1 - _  t Pplalned 
4 4  22 6% Over- 
' dominance 
resistance from 
IP 18293 
Artifact over- 
, dominant 
, reststance from 
I IP 18293 
I I 
Table 9. QTL results for downy mildew resistance against a pathogen 
population from MAHYCO, Jalna using QTL Cartographer composite interval 
mapping and MapmakerIQT L interval mapping methods for single-QTL and 
multiple-OTL models 
1 Using QTL Cartographer 
Recess~ve 
suscept~b~l~ty 
from T~ft  238D1 
( Using MapmakerlQTL 
Linkage group I Position Additive Dominance ' LOD Variance 1 lnher~tance 
'Mane, / e f f e c t  / 1 ierplalned / t 
Figure 32. QTL likelihood map showlng l~kelihood ratio (LR) for resistance to 
MAHYCO, Jalna pathogen population using the composite interval mapping 
method implemented in QTL Cartographer 
Table 10. QTL results for downy mildew resistance against a pathogen population 
from GAU, MRS Jamnagar using QTL Cartographer composite interval mapping and 
MapmakerlQTL interval mapping methods for single-QTL and multiple-QTL models 
- . - -- - -- -. 
I 
Using QTL Cartographer 
- ~lnkage groG1 1 position [~dT;%&;ance 
L~kelihood 1 lnhentaiTe 
Marker effect ratlo 
Recesswe 
susceptlb~llty 
from Tlft 238D1 
Using MapmakerlQTL 
Additive ~omlnanc< LOD 
effect effect 
I 1 
LG2lM592-M443 10 0 CM -21 0 1 -12 6 
resistance 
from lP18293 
4.6.4. DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE QTLS FOR THE CAZRI,  JODHPUR 
PATHOGEN POPULATION 
QTL Cartographer ~dentlfled three QTLs for reslstance to this pathogen 
populat~on on llnkage groups 2 3 and 6 (Fig 34) But MapmakeriQTL has revealed only 
two QTLs one on LG2 and the other on LG3 S~ngle-QTL models from ~nterval mapplng 
~nd~ca ted  the QTL on LG3 (M473) to be a major one w ~ t h  a large phenotyp~c effect 
account~ng for 26 9% of observed var~at~on and a h ~ g h  LOD value of 6 35 (Table 11) 
The s~gnif~cantly superlor two-QTL model explained of about 39 goh of varlat~on In 
d~sease reaction among mapplng populat~on progenies The tnher~tance of the ~den t~ f~ed  
QTLs showed over-dom~nant reslstance from the res~stant parent IP 18293 In add~t~on 
to these two ldent~ f~ed QTLs QTL Cartographer results showed that one more QTL on 
the LG6 was also responsible for reslstance aga~nst hls pathogen populat~on wlth over- 
dom~nant mode of lnher~tance from IP 18293 
4.6.5. DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE QTLS FOR THE RAU, ARS 
DURGAPURA PATHOGEN POPULATION 
There was no s~gn~ f~can t  QTL ~dent~f ied by the composlte Interval mapping 
method for t h ~ s  Duragapura pathogen populat~on (Fig 35) T h ~ s  pathogen populat~on 
was one of the most h~ghly v~rulent cnes tested and produced very heavy d~sease 
lnc~dence on essent~ally all of the F, f am~ l~es  on t h ~ s  mapplng populat~on MapmakerlQTL 
Interval mapplng ident~f~ed two s~ngle-QTLs ~nd~v~dual ly  expla~ntng small percentages of 
the observed phenotyplc var~at~on (12 8 and 9 5%) In LG3 and LG7 respect~vely (Table 
12) Not a single s ~ g n ~ f ~ c a n t  mult~ple-QTL model was found as all had LOD values of less 
than 5 04 (3 04+2 00) two un~ts  above of the best s~ngle-QTL model LOD score that 
requ~red support 
4.5.6. DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE QTLs FOR THE IARI. NEW DELHl 
PATHOGEN POPULATION 
The QTL Cartographer composlte lnterval mapplng method was not able to 
ldentlfy any downy m~ldew reststance QTL from t h ~ s  mapplng populat~on effective 
against the New De lh~  pathogen populat~on (Fly 26) Phenotypic values for maPPlng 
Progenies were skewed strongly towards the suscept~b~lity The MapmakerlQTL Interval 
Figure 33. QTL likelihood map showing likelihood ratio (LR) for resistance 
to GAU, Jamnagar pathogen population using the composite interval 
mapping method implemented in QTL Cartographer 
Figure 34. QTL likelihood map showing likelihood ratio (LR) for resistance to 
CAZRI, Jodhpur downy mildew pathogen population using the composite 
interval mapping method implemented in QTL Cartographer 
Table 11. QTL results for downy mildew resistance against a pathogen 
population from CAZRI, Jodhpur using QTL Cartographer composite interval 
mapping and MapmakerIQTL interval mapping methods for single-QTL and 
multiple-QTL models 
I Using QTL Cartographer 
I I 
Over-domlnant 
resistance from 
IP 18293 
Linkage f Position 
group1 
L G 6 / M ~ 8 ~ l O O c M  ' 4 2  1-135 1 1 6  / -M713 ) Over-domlnant 1 i res~stance from 
1 IP 18293 I 
-- --d 
- -I 1 Using MapmakerlQTL I 
Marker - - _ _ i - ~  T - I 
~ k ~ T ~ o ~ ~ d d i t i v e ~ ~ o m i n a n c e  
groupl 
Marker 
1 effect e f f T -  ~ explained 
I 
-- - 
1 1 1- -- 
Likelihood l n - h x c e e  
ratio 
Additive 
effect 
I 
15 8% Over- 
dom~nant 
resistance 
1 IP 18293 I- 1 
Dominance 
effect 
6 3 26 9% Over- 
domlnant 
resistance 
-- - . - . - - - -- t- 
LG3IM473- 10 6 cM 105 399% domlnant 
M686 res~stance from 
- -  - 
Table 12. QTL results for downy mildew resistance against a pathogen 
population from RAU, ARS Durgapura, using QTL Cartographer, composite 
interval mapping and MapmakerlQTL interval mapping methods for single-QTL 
and multiple-QTL models 
1 Using QTL Cartographer 
~ 
lnher~tance 
effect 
1 Using MaprnakerlQTL I I I 
12 8% 1 Over- dom~nant 
I reslstance from 
I IP 18293 
9 6% Over-dominant 
reslstance from 
IP 18293 
Table 13. QTL resub  for downy mildew resistance against a pathogen population 
from IARI, New Delhi, using QTL Cartographer, composite interval mapping and 
~ ~ ~ m a k e r l Q T L  interval mapping methods for single-QTL and rnukiple-QTL models 
- -  - - - --- --- 
_ -  - 
Using QTL Cartographer I 
---- 
-- 
--A 
1 I 
-- 
-- - 
- 
Using MapmakerlQTL I I 
group1 effect effect explained 
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- i 
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Figure 35. QTL likelihood map showing likelihood ratio (LR) for resistance to 
RAU, Duragapura pathogen population using the composite interval 
mapping method implemented in QTL Cartographer 
Figure 36. QTL likelihood map showing likelihood ratio (LR) for resistance to 
IARI, New Delhi downy mildew pathogen population from India using the 
composite interval mapping method implemented in QTL Cartographer 
mapping method identified a single QTL ~n LG7 that could explaln a low percentage 
(8 9%) of the observed phenotyplc varlat~on The mode of inheritance of t h ~ s  downy 
m~ldew reslstance QTL was over-dominant reslstance from IP 18293 (Table 13) 
4.5.7. DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE QTLS FOR THE SADORE. NIGER 
(AFRICAN) PATHOGEN POPULATION 
For this pathogen population three downy mlldew reslstance QTLs were found 
uslng single-QTL model Interval rnapplng as Implemented In MapmakerlQTL These 
were located In linkage groups LG1 LG4 and LG6 Out of these three lndlvldually 
slgnlficant QTLs the best one was observed on LG4 It had a hlgh LOD value of 5 89 
and indlvldually explained 40 2% of observed phenotyplc vartatlon The mode of 
~nher~tance for this QTL was over-domlnant reslstance from the resistant parent IP 
18293 For the QTL on L G I  recesslve resistance from IP 18293 was noted 
The crltlcal LOD score for the two-QTL model was 7 89 (5 8912 00) Among all 
two-QTL models a high LOD value of 8 00 was observed for one wlth a QTL on LGI  
(M515+3 0 cM) and the other on LG4 (P+7 0 cM) Compared to the single-QTL rnode,s 
the posit~on of the L G I  QTL has changed from M425 to M515 Slmllarly for the second 
QTL on LG4 a small sh~f t  was observed from P+12 0 cM ~n the single-QTL model to 
P+7 0 cM ~n the two-QTL model (Table 14) Nelther of these change IS s~gniflcant and 
they are of no practical importance, as they would not affect marker cho~ce for MAS 
In contrast QTL Cartographer composite Interval mapping showed three QTL 
peaks ~n linkage groups 2 4 and 6 (Fig 37) The QTLs on linkage groups 4 and 6 were 
the same ones that whlch MapmakerlQTL ident~fled A new QTL detected on linkage 
group 2 rnlght be an art~fact or an expression of heterosis for downy m~ldew resistance 
The remaining two QTLs on l~nkaga groups 4 a i ~ d  6 showed over-domlnant susceptlbllity 
from the downy mlldew susceptible parent Tift -38D1 which agrees wlth the recesslve 
lnherltance of reststance from IP 18293 in the single-QTL model Interval mapplna results 
from MapmakerlQTL 
Table 14. QTL results for downy mildew resistance against a pathogen population 
from Sadore, Niger using QTL Cartographer composite interval mapping and 
M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / Q T L  interval mapping methods for single-QTL and multipleQTL models 
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4.5.8. DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE QTLs FOR THE BAMAKO, MALI 
(AFRICA) PATHOGEN POPULATION 
MapmakerlQTL detected two single downy m~ldew resistance QTLs for this 
pathogen population one on LG1 and the other on LG4 But the composite interval 
mapplng method from QTL Cartographer revealed only one QTL on the LG1 4 0 cM 
away from marker locus Xpsm87 2 (Fig 38) 
From the interval mapplng method two QTLs were Identified and the maxlmum 
LOD of these ldentlf~ed QTLs was 3 79 ~n the s~ngle-QTL model Consequently the 
crit~cal LOD score for two-QTL models was 5 78 (3 78+2 00)  (Table 15) A two-QTL 
model was accepted In whlch one QTL was on LGI  w~ th  the over-dom~nant resistance 
from IP 18293 and the second QTL was on LG4 with a recessive mode of Inheritance 
from IP 18293 Together these two QTLs explalnea 37 5% of observed phenotypic 
variation In reaction of the 142 mapping progenies to this pathogen isolate 
Figure 37. QTL likelihood map showing likelihood ratio (LR) for resistance 
to  Sadore, Niger downy mildew pathogen population from Africa using the 
composite interval mapping method implemented in QTL cartographer 
Figure 38. QTL likelihood map showing likelihood ratio (LR) for 
resistance t o  Bamako, Mali downy mildew pathogen population from 
Africa using the composite interval mapping method ~mplemented in 
QTL Cartographer 
Table 15. QTL r e s u b  for downy mildew resistance against a pathogen population 
from Bamako, Mali using QTL Cartographer composite interval mapping and 
MapmakerIQTL interval mapping methods for singleQTL and multiple-QTL models 
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Discussion 
5.1. DOWNY MILDEW INHERITANCE STUDIES 
Segregatlon among the 142 F:F4 famllles for dlsease reaction agalnst the 
Patancheru pathogen population gave best fits to the digen~c rat~os of 9 7 (for a break 
polnt of 20% DMI) and 15 1 (for a break polnt of 60% DMI) lndlcatlng the presence of 
two Independently segregating domlnant reslstance genes (Table 2 Table 3 and F I ~  8) 
both of whlch must have at least one domlnant reslstance allele for fam~ly mean DM1 
~ 2 0 %  and both of whlch must be homozygous recesslve for suscept~b~l~ty alleles for 
family mean DM1 >60% However the best f ~ t  for levels of suscept~b~l~ty comparable to 
susceptible parent T1i7 238D1 was the trlgenic ratlo of 63 reslstant 1 susceptible using a 
break polnt of 75% DM1 
Against Jalna pathogen populatlon. ~t was clear that there are three genes 
controlllng resistance with observed segregat~on flttlng a serles of trlgenlc rat~os (37 27, 
55 9 and 63.1) depending on the naturzi breakpoints used to separate reslstant and 
susceptlble progeny classes (Flg 9) 
Segregatlon patterns observed when the F-F, famllles were screened agalnst 
the Jamnagar pathogen populatlon lndlcated three to four homozygous recessive genes 
were controlllng suscept~b~ l~ ty  wlth ratlos of 9 55 9 7 and 13 3 (one 15 In homozygous 
recesslve form) provldlng best f~ t s  to the observed distrlbutlons when conslderlng the 
break polnts of 35 55 and 90% DM1 respectively (Table 2 and 3) Whnn a break polnt at 
15% DM1 was used to separate resistant and susceptlble progenies a good fit to a 1 3 
ratto suggested that one homozygous reslstance gene was requred for famlly mean DMI 
<15% (Fig 10) Deswal and Govlla (1994) reported that host plant resistance to downy 
mlldew was controlled by duplicate gene actlon for the pathogen from one reglon of lndla 
(New Delhl) and by complementary interactloi, for the pathogen from another reglon 
(Tarn11 Nadu) 
FLFI famllles from the cross of reslstant and susceptlble pearl mlllet inbreds 
IP 18293 and Tlft 238D1 segregated In a 3 1 ratlo (reslsta,lt susceptlble) when screened 
against the pathogen population from Jodhpur and the natural break p0lnt of 20"- 
disease inc~dence was used 10 separate the res~stant and suscept~ble classes (Flg 11) 
For thls downy mlldew pathogen populatlon a slngle dom~nant gene appeared to 
cond~ t~on  reslstance However it was also clear that as many as three homozygous 
recesslve genes for suscept~blllty mlght be requ~red for downy mildew ~nc~dence of ~ 3 5 %  
to that of suscept~ble parent T~ f t  238D1 
Res~stance to the RAU-Durgapura and IARI-New Delh~ pathogen populat~ons 
also segregated among the 142 F, F4 families but the mean d~sease reactions of the 
famil~es to these two pathogen stralns were skewed strongly towards suscept~b~l~ty (Fig
12-13) For these two pathogen populat~ons the observed segregat~on patterns among 
the F,F, fam~lles were observed to best f ~ t  rat~os of 9 55 andlor 1 15 (moderately 
res~stant suscept~ble) suggesting the role of epistat~c ~nteract~ons of 2 or 3 major genes 
in the control of disease react~on in this cross However ~t was not clear from thls 
analysis whether the segregating reslstance genes conferr~ng dsease react~on to these 
two pathogen populat~ons were necessarily the same 
A 9 55 ratlo would ~nd~ca te  the presence of e~ther a dom~nant ~ n h ~ b ~ t o r  of 
res~stance conferred by two dupl~cate dom~nant genes or the presence of a recessively 
~nhe r~ ted  reslstance that IS requlred for effectwe expresslon of resistance cond~t~oned by
two addit~onal duplicate dom~nant genes An alternative descrlpt~on of t h ~ s  genetlc 
arch~tecture is that the populatlon IS segregating for a failed major dom~nant resistance 
gene that now confers suf f~c~ent suscept~b~l~ty to the part~cular pathogen populat~on that 
two domlnant reslstance genes of s~milar effect are only expressed when the recesslve 
suscept~b~ l~ ty  allele IS homozygous at the fa~led reslstance gene locus A posslble 
parallel for thls was observed by Wells and Hanna (1988) who reported four 
Independent genes lnclud~ng dupl~cate dom~nant reslstance genes and a recesslve 
lnh~b~tor  f res~stance controll~ng react~on to a oearl mlllet leaf spot disease caused by 
B~ooians setanae 
Dlsease reactlon was also skewed towards suscept~b~li+y In screens agalnst both 
of the African pathogen populations (Figs 14 and 15) Against the pathogen populatlon 
from Bamako Mall ~t was observed that t w  I i~mozygous lhe terozyg~u~ dominant 
resistant gene and one homozygous recessive resistance gene were required to get a 
mean Progeny downy mildew lnc~dence of less than 65% and homozygous resistance 
alleles" were required at all three loci for F, F4 fam~ly mean DM1 <40% But In the case of 
the pathogen ~ o ~ u l a t l o n  from Sadore, Niger, digen~c interaction was noticed and 
homozygous resistance alleles were required at two independently segregat~ng IOCI for 
fam~ly  mean DM1 ~ 6 0 %  
5 . 1 . 1 .  PEARSON RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
Pearson rank correlatlon coefflclent values based on d~sease reactions of the 
142 F,F, progenies used in this study (Table 4) showed that there are strong 
relat~onsh~ps between the pathogen populatlons from Jalria and Jamnagar Patancheru 
and Jamnagar and Patancheru and Jalna as well as between those from Durgapura 
and New De lh~  These could be related to the d~st r~but~on of geograph~cal orlgins of 
these pathogen populatlons as Durgapura (in Ja~pur Rajasthani and New Delhi are the 
two northern most locations from wh~ch  pathogen populations were obtalned in lnd~a for 
t h ~ s  study whlle the southern-most were those from Patancheru and Jalna and the 
Jamnagar and Jodhpur pathogen poplrlat~ons or~g~nated f ro~n  locat~ons between these 
two extremes D~fferent host genotypes probably hav~ng been ~nvolved In shap~ng the 
v~rulence gene architectures of pathogen populat~ons from these three reglons of Ind a 
(Fig 39) L ~ k e w ~ s e  trong relat~onsh~ps were observed between the two Afrlcan pathogen 
populat~ons based on mapplng populat~on F- F4 progeny rank In seedllng disease 
screens 
5.1.2. CLUSTERING ANALYSIS 
The dendrogram based on s~m~ la r~ t y  in reaction of F,F4 famil~es to lnd~a and 
African pathogen populations clearly showed two d~fferent groups among the pathogen 
Isolates used In this study One group IS hlghly v~rulent (New Delht Durgapura N~ger 
and Mall) and another IS less virulent (Patancheru Jodhpur Jalna and Jamnagar) (Fig 
16a) The dentrograrr, constructe$ uslng only Ind~an pathogen populatlons shows three 
groups highly v~rulent (New De lh~  and Duraga~ura) moderately v~rulent (Jodhpur and 
Jamnagar) and less v~rulent (Patancheru and Jalna) (Fig lab)  So the northern lndlan 
Pathogen populatlons are shown to be more v~rulent han thoce from south and central 
India at least against the array of host plant res~stances segregatlng In this particular 
Pearl mlllet mapplng population This 1s suppcr7ecl by the results of the Pearson rank 
correlat~on analysis discussed above Pathogen var~ab~lity of pearl mlllet downy 
Figure 39. Map showing the distribution of lnd~an pearl m~llet downy mildew 
pathogen populations used to screen in this (IP 18293 x Tiff 238D1)-based 
pearl millet mapping population 
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mildew populatlon and the~ r  host-cultivar reactions to d~fferent pathogen populations 
have previously been studled by Ball (1983) Thakur et a/ (1997) In contrast to those 
earher studles, this clustering analysls has provided useful groupings of pearl millet 
downy mlldew pathogen populations that can be used by breeders and patholog~sts In 
planning future downy mlldew resistance gene deployment strategies 
5.2. PARENTAL POLYMORPHISM 
As expected the amount of marker polymorphism (40%) exhlblted ~n t h ~ s  pearl 
mlllet mapplng population (IP 18293 Tlft 238D1) IS hlgher than that normally found in 
predominantly self-polllnatlng cereal crop specles llke rice (McCouch et a/ 1988) and 
wheat (Chao et a1 1989 Devos et a/ 1992) In barley the amount of polymorph~sm 
observed was less than 28% (Graner et a/ 1991 Heun et a/ 1991) Normally In 
lnbreedlng specles the level of polymorphism IS expected to be generally lower than In 
the out-crosslng species such as pearl millet (Miller and Tanksley 1990) Naturally out- 
crosslng crop species tend to have hlgh levels of DNA polyrriorphism and virtually any 
cross that does not lnvolve related ind~v~duals will provide suff~clent marker 
polymorphism (Helentjarls 1987) In pearl millet Llu et a1 (1994) reported 56% average 
palr-wise polymorph~sm for probe-enzyme combinations among elite hybrid parental 
lhnes In thls study the percentage of polymorph~sm varled with the restriction enzymes 
The restrictlon enzyme Hlndlll recorded the highest level of polymorph~sm followed by 
Dral EcoRV and EcoRl Base substitut~ons In the restrictlon sites are responsible for 
the difference in reactlon of restrlctlon probe-enzyme combinations Out of 220 probe 
enzyme comblnatlons only two probes revealed polymorphism against all four restrictlon 
enzymes considered ( H ~ r ~ d l l l  Dral EcoRV and EcoRI) Llkewlse only six probes 
showed monomorph~sm across all four of these restrlctlon enzymes 
5.3. MARKER SEGREGATION AND SEGREGATION DISTORTION 
In thls (IP16293 Tlft 238D1)-based marplng populatlon 67% of the marker loci 
segregated per the expected ratlo of 1 2 1 Segregat~on dlstortlons can be the result of 
genetic elements that exhlb~t he phenomenon cf meiotic drlve that IS the mechanics of 
the melotlc divlslons cause one member of a palr of heterozygous alleles or 
heteromorphlc chromosomes to be transmlt t~d to progeny In excess of the expected 
Mendellan proportion of 50% (Sandier and Novitski 1957 Sandler and Go11 1985 
L ~ t t l e  1991) They can also occur due to gametic selectlon (espec'ally among male 
111 
gametes of the selfed F1 plants that contribute to F; seed production or through selective 
influences of the gynoeclum lncludlng genetic includ~ng genetic ~ncompatibility) 
environmental effects and differential competitive ability of genetically variable pollen 
(Lyttle 1991, Xu 1997) Segregation distort~on has been reported in a wide range of 
organisms including plants in which specles or straln hybrids have exh~bited preferential 
dysfunction of gametes Carrying one chromosomal class This can occur in either 
microspores (Cameron and Moav 1957 Endo 1982 Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki 1985) 
or megaspores (Scoles and Klbirge-Sebunya 1983) or both (Rick 1966) As an 
extreme example a rice intraspecific recombinant Inbred oopulation 
(~039 lMoroberekan)  was reported to have 98 8% of marker loci showing skewing 
towards the ind~ca parent (Wang et a1 1994) Segregation d~stort~on IS most commonly 
observed in interspecific crosses however previous stud~es showed distortion 
phenomena also occur in intraspecific pearl m~llet crosses (Liu et dl 1994 Busso el a/  
1995) 
In this (IP 18293 Tift 238D1)-based mapping population about 33% of the 
marker locl showed distorted segregation Interestingly in the segregation distorted 
marker loci the proportion of male parent Tift 238D1 alleles was commonly found in 
excess to that for female parental alleles (except In one marker locus Xpsm459 1) when 
compared to the expected female and male parent ratlo of 1 1 Thls kind of segregation 
distort~on with biased skewed marker towards the alleles from a male parent has 
previously been reported in pearl millet cross LGD ICMP 85410 (Liu el a/ 1994) In 
both of these cases the female parent of the cross produc~ng the pearl millet mapplng 
populat~on had at least one major negative fitness attribute that could be expected to 
distort segregation in linked genomic regions The reasons for this kind of distortion 
could be due to gametic or hybrid selection for genes affecting fitness at different 
developmental stages ( 0  Donoughue el a1 1992) so that the sample of F F, plants 
used to provide tissue for DNA isolation might nnt be a true representative sample of the 
individual F, plant from which they were derived andlor certaln genotypes Were present 
In lower than expected frequencies among the F plants themsslves 
In t h ~ s  (IF' 18293 . ~ i f t  238DI)-based mapping population of 142 F F4 progenies 
the marker l o c ~  with highest degree of segregation distortion were found In LG5 
(Xpsn7815 Xpsrn318 and Xpsm735 1) with surplus alleles from pearl millet downy 
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mildew susceptible parental line Tlft 238131 In LG2 d~stortlons with Increased frequency 
of heterozygotes were notrced for loci Xpsm458 Xpsm214 and Xpsrrr592 Marker 1oc1 In 
the top and the bottom of the LG7 also showed distortron w ~ t h  higher than expected 
frequencies of heterozygotes From these results we can conclude that at least three 
dlstortlon-causrng loci are present In t h ~ s  segregating population one each on LG2 LG5 
and LG7 It has previously been reported that such segregation d~stort~on 1s l~kely to be a 
general property of pearl mlllet (Liu et a / .  1994) 
5.4. LINKAGE MAPPING 
The base map for pearl mrllet has a length of 287 7 cM and was produced for an 
F, population from the cross LGD-1-B-10 ICMP 85410 (LIU e l  a1 1994) Thls base 
map was used for comparison wlth the present skeleton map and thls IS presented In the 
Figure 29 In the present study a llnkage map of 561 8 cM length was constructed for an 
F, population based on the cross IP 18293 T~f t  238Cl Desp~te the substantial 
Increase over the base map st111 this IS the shortest In terms of genome map length 
among all major cereals For an example RFLP marker-based genet~c llnkage map of 
rlce constructed wlth approx~mately 800 probes had a length of 1491 cM (Causse eta,  
1994) and wrth the a d d ~ t ~ o n  f new markers has later reached a length of 1680 cM (Pr~ce 
et a/ 2000) In barley a 1453 cM length lhnkage map has been reported (Graner et a1 
1991 Heun et a/ 1991) For sorghum an RFLP-based lrnkage map of 1530 cM length 
has been constructed uslng malze and sorghum genomic probes (Pere~ra et a1 1994 
Subudh~ and Nguyen 2000) ODonoughue el  a1 (1992) constructed an oat (Avena 
sat~va) llnkage map uslng 194 RFLP probes with a length of 614 cM An RFLP-based 
genetic llnkage map of rye (Secale cereale L ) a cross-poll~nated dlplold lrke pearl mlllet 
has recently been extended to 1140 cM by addltron of RAPD and isozyme markers 
(Masojc et a/ 2001) In pearl mlllet to locate the QTLs of our rnterest In a new cross a 
skeleton map of with less than 43 probe-enzyme combinations has been constructed 
wlth an average map drstance of c20 cM betwec? markers (LiU et a1 1994) 
Llu et a/ (1994) expected an Increase In the length sf the pearl mlllet I~nkacle 
This expectatron has been borne out by subsequent mapplng studies In pearl millet 
using different parental comblnat:ons The increase in map length has been achleved by 
adding new RFLP markers from pearl mrllet and other cereal crops (Devos a/ 2000) 
with AFLP and SSR markers John lnnes Centre. UK is the lnstltute responsible 
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m~l let  consensus map and ~t has most recently updated thls In the year 
most current verslon IS read~ly access~ble through the web 
bbsrc ac uk 8000lcg1-bin/webace~db=m1(iet) 
Marker order and the length of the map obtalned In the present study are 
compared below with the ~ub l rshed base pearl mlllet map of Liu et a/ (1994) Along w~ th  
t h ~ s  prev~ously published map other recently constructed maps based on crosses 841 8 
a 8638, 81B-P6 , ICMP 451-P6 and PT 7328 P 1449 2 (John lnnes Centre Devos et 
a/ unpublished) and W 504-1-1 . P 310-17-8 (ICRISAT Marla Kolesn~kova-Allen 
personal communlcat~on) The total length of these previouslv developed maps ranged 
from 287 7 CM (LGD ICMP 85410) to 695 2 cM (816-P6 ICMP 451-P6) with an 
average map length of 500 75 cM wh~ch  IS nearly equal to the newly constructed map 
r e ~ o r t e d  here 
For an easy comparlson the ava~lable pearl millet lhnkage maps including the 
present one have been numbered from m e  to SIX Map number one IS the newly 
developed map from based on cross IP 18293 . Tlft 238D1 and map number two IS the 
base map reported by LIU et a1 (1994) based on cross LGD-1-6-10 . ICMP 85410 Like- 
wise, map numbers 3 4 5 and 6 represent W 504-1-1 P 310-17-8 81B-P6 ICMP 
451-P6 PT  7326 . P 1449-2 and 8416 . 8638 respect~vely Compar~son has made on 
an lndlvldual llnkage group baas (F~gs  32-39) Total length of each llnkage group IS 
glven on the top and common markers across the maps and are j0lned together wlth 
dotted lines for easy comparlson 
5.4.1. LINKAGE GROUP 1 
Marker order of L G I  IS same across all SIX mapping populations However the 
present population has comparatively short map length of only 58 9 cM ( F I ~  40) The 
reason could be because only pearl millet RFL;' makers have been used In this study 
whereas for the maps 5 and 6 addltlonal markers from rice RFLP probes and other 
markers from SSRs have been used An alter.natlve explanat~on is that no polymorptiic 
Probe-enzyme comblnatlons between parents IP 18293 and Tlft 238D1 were detected 
for map pos~tlons below Xps,n341 on this Ihn~age group 111 the present study a clear 
SeParatlon of L G I  and LG2 was noted, but In the orlginal base map a pseudo-[Inkage 
Figure 40. A comparison of the genetic linkage maps for l~nkage group I In five 
available pearl millet mapping populat~ons wtth the new map based on 
cross IP 18293 x Tiff 238Dl 
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L G ~  and LG2 was observed The maxlmum length of LGI among all the ex~sttng maps 
1s from map 5 (162 5 cM) followed by map 3 (1 13 8 cM1 The average dtstance of LG I  ~n 
this newly developed map 1s 9 81 cM and markers are fa~rly well dispersed across the 
whole l~nkage group except In the bottom portlon The d dwarf~ng gene locus IS placed 
near the top of this llnkage group 
5.4.2. LINKAGE GROUP 2 
There IS an Increase In map length for this llnkage group In the f~rst mapplng 
populatlon compared with mapping populations 2 and 3 A small crossover ~n the order 
of markers was noticed between the locus Xpsni322 and Xpsfn592 In map 5 but 
bas~cally the marker orders are the same ~n all maps (Fig 41) Markers were very well 
d~st r~buted in map 1 and the recombination level IS parttcularly h ~ g h  rn thrs l~nkage group 
In t h ~ s  mapptng populatlon Without additlon of new markers the length of map 1 LG2 
has been almost doubled compared that ~n map 2 (the origlnal base map) The 
lengthlest map for thls llnkage group was observed ~n map 6 with 179 0 cM followed by 
175 8 cM In map 4 both of wh~ch  included two add~t~onal  l oc~  detected w~ th  RFLP probe 
PSM708 (at the top and bottom of the i~nkage group) 
5.4.3. LINKAGE GROUP 3 
Basically there were no differences In the order of tne marker loci detected ~n this 
llnkage group across the SIX maps (Fig 42) The f~rst map from the present study has 
glven the second longest l~nkage group 3 w ~ t h  a length of 62 9 cM Even though the map 
order and the common markers are same as that of the base map the new l~nkage map 
has almost doub;ed the map length for LG3 In particular the gap between the marker 
IOCI Xpsni37 and Xpsrnl08 has been Increased by nearly flve times compared to the 
base map reported (Liu et a/  1994) Part of t h ~ s  may be due to the use of the Kosambi 
mapplng funct~on ~n t t~a t  earl~er s t~ ldy  and use of the Haldane funct~on In the subsequent 
ones but thls alone IS not enough to expla~n the Increased length observed for the (IP 
18293 T ~ f t  238D1)-based LG 3 map 
5.4.4. LINKAGE GROUP 4 
LG4 I r  map 1 IS quite lengthy at ? 10 9 cM The reason mlght be the two 
addltlOnal morphological marker loci of for P purple fol~age colour and d dwarf plant 
height (Fig 43) Newly placed AFLp markers and SSR markers ~n map 4 Increased the 
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~ ~ g u r e  41. A comparison of the genetic linkage maps for linkage group 2 In five 
available pearl millet mapping populations with the new map based on 
cross IP 18293 x Tift 238D1 
Figure 42. A comparison of the genetic linkage maps for l~nkage group 3 In five 
previously available pearl millet mapping populations with the new map based 
oncross IP 18293 x Tift 238D1 
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Figure 43. A comparison of the genetic linkage maps for l~nkage group 4 In five 
available pearl millet mapping populat~ons w~th the new map based on 
cross IP 18293 x Tin 238D1 
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Figure 44. A comparison of the genetic linkage maps for linkage group 5 in five 
available pearl millet Inapping pop~lations with the new map bared on 
cross IP 18293 x Tiff 23801 
Figure 45. A comparison Of the genetic linkage maps for linkage group 6 in five 
previously available Pearl millet Impping populations with the new map based on 
cross IP 18293 x TiR 238Dl 
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Figure 46. A cornparison of the genetic linkage maps for l~nkage group 7 tn five 
available pearl millet mapping populations wlth the new map based on 
cross IP 18293 x Tiff 238D1 
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5.5. PLANT HEIGHT 
Plant height 1s generally considered to be a relatively simply lnherlted trait with a 
few loci largely affecting Its expression In this experimental population an attempt was 
to place the dl and d, dwarflng genes on an RFLP-based genetic l~nkage map 
The results of Interval mapping as implemented In MapmakerIQTL suggested that there 
were two QTLs responsible for the d ,  dwarf plant height one QTL on the top of LG i  and 
the other at the bottom of this same llnkage group However QTL Cartographer results 
lnd~cated that there was Only one QTL for d '  dwarf plant helght on LG1 which was 
controlled by recessive dwarf alleles from male parent Tift 238D1 The t i  dwarfing gene 
from parent IP 18293 was located on LG4 by both software packages The segregation 
of two Independently ~nherlted dwarfing genes was confirmed In a sign~ficant wo-QTL 
model for quant~tat~vely assessed plant he~ght by MapmakerlQTL The purple fol~age 
colour locus P was also placed in this newly constructed linkage map It f ~ t s  well near the 
top of LG4 between RFLP marker locl Xpsn7464 and Xpsrn716 These placements of 
morphological marker loci were done hypothetically and may be prone to large error 
Once the lntegratlon of RFLP and the morphological markers has been accomplished, 
probab~l~ty of statements can then be rnade concerning the assoc~atlon between a QTL 
and the qua l~ ta t~ve genet~c loci However tests for allel~sm using molecular techn~ques 
w~ l l  be necessary to conf~rm any putatwe assoc~atlon 
5.6. QTL MAPPING FOR DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE 
QTL analys~s detects chromosomal reglons that contarn genes for quantitative 
traits This approach can be used by breeders to predict quantltatlve effects for speciflc 
genotypes by the analys~s of their DNA marker proflles Pearl m~llet downy m~ldew 
resistance has histor~cally been cons~dered to be quant~tat~ve trait, signlflcantly affected 
by the environment Host plant res~stance agalnst downy mildew was continuously 
dlstr~buted In the F, Fq progenies ~ s e d  In thls study as has been found In most previous 
stud~es on the genetics of pearl millet downy ~ i l d e w  resistance (Slngh ef a / .  1980. 
Basavaraju et a/ , 1981. Dass et a/ . 1984, Sh~nde el a / .  1984) However this does not 
necessarily imply that ~ t s  Inheritance IS c o m ~ l e x  and that mhny resistance genes are 
segregating It IS usually dlfflcult to obtain accurate and unbiased data for this type of 
quantltatlve t i a t  But getting accurate pheiiotyplc data w~thout the Influence of 
environment IS an always lnd~spensable prerequisite for preclse QTL mapping (Paterson 
et a/. 1991. LIU et a / ,  1994) The larger the env~ronmental effect On +he character (I 
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the lower tts her~tablllty). the less likely that statistically slgniflcant QTL(S) WIII be 
detected Estimates of herltabllltles can be Improved by controlling environmental errors 
and increasing repllcatlon SO In order to reduce environmental effects In our present 
study an improved lnoculatlon method was used with repllcatlon of progenies screened 
In time (at Patancheru) or In space (at Bangor) 
Fatrly detailed linkage maps developed so far In many crop specles have 
determined that for many traits traditionally thought of as being polygenically lnherlted a 
small number of QTLs can control a large proportion of the observed variation (Masur ct 
a / ,  1993, Kjear et a/ . 1991. Paterson et a/ . 1991) Even wlth fairly hlgh herltabllitles 
segregat~on of just two genes can result In a continuous distrlbutlon This IS part~cularly 
so in the present study as the progeny screened were replicated F, tanillies In which 
segregation of heterozygotes would result In less dlstlnct phenotypic classes than ~f the 
F; population itself had been screened under conditions of perfect herltabll~ty (but no 
repllcatlon) (Jones et a1 1995) 
At least seven dlfferent downy mlldew res~stance QTLs effective agalrlst 
pathogen populations of downy mlldew from lndla and Africa were detected segregating 
in the (lP18293 . T ~ f t  238D1)-based mapping population and are tabulated In Table 16 
Although Independent lnher~tance of res~stance to dlfferent populations of Scierospofa 
grarninicola has been observed In previously published studies a common reslstance 
QTL was found agalnst four lndlan pathogen populations (Patancheru Jalna Jamnagar 
and Jodphur) In thts present study These pathogen populations appear to be less 
vlrulent than the rest of the pathogen populations used In this study This particular Q T i  
Was located on LG2 near to the marker locus Xpsm592 wlth its posltlon varying wlthln a 
dlstance of 0 0 to 32 00 cM across these four pathogen populatlons This resistance 
QTL appeared to be most effective agalnst the pathogen population from Jamnagar 
against whlch ~t accounted for 52% of observe$ phenotypic variation among the mapping 
PoPulatlon of F, progeny bulks 
A resistance QTL for the pathogen population from Jodhpur was identlfled On 
LG3 In addttion to the common QTL on LG2 ,M392) This QTL on LG3 was found for 
the Jodhpur and Duragapura pathogen populatlons Likewise for the Patancheru 
POpulation. a possible resistance QTL on LG6 (perhaps an artifact! of IP 
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18293 was observed In addltlon to the common one on LG2 These addlt~onal Q T L ~  
were speclflc to  lndlvrdual pathogen Populations or groups of pathogen populations from 
geograph~cally adjacent locations Many previous reports have suggested that 
dlfferenceS In host reaction to pearl m l k t  downy m~ldew at d~fferent locat~ons were 
because of pathogen varlatlon (Bhat 1973 G~rard 1975 Ahmad et a1 1978 Thakur 
et a/ 1978 Shetty and Ahmed 1981 Thakur et a/ 1992) 
Results from the screenrng of (!PI8293 Tlft 238D1)-based mapping pop~llatlon 
F, F, fam~lres showed that Afrlcan pathogen populat~ons from N~ger and Mall were more 
virulent than most of the lndlan pathogen populatrons Among the SIX Indian pathogen 
populatrons the two from New De lh~  and Durgapura were found to be most pathogen~c 
on these F, famllles 
In thrs study ~t was clear that there were d~fferent reslstance QTLs effective 
agalnsr the lndlan and Afrlcan pathogen populat~ons But across the two Afrlcan 
populat~ons a common reslstance QTL was ~dent~fled on LG4 From the QTL niapplng 
results for N ~ g e r  other than t h ~ s  common QTL two more res~stance QTLs were ~dent~fred 
on L G I  and LG6 These seemed to be spec~fic to thrs pathogen populat~on (the latter 
may In fact have been an art~fact as the s~gn~ f~can t  LOD peak d ~ d  not extent to elther 
f lank~ng marker) L lkew~se for the rblal~ pathogen population a QTL on LGI  was 
~dent~f ied This QTL was probably different from that effective aga~nst the pathogen 
populat~on from N ~ g e r  Although tPe reslstance and virulence factors studted here are not 
likely to be representative of the pearl mlllet downy m~ldew host-plant pathogen System 
as a whole these results suggest that there are dlst~nct geographlcai differences in the 
virulence of Sclerospora gram~n~coia populatrons In contrast to the results the earlier 
lnvestlgatlon of Jones et a/ (1995) reported several downy mlldew resistance QTLs 
segregat~ng In the (LGD x ICMF 84510)-based mapping population that were against 
lndlvrdual pathogen popuiatlons but found onl.8 one possrble block of resistance QTLs 
effective agalnst more than one Afr~can downy mlldew pathogen population 
For the pathogen populations from Jalna Jamnagar and New Delhl only a single 
QTL was detected despite of a continuous szgregatlon for res~stance It 1s therefore 
likely that other resistance Q T L ~  were also segregating but were not detected This 
have been because of these QTLs expla~ned a very low proPo*lon of varratton I n  
disease reactlon Or that the effect of QTLs were masked by eplstatic interactions of the 
genes, the number of marker locl were not sufficient to locate the resistance Q T L ~  or 
the power and preClSlOn of the analysls Was lns~fflclent o detect more number of Q T L ~  
because of the re la t lve l~  small maPPlng POpUlatlOn slze and short map length However 
dlstrlbutlon of the F4 famllles was strongly skewed towards suscept~bility ~n screens 
a g a l n ~ t  both the New Delhl and Durgapura pathogen populatlons Th~s  may be yet 
another reason for the fallure to locate more QTLs for reslstance to these two pathogen 
populat~ons If QTLs rernalned undetected ~n these two screens then ~t IS lhkely that 
there were also more QTLs contr~butlng towards reststance that have genes undetected 
In other screens It was also noted that for all the screens ~n the current study the 
portion of var~ation In disease react~ons among the Fa self bulk progenies that was 
explained by detected QTLs vaned from 7 8 to 53 Zoh So obv~ously more res~stance 
QTLs ex~s t  hat st111 remaln undetected 
For all the reslstance QTLs detected In the current study an Increase ~n downy 
m~ldew res~stance was lnherlted from the res~stant female parent of the mapp,ng 
populat~on IP 18293 For many QTLs the mode of ~nherttance of reslstance was 
est~mated to be over-dom~nance with one or two recesslve resistances In case of Afrlcan 
pathogen populatlons and one domlnant resistance for the Jalna pathogen population 
Prevlous reports on downy mildew resistance 11- pearl millet have suggested dominance 
as an important component of resistance (Appadurai et a1 1975 Gill et a1 1978 
Pethan~ et a1 1980 Basavaraju et a1 1981 Shlnde 1984 Mehta and Dang 1987) In 
the present study except for a few QTLs all res~stance IOCI detected were characterized 
by over-dominance Several earlier stud~es (Jones et a1 1995 Slngh et a1 1978 Dass 
et a1 1984) have also revealed over-dom~nance as a component the downy mildew 
reslstance Inheritance in pearl m~llet 
TWO res~stance QTLs of small effect effective aga~nst the Sadore Ntger 
Pathogen population (one of which was also effect~ve against the Bamako Mall 
Pathogen populat~on) showed recessive lnherltance of reslstance from res~stant parent 
IP 18293 Prev~ous studies (stngh et a/ 1978) on the downy m~ldew ~nherltance In pearl 
millet reported recesswe resistance genes arid t n ~ s  tyne of reslstance Inheritance has 
also been observed tn other plant-pathogen systems (Day 1974 Dewi t  'gg2) 
Earher studles (Paterson et a1 1988 Stuber et a1 1992 Bubek et a/ 1993 Pe 
et a/ 1993 Van Oollen 1994) compared dlfferent methods for ~dent~fication of QTLS 
and showed that there were no malor dlfferences In the QTL maps produced In 
the present study along with the Interval mapping procedure Implemented In 
Mapmaker/QTL, composite Interval mapping as implemented In QTL Cartographer was 
used Here too there were no major dlfferences recorded in the QTL maps obtained by 
these two procedures 
5.7. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
In this QTL mapplng study some of the QTLs for downy m~ldew resistarlce were 
found to be non-pathogen population speclflc Such disease resistances are expected to 
be durable for a number of years These reslstance QTLs are of cons~derable irlterest 
because the durab~ l~ ty  of resistance 1s major concerr7 for plant breeders Several 
pathogen populations speclflc QTLs were also Identifled S ~ c h  disease resistances tend 
to have reduced durab~lity as all that IS required for them to be overcome by the 
pathogen IS for them to be deployed In or near reglons where the counterpart v~rulerce 
IS already present In the pathogen populat~on It should be stressed that there is Iit'le 
knowledge regarding the s tab~ l~ ty  of d~sease reslstance QTL alleles when transferred to 
d~fferent genetic backgrounds andlor when evaluated In d~fferent environments 
Tanksley and Hew~t t  (1988) and W~tcombe and Hash (2000) d~scussed breedlng 
programs based on MAS and the ~mp l~ca t~on  of this for QTL allele lntrogression 
Mapp~ng of add~ t~ona l  downy ni~ldew reslstance QTLs that ind~v~dually expla~n a 
hlgh percentage of observed varlat~on in d~sease reaction and subsequent marker- 
assisted transfer of such ~ d e n t ~ f ~ e d  QTLs Into agronomically el~te hybrld IS needed if 
breed~ng for pearl millet downy mrldew res~stance is to be effect~ve in the long term 
Character~zat~on of v~rulence gene variation w~thln and between populations of 
Sclerospora gram.r),cola also has to be done e n  that plant breeders and pathologist can 
more efflclently identify host-plant res~stance appropriate for deployment In a 
target reglon A resistance gene deployment strategy of ~\ramldlng genes In cereal 
h ~ b r l d ~  uslng MAS has been discussed as a possible s0Iutl0n by Witcornbe and Hash 
(2000) and Hash and W~tcombe ( ~ n  press) 
Alternative procedures of marker-assisted transfer of QTLs for downy mildew as 
well as drought tolerance In pearl millet were given by Hash e l  ,?I (2000) The first 
application of fdAS for pearl mlllet Improvement has been enhancement of 
downy mildew of resistance of Inbred pollinator line H 771833-2 (parent of popular pearl 
millet hybrid HHB 67) Several improved versions of t h ~ s  pollinator have been developed 
at lCRlSAT (Sharma 2001) This has demonstrated a time and cost-effective route for 
the appllcation of ~ o l e c u l a r  marker-based downy mildew resistance breed~ng in this 
crop 
After identifying flanking markers for the resistance QTLs segregatirig in the 
pearl rnlllet mapping populatlon based on cross IP 18293 T~f t  238D1 ~t doesnt 
necessarily hold that these marker loci will serve as indicators of disease res~stance for 
all cross combinations of pearl millet For each and every new cross one has to 
construct a separate skeleton linkage map to study the segregation pattern of 
resistance But advances in biotechnoogy will undoubtedly provide less time-consuming 
and less costly alternative solutions in futllre High density maps of molecular markers 
permlt new gene-cloning approaches such as map-based clonlng or positional clonir~g 
which make it possible to actually clone the gene(s) responsible for the QTL To achieve 
thls there should be comprehensive genomic llbrarles of relatively large DNA fragments 
typically in BAC (Bacterial Artificial Chromosome) vectors with closely linked DNA 
markers ideally less than few hundred-kilo bases apart (Xu 1997) Martin el a1 (1993) 
isolated the tomato gene Pto conferring resistance to bacterial pathogen Pseodomor~as 
syrir~ge by thls approach 
Quantitat~ve traits are usually controlled by many genes each having a d~fferent 
effect and location in the genome Separation of multiple QTLs (linked and unl~nked) Is 
the first step in genetic manlpulatlon Molecular marker-based mapping provides 
Posslbllities not only for the resolution of mul t~ l le  QTLs but also for the identification of 
lndlvldual plants with favourable combinations of QTL alleles Closely linked mult l~ le 
QTLs can be separated into single clonable oenetic factors JY mapping and seiectlon 
approaches including fine mapping to improve resolution power minor QTL mapping 
ellmlnate the overshadowing effect of major Q? Ls and reqional mapping to saturate the 
reglon of interest 
Even though marker-based QTL mapping and marker-assisted selection now 
play a ~rorn lnent  role the field of plant breeding examples of successful prac-lcal 
outcomes are rare (Young 1999) An lncreaslngly extensive body of l~terat~lre on DNA 
marker mapplng and quantltatlve locl has quickly grown to prov~de researchers with 
the theoretical basls for using marker technology in then research Th~s  In turn has lead 
to more than 400 research articles In this field Is all t h~s  fuss really warranted? For some 
appllcat~ons rlgld assessments are probably premature If we take an exampie of 
computers in the year 1940 the prototype rnatnfranie computer Enlac with 18 000 
vacuum tubes was envlsloned to have a very lhmited market size (c5) by IBM yet 
subsequent ~nnovatlons have made computers as a commor ~nd~spensable ~teni  of our 
day-to-day lrfe So molecular breeders must reassess their research programs with 
rigorous expertmental guidel~nes and ambltlous goals with Integration of genomics and 
blolnformatlcs to  achleve the goal of improved selection eff~c~ency tn a d~rected time 
and cost-effecttve manner 
Keep~ng all t h ~ s  In m ~ n d  there are tremendous opportun~ttes to Improve and 
Increase downy mildew res~stance In pearl m~llet In near future it IS posslble to trans,er 
resistance QTLs to ellte hybr~d parental lines In a well-d~rected manner and w~th  cost 
efiectlve breeding strateg~es It will be an ach~evable task to release resistant pearl m~llet 
hybrids that can in turn help to feed the poorest among the poor rtsk-averse farmers of 
semi-artd reglons who have ltmited purchasing power and whose subsistence mostly 
depends on the~ r  farm earnlngs 

pearl rn~llet [Penn~setum glaucum (L ) R Br ] IS an importarlt staple food crop for 
mllllons of rural people living in semi-arid regions of tropical and sub-tropical Asla and 
Africa In parts of the USA, South America and Southern Africa it IS cultivated for feed 
and forage purposes Pearl millet 1s a crop that can be grown in adverse agro-climatic 
c o n d i t ~ o n ~  like drought heat and lnfertlle sandy soils It IS the only crop that gtves a sure 
source of grain yield to the farmers whose subsistence is totally dependant on farming in 
hot dry marginal agricultural environments Among the diseases affecting pearl lnillet 
&~wny mildew IS the most devastating This IS caused by a pseudo-fungal pathogen 
[Sclerospora g ramf~ l~co la  (Sacc j J Schrot ] Severely affected t~llers produce leafy 
structures instead of grains on the panicle 
The most efficient effective er~vironrnentally safe and economical means to 
control downy rn~ldew of pearl mtllet IS th5 use of resistant culttvars Earlter studtes on 
this host-pathogen Interaction have shown that reststance is polygenically controlled 
The parental lines IP 18293 (downy mildew resistant dL dwarf purple foliaged) and Tift 
238D1 (downy mildew susceptible green fol~aged d,  dwarf) were used for this new 
mapping population Repl~cated screening of F, FA segregating progenies from the (lP 
18293 x T~ f t  238D1)-based mapptng population against downy mtldew pathogen 
populattons from India (Patancheru Jalna Jodhpur Jarnnagar Durgapura and New 
Delhi) were done at ICRISAT and agatnst African pathogen populations (Niger and Mali) 
at Bangor UK The segregating FL F, progenies showed continuous disease reaction 
tnheritance patterns that varied across the pathogen populations Depending on the 
pathogen populat~on resistance appeared to be controlled by monogentc dlgenlc or 
trlgentc Mendellan rattos From the observed segregation patterns it was shown that at 
least three genes were controll~ng resistance to : 71s range of pathogen populations 
Cluster analysis and Pearson rank cotrelation values for F-F, progeny dtsease 
lncldence revealed relatlonshlps between the diverse Indian and African downy mildew 
Pathogen populattons The northern lndlan palhogen popil 'atl~ns iDuragaPura and New 
D'lhl) and the Af r~can pathogen populations (Niger and Mall) were shown to be 
virulent than those from southern and central India (Patancheru Jalnd Jamnagar and 
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J ~ ~ ~ P L I ~ ) ,  at least wlth regard to the host-plant r e s ~ s t a ~ c e  s gregatlng In t h ~ s  niapplng 
population 
Detalled genetic linkage maps In plants are very useful tools for studying 
~ t ruc ture  and evolution, ldentifylng lntrogresslon between genomes and localizing genes 
of Interest RFLP markers have Simple genetic segregat~on patterns and are potentially 
unllm~ted in number Detalled RFLP linkage maps have been constructed for several 
Important crops such as maize tomato lettuce potato and rice The f~rst RFLP-based 
genetic l~nkage map of pearl mlliet was constructed by Liu et a1 (1994) In the present 
study an (IP 18293 Tlft 238DIFbased F,F, populat~on was used for map construct~on 
and ~ t s  F2F4 segregatlng Progenies were phenotyped for the~r resistance oehav~our 
aga~nst e ~ g h t  downy m~ ldew pathogen populat~ons The amount of marker polymorphism 
exhib~ted In thls pearl millet mapplng populatlon was 40% as hlgh as that of malze and 
other outbreedlng crop specles From the 220 probe-enzyme combinations assessed in 
parental screening 33 RFLP probe-enzyme combinations were selected for l~nkage map 
construction Using these 33 selected RFLP loci a skeleton map with a length of 561 8 
cM was produced for the (IP 18293 . Tift 238D1)-based mapplng populatlon usir,g 
MapmakeriExp Most of the selected markers segregated as expected w~th the 
Mendellan segregat~on ratlo of 1 2 1 However 33% of marker the IOCI exhib~ted 
distorted segregat~on This was mostly because of the excess of heterozygotes and 
alleles from male parent T ~ f t  23801 Marker orders In all lhnkage groups were the same 
as base map of LIU et at (1994) Along w ~ t h  t h ~ s  base map the lhnkage map for this 
population was compared w ~ t h  all the previously constructed pearl mlllet maps 
Although the use of most convent~onal morpholog~cal markers IS not usually 
Practicable In breed~ng programs those that are ava~lable should not be Ignored In this 
Present study marker l o c ~  controli,ng dwarfness ( d .  and d>) and purple foliage coiour (P)  
were used along wlth the RFLP markers The r' dwarf~ng gene has been placed on the 
top of the l~nkage group 1 and the d ,  dwarf~ng gene on lrnkage group 4 The purple 
colour locus P was also placed on llnkage group 4 usirig thts newly construct~d 
(IP 18293 . T ~ f t  238Dl)-based pearl m~llet mapping population 
Molecular markers are rapidly being adopted by crop Improvement researchers 
globally as an effective and appropriate tool for basic and applied studies of biological 
components In agricultural systems Use of markers In applied breeding progralns can 
range from facllltatlng aPProPrlate choice of parents for crosses, to mapplng/tagglng of 
gene blocks associated with economically Important traits Reports on !Inkage between 
quantltative trait 10~1 effects and marker genotypes have been available in the literature 
quite a long time Molecular markers tightly llnked to different dlsease resistance genes 
have potentla1 Importance In facllitatlng selection procedures particularly for pyramiding 
two or more different resistance genes with the intension of producing a more durable 
and broad-spectrum resistance In thls study host-plant reslstance QTLs were identified 
from parental llne IP 18239 for SIX Indian and two Afrlcan downy mlldew pathogen 
populatlons For QTL mapping. the ~nterval-mapplng method Implemented in 
MapmakerIQTL and the composite Interval mapplng method from QTL Cartographer 
were used A total of seven different reslstance QTLs were ldentlfied from screens of the 
mapping population progenies against these eight different pathogen populations 
Among these, a common reslstance QTL was identified on linkage group 2 wh~ch was 
effective agalnst four Indian pathogen populatlons (Patancheru Jodhpur, Jalna arid 
Jamnagar) Such dlsease resistances are expected to be durable for a number of years 
Likewise a common reslstance QTL was ldentlfied on linkage group 4 for the Afrlcan 
pathogen populatlons from Sadore, Niger and Bamako Mali These resistance QTLs are 
of considerable Interest because the durablllty of resistance IS of major concern for plant 
breeders Several pathogen populatlons spec~fc  resistant to downy mildew QTLs were 
also identifled, but these are not expected to contribute to durable resistance unless 
deployed as components of uniform or segregating resistance gene pyramids 
QTL mapping and DNA markers also provlde rnslghts into facets of quantltatlve 
lnherltance patterns In thls present mapplng population all dentlfied resistance QTLs 
were from the resistant parent I p  18293, and for these an over-domlnant Inheritance 
Pattern was most commonly observed These ~dentlfied :eslstance QTLs can now be 
transferred to genetic backgrouncis of elite hybrid parental line:, through marker-asslsted 
se iec t l~n  breedlng programs Flanking markers of the ldentlfled QTLS Can facilitate 
Selection of resistant progenies during this bac~crossing process whereas other marker 
loci can be used in reducing the length of the donor segments carried along with the 
lntrogressed genes and/or selecting for recovery of recurrent parer't alleles on nOn- 
carrier chromosomes Marker-assisted selection can also be used to a pyramid several 
genes Into a Single male-sterile llne (and ~ t s  malnta~ner) or pollinator line 
DNA markers, of Course do have defects preventing thelr general irse 
breeding programs They are expenslue require comparatively more !(me In the  ~nltlal 
stages to  standardize, and require relatively soph~st~cated laboratory set up Each of 
these d~ff lcul t~es can be overcome by new methodologies like automated DNA 
extract~on, hlgh-throughput genotyplng systems and PCR-based non-radioact~ve 
visualization techniques Undoubtedly these technolog~cal lnnovat~ons in the fleld of 
molecular breedlng along with the advancement of bloinformatics will bring enormous 
benefits to plant breeding complementing class~cal plant breeding methods to ach~eve 
our goal in comparat~vely shorter t ~ m e  and a more directed manner 
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I 
1 50 PL / 
-- 
I mL 
1 N NaOH 
Slenle dH20 
Every hme prepare freshly d~ssolve and 
take 300 pUreactron 
peve/oper -- I 
, ___.- 
Developer A powder ip 
- ----- 
I "eveloper E powder 1 1 1 2 9  
1 Slowly add A and B make the volume lo 1 
1 Idre Mnth SDW 
Stop bath (3% of HAc) I 
1 HAc (acetlc ac~d )  1 d H T  
Rap~d ftxer powder 
dH 0 700 rnL I- L I i Make the volume 1 11ter wth stenie 1 
I dH.0 I 
-- 
-- 
I% Agarose 
- 
Agaros- 
-- -- - 
TAErrBE 
- - 
1 Take i A E  or JBE based an the lank i 1 buffer 
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! ! I I 
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.- 
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